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ABSTRACT
This study uses archival sources and oral history interviews to construct a history 
of St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School for Indian Children an institution sponsored by the 
Protestant Episcopal Church and located on the South Dakota side of the Standing Rock 
Reservation. St. Elizabeth’s opened in 1886 and closed in 1967. In the 1930s the school 
closed, and students attended a local public school; however, the mission continued to 
board children. Essentially the goals of the school, first set down by Bishop William 
Hobart Hare, continued to shape St. Elizabeth’s after it became a mission home. The 
major goal of this school, like all boarding schools of the era was to lead children to 
accept Christian civilization.
The dual methodologies of archival research coupled with oral interviews 
introduce the texture and meaning of the boarding school experience through the voices 
of former students. This study examines the following broad questions: what were the 
goals and organization of St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School for Indian Children, and what 
were the barding school experiences of former St. Elizabeth’s students from their own 
perspectives?
Through examination of the lived memories of those who were part of the education 
process at St. Elizabeth’s it became clear that, despite the best intentions of the Episcopal 
Church hierarchy and the federal government, those who attended and lived at St. 
Elizabeth’s gained an education, became Christian, but did so on their terms. In the
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process they did not lose important cultural foundations which defined them as Lakota, or 
in a broader context, as Indian. Lakota conversion to the Episcopal faith, to Christianity, 
must be understood, in part, as a response to the reservation experience, and this included 
political, social, economic, and spiritual duress. Conversion for many Lakota people was 
an additive process and did not mean giving up their essential identity as Lakota people. 
Despite the imposition of boarding schools and expectations of conversion to “Christian 
civilization,” Native people have retained an essential concept of self as tribal people 
with a particular worldview.
xiv




Throughout this document the terms Native American, Native, American Indian, 
Indian, and Native people are used. One aspect of American Indian culture that differs 
from person to person is the correct term to use in referring to the descendants of the first 
inhabitants of the Americas. Indian was the most common term for a period of about 
four hundred years. In the 1970s activists seeking to escape some of the stereotypes and 
erroneous ideas associated with the word Indian suggested the term Native American. 
This is the preferred term for many people. Now, however, Native American includes 
American Indians, Aleuts, Inuit, and Native Hawaiians. In response to this, many people, 
among them Native scholars, began to advocate the term American Indian. For 
American Indian people, tribal identity is the key to defining self, and there is no 
agreement from the tribal governments, tribal communities, Native scholars, academics, ■ 
or even the federal government as to the single best term when referring broadly to the 
people of various tribal nations. In this document the terms Native American, Native, 
American Indian, Indian, and Native people are used interchangeably. When at all 
possible I seek to use the terms that specifically refer to the tribal groups I am discussing. 
In particular, the terms Dakota and Lakota will appear. Dakota refers to the Yankton and 
their bands, the Yankton and Yanktonais, and to the Santee people and their bands the
1
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Mdewakanton, Wahpekute, Wahpeton, and Sisseton. Lakota refers to the Teton bands— 
the Sicangu (Brule), Oglala, Hunkpapa, Minneconjou, Sihasapa, Oohenunpa, and 
Itazipco. No matter the term used, the utmost respect for culture and for the people 
extends throughout this document.
In addition, the terms “savage,” “Christianity,” and “civilization” appear 
throughout this document, and it is important to clarify their meaning and their use.
These terms repeatedly appear in federal documents, in the writing of missionaries 
involved in Indian work, in numerous statements by Indian reform groups, and in articles 
written for the general public. From the period of first contact with Europeans and into 
the earliest days of the American republic, the Native inhabitants of the Americas were 
spoken of as “savages.” In part, this term was used to designate any people that did not 
conform to European customs, manner, and religion. The term “savage” was never a 
neutral term; consistently it referred to people who were regarded at the lowest point in 
human society, and it was a term used to define the aboriginal people of the Americas. In 
the late eighteenth century, at the time the American republic was coming into being, 
there was a concept of the “noble savage,” free beings unfettered by rules of society 
living in a natural state. Noble savages, a concept that emanated in Enlightenment 
thinking, were said to possess the essential qualities of human beings, honor and love of 
family, but they were not yet fully human. Enlightenment theory held that the Indian 
race needed to acquire the habits and values of European, which in the United States 
included American, civilization. Accordingly, Native people needed to be educated for 
civilization, and they needed to acquire the habits of an agricultural lifestyle, become an 
individual separated from tribal identity, and learn to acquire goods. Central to western
2
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thinking was the idea of progress; relentless movement forward and upward on the ladder 
of civilization (Higham, 2000, pp. 10-11; Utley, 1984, p. 33). Shortly after the American 
republic was founded, religious revivalism replaced Enlightenment thought, however, the 
theory that Indian people were savages and needed to be led into the glory of western 
civilization, which was inextricably bound to Christian beliefs, became predominant 
modes of thinking. Indian people were regarded as redeemable, and so the federal 
government wove the twin concepts of Christianity and civilization throughout its 
policies and programs well into the twentieth century. The ultimate goal was assimilation 
of Native people into the Christian fabric of American life and values.
“Christianity” and “civilization” are terms that are inextricably connected and 
often used interchangeably from the earliest days of the American republic. For federal 
officials, missionaries, and the American public, “civilization” was synonymous with 
“Christianity.” For Native people, conversion to Christianity entailed rejection of one’s 
own traditions and the adoption of both the religion and lifestyle of Euro-American 
civilization. In the United States, the ideal goal was that Native converts would settle on 
the land, farm, adopt Euro-American ways, including style of dress and the English 
language, and through hard work they would become self-supporting individuals living in 
Christian communities (Berkhofer, 1965, pp. 6-11; Higham, 2000, p. 16). In time, the 
concept of the “noble savage” changed in the United States. By the mid-nineteenth 
century Native people were often referred to as “savages,” and their cultures were said to 
promote “savagism.” Essentially this change in terminology came about because many 
Native people rejected the attempts to change them and to put them on the road to 
Christian civilization, which meant assimilation into American society.
3
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Well into the twentieth century, federal Indian policy seeks to find the most 
effective way to lift the Indian race, people regarded as savages and at the zero point of 
human development, “out of darkness and superstition into the light of Christian 
civilization” (ARCIA, 1888, p. xix). Education, particularly the boarding school, was 
seen as one of the most hopeful institutions to transform Native people and put them on 
the path to Christian civilization. The terms “savage” and the linked terms “Christianity” 
and “civilization” when used in this paper reflect the thinking and terminology of federal 
officials, Christian religious leaders, and Indian reformers.
Introduction
An 1888 Commissioner o f Indian Affairs Report stated the goal of Indian 
education was to lead Indian children “out of darkness and superstition into the light of 
Christian civilization” (xix). Through use of archival sources and oral history interviews 
I have constructed a history of St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School for Indian Children.
These dual methodologies allow me to explore the impact of a religious boarding school 
on the lives of American Indian people of the Standing Rock Reservation and to 
introduce the texture and meaning of that experience through the voices of former 
students. St. Elizabeth’s, operated by the Protestant Episcopal Church, opened in 1886 
and closed in 1967. It was located thirty-five miles south of the Standing Rock agency, 
near the town of Wakpala, South Dakota. St. Elizabeth’s was a small school; at most, it 
housed about sixty-five children, the majority of whom lived in the local community. St. 
Elizabeth’s was a typical mission boarding school; the church and school were located in 
a reservation community, and the missionaries sought converts among the adult 
population while they also established a boarding school “of a homelike nature” where
4
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Christian civilization could be modeled on a daily basis to the young people (ARCIA, 
1899, p. 282). Real hope for true conversion lay with the youth, and this was best 
accomplished by separation from the influence of parents as well as living in an 
environment that emphasized hard work and the precepts of Christian life.
Generations of Indian people, mostly from the Standing Rock Reservation, 
attended St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School for Indian Children. Advocates viewed 
boarding schools as institutions of hope and inspiration and looked to them as 
instruments to impose cultural, religious, and linguistic change upon American Indian 
people. Indian views of boarding schools are much more complex and reflect a wide 
range of emotions at being placed in culturally confusing institutions that sought to 
transform and change them forever. This study examines the following broad questions:
• What were the goals and organization of St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School for 
Indian Children?
• What were the boarding school experiences of former St. Elizabeth’s students 
from their perspectives?
Indian education in the United States has a complex history. It was often difficult 
for the young people who participated in this system and for the parents who gave their 
children over to the schools. Describing this difficulty, a landmark Senate report, Indian 
Education: A National Tragedy—A National Challenge (1968) stated, “The goal from the 
beginning of attempts at formal education of the American Indian, has been not so much 
to educate him, as to change him” (p. 10). Education was expected to detribalize Indian 
youths, convert them to Christianity, and civilize them into the white man’s world.
5
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From the earliest days of the American republic, the federal government spoke of 
“the Indian problem.” Essentially this referred to the fact that Indian people were not 
Christian and their culture and values did not correspond with those of the emerging 
nation. Christianization and civilization were proposed as the twin solutions to the Indian 
problem. And so, in crafting a federal Indian policy, the government relied heavily on 
various Christian denominations to educate and convert Indian people. Federal dollars 
and treaty monies were made available to churches to establish schools among the 
aboriginal peoples of the United States. Churches were relied upon to use the civilizing 
institutions of church and school to develop “an integrated cultural system—an entire 
blueprint for living which structured individuals and the roles individuals played in them” 
(Berkhofer, 1965, p. 10).
The churches put great emphasis on teaching the children; real hope lay in 
revamping “Indian life by raising a godly generation,” and boarding schools, even if they 
were located in the Indian camps, were believed to be the best way to accomplish true 
conversion (Berkhofer, 1965, p. 15). In 1807, missionary Gideon Blackburn described 
the necessity of snatching a child early from his parents before the habits of life were 
formed, that way missionaries “would not only rescue the rising race from savage 
manners, but also light up beacons, by which the parents might gradually be conducted 
into the same field of improvement” (Berkhofer, 1965, p. 16). Missionaries referred to 
this as “child training,” and it demanded close attention be paid to every detail of an 
Indian youth’s life (Berkhofer, 1965, p. 16). Throughout Indian country, the 
establishment of boarding schools became the heart of the missionizing process. Parents 
were told that schools wished to honor their children by providing them food, clothing,
6
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and lodging while also teaching them how to read, write, and perform practical work 
(Berkhofer, 1965, pp. 4, 16; Carroll, 2000; Higham, 2000, pp. 13-15; Sneve, 1977).
Christianity and civilization became inextricably linked ideas in the development 
of federal Indian policies—concepts that lasted into the twentieth century. And it was out 
of this context that St. Elizabeth’s Mission was developed by the Protestant Episcopal 
Church and established on the Standing Rock Reservation. As a mission station St. 
Elizabeth’s had a church and a school. The school was small, initially it was built for 
only twenty students, later it would accommodate sixty pupils. St. Elizabeth’s was 
described as a “homelike” institution in 1899 by its first director (ARCIA, 1899, p. 282). 
As such it intended to take in students, as young as possible, and serve as a model or 
replacement home where the residents would learn Christian teachings and moral 
precepts, they would develop skills needed for success as small farmers or housewives, 
they would acquire good manners, they would learn the importance of cleanliness and 
hygiene, and they would develop facility in speaking the English language. Piety, 
learning, and industry were the hallmarks of St. Elizabeth’s, and like mission schools 
everywhere, St. Elizabeth’s “tried to shape Native Americans into productive individuals 
whose values and life-style would support the republic” (Berkhofer, 1965, pp. 168-169).
The history of St. Elizabeth’s is the story of a particular institution in a particular 
community. The majority of the students who attended the school were Lakota from the 
Standing Rock Reservation, and many came from the southern side of the Standing Rock 
Reservation. Most of the first pupils were Hunkpapa Lakota from Gall’s camp, some 
were Sihasapa from Mad Bear’s camp. In the early days, the children used to come and 
go from the school, few stayed for the entire ten month school year, and so school
7
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statistics were compiled by means of average numbers of students attending each quarter. 
When the school opened in 1886 few of the parents were converts to the Episcopal faith, 
but many were interested in this new religion.
The first priest at St. Elizabeth’s, Philip Deloria, was a Yankton Dakota and a 
relative of Mad Bear, and his story of conversion was compelling. Deloria’s father, 
Saswe, had been a medicine man who derived his powers to heal from a strong vision 
involving four black tipis. And though Saswe could cure others, he could not heal 
himself; Saswe was plagued with a recurrent dream in which he saw the ghosts of four 
men he had killed when he was a young man. By 1870, Deloria’s father had contact with 
Episcopal missionaries, and they assured him that their religion could help him get rid of 
his nightmares, and it would also provide him with ways to continue to be of assistance to 
his people. So on Christmas day, 1870, father and son were baptized. Philip was 
educated at Episcopal schools, and he was encouraged to enter the ministry. The 
Episcopal Church placed great emphasis on training Indian converts for roles in the 
church as catechists, deacons, and priests. Deloria became a catechist for the church in 
1874 and by the time he arrived at St. Elizabeth’s in 1886, he was a deacon. In 1892 he 
was ordained a priest, and he served the people of the Standing Rock reservation until 
1925 when he retired due to poor health. He died in 1931 (V. Deloria, 1999, pp. 34-36; 
Olden, 1917/1999; Sneve, 1977, p. 54).
The school at St. Elizabeth’s was enlarged in 1890, and more students were 
regularly in attendance. The federal government began to insist on mandatory attendance 
policies for all school-age children, and parents in the Wakpala area preferred to send 
their children to St. Elizabeth’s. In that way, they would have their children nearby.
8
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Their options were boarding schools located at more distant sites on the Standing Rock 
Reservation or off-reservation boarding schools, so St. Elizabeth’s was a far more 
attractive alternative. By the mid-1890s St. Elizabeth’s was accepting more students than 
it could accommodate, but as a mission school intent on the conversion of the parents of 
its students, the church and school sought to be accommodating.
Gall and Mad Bear exhibited great interest in the mission, particularly the school; 
however, by 1890, neither had converted. Both men maintained two wives, and this 
alone prevented baptism. Many stories about Gall and his interest in the religious 
teachings of the Episcopal Church have endured over the years. On Sundays, it is said, 
he would come to St. Elizabeth’s Church and sit in the very last pew. Some accounts say 
he came with his face painted and wearing his finest buckskins. He would listen intently 
to Father Deloria’s sermon, delivered in the Dakota language. Gall would also go to the 
parsonage and have long conversations with Father Deloria, and he addressed him as 
misun, younger brother. He had only one wife by this time. After much contemplation 
and prayer Gall made the decision to be baptized, because he said, his traditional religion, 
based around the teachings of the pipe, was very similar to the teachings of Christianity. 
Both religions were based around belief in one God, they taught people to live in a good 
way, and many of the teachings were similar (Chapman, 1965, pp. 211-212; Cochran, 
2000, p. 22; E. Deloria, 1944/1978; V. Deloria, 1999, 214). Gall’s conversion was 
important. Gall was headman among the Hunkpapa in the area of Wakpala, and his 
conversion was a signal to the people in his community to examine these new teachings 
and to investigate them. Gall’s story had importance yet today among the Hunkpapa 
people, especially in the area of Wakpala, because his conversion did not diminish him as
9
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a Lakota, it permitted him to reinforce that these ideas were good and were consonant 
with Lakota teachings and values. Mad Bear, who maintained two wives throughout his 
life, did not convert to Christianity even though he was closely related to Father Philip 
Deloria.
Outside pressure was also placed on the Lakota people to give up their traditional 
religious practices, if not their religion. In 1883, the United States adopted the Indian 
Offenses Act, and though not targeted only at the Lakota, this law banned traditional 
religious practices such as the sweat lodge, vision questing, and sun dance. So, although 
the teachings of these ceremonies would remain, the actual ritual was forbidden, and this 
religious suppression did encourage many Lakota to look toward the teachings of the 
missionaries. The rites connected with the traditional Lakota religion were banned 
outright until the 1940s when there was more tolerance of religious freedom among 
Indian bureau officials; however, the official lifting of all bans that proscribed traditional 
religious practices came in 1978 with passage of the American Indian Religious Freedom 
Act. The prohibitions placed on the practice of traditional religious ceremonies led to a 
gradual Christianization of the reservations, including Standing Rock.
In 1890 catastrophic events rocked the Lakota reservations after months of 
controversy over a new religion that was spreading among some of the Sioux camps, the 
Ghost Dance. This religion was part of a revitalization movement sweeping some 
western tribes. The religion promised that there would be a return of the buffalo in the 
spring of 1891 and that many relatives, recently died, would come alive again. Sitting 
Bull, a former compatriot of Gall, was accused of being a leading proponent of the Ghost 
Dance at Standing Rock, and was killed on the morning of December 15,1890 in a
10
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botched arrest attempt some twenty or so miles west of Wakpala. Some Hunkpapa from 
Gall’s camp were among the Indian police force sent that morning to arrest him. And 
then, on the morning of December 28th over three hundred Lakota men women and 
children, many of whom were Ghost Dancers, were killed at Wounded Knee on the Pine 
Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. Some at Standing Rock had relatives at Wounded 
Knee. The events of 1890 impacted the people, certainly those Hunkpapa at Wakpala, 
and the people, even if it was grudgingly, seemed to accept the restrictions of reservation 
life. The events of 1890 made it clear that the old traditional lifestyle of the Lakota was 
no longer possible, and there was gradual acceptance of the new realities of reservation 
life. Part of that life was religion—traditional Lakota life was imbued with spirituality— 
and so the people began to investigate Christianity, and like Gall, many in the area of 
Wakpala, and by extension, Standing Rock, found Christianity palatable and even 
comforting. In their own ways and at their own pace, the Lakota gravitated toward 
Christianity.
In Wakpala many of the Episcopal Indians sent their children to St. Elizabeth’s 
Boarding School, and even with the construction of a public school in Wakpala in 1915 
after the Milwaukee Railroad brought in new businesses and new settlers, most of the 
Indian children still attended St. Elizabeth’s or one of the reservation boarding schools. 
Then, in 1917 the federal government developed an initiative to move Indian children 
into the public schools. Financial incentives were offered to the public schools. A new 
public school, complete with twelve grades, was built in Wakpala in 1924, and over half 
of the school population was Indian. Those at St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School began to 
institute changes; they continued to provide a primary education to the students at the
11
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mission, but the older students would attend the public school. However, the Episcopal 
Church determined it still had a great deal of work yet to accomplish, and it was deemed 
important to continue to board students and to impress upon them the need for strong 
religious teachings in their lives, the necessity of hard work and punctuality, and the 
advantages of a structured and orderly life. So St. Elizabeth’s became a boarding home. 
Officially it became known as St. Elizabeth’s Mission Boarding Home for Homeless 
Indian Children. In essence, when the responsibility for education was shifted to the 
district public school, there was little change in the goals and purpose of St. Elizabeth’s. 
Indeed, days bracketed by prayer, continued to be full of work details and schedules. The 
Saturday morning ritual of scrubbing and waxing the floors remained in place—little was 
really changed.
In this study, the majority of those I interviewed attended St. Elizabeth’s when it 
was a boarding home; however, they often referred to it as “the school,” and its overall 
goal of teaching the values and benefits of Christian civilization remained in place. The 
voices of these former residents add color, context, and meaning to what is otherwise a 
sterile set of rules and goals promulgated by a religious denomination. Though many 
times life at St. Elizabeth’s was hard on those who lived there, their memories provide 
deeper understanding of the complex relationship that exists between the Lakota people 
and the Christian churches, in this case, the Episcopal Church.
12
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Figure 1. St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School for Indian Children, about 1910. State 
Historical Society of North Dakota.
13
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CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF INDIAN EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES
Introduction
Indian education in the United States has a complex history. It was often difficult 
for the young people who participated in this system and for the parents who gave their 
children over to the schools. Describing the federal government’s intent in the area of 
Indian education, a Senate report, Indian Education: A National Tragedy—A National 
Challenge (1968) criticized the education system established for Native people in the 
United States. No matter if it was the federal government or religious denominations the 
report concludes there was sameness in intent and outcome in the area of Indian 
education:
From the first contact with the Indian, the school and the classroom have been a 
primary tool of assimilation. Education was the means whereby we emancipated 
the Indian child from his home, his parents, his extended family, and his cultural 
heritage. It was in effect an attempt to wash the “savage habits” and “tribal ethic” 
out of a child’s mind and substitute a white middle-class value system in its place. 
(Indian Education, 1968, p. 9)
What follows is a narrow history of Indian education. It attempts to specifically 
examine the role of Christian churches in developing, promoting, and carrying out federal 
Indian policy. In the very early days of the American nation, there was an evangelical
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Christian religious movement, the Second Great Awakening, which sought to define the 
United States as a nation based on Christianity. This notion has, in many ways, persisted 
as a strong theme in American identity and political culture up to the present day. Indian 
affairs, probably more than any other area of government, has been affected by this idea 
that the United States is a Christian nation, and Americans are the chosen people. After 
all, Indians, who had no knowledge of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, were deemed pagan, in 
need of salvation, and further, it was believed they could not overcome their savagery 
until they made true conversion through baptism. The new nation sought to save the 
savages and lead them “out of darkness and superstition into the light of Christian 
civilization” (ARCIA, 1888, p. xix). The roots of democracy were fairly shallow in the 
early days of the republic, but notions of the potential equality of American Indians 
mixed in with Christian teachings of love of fellow men did prevent mass genocide, 
though some would argue these very notions opened the door for a kind of cultural 
genocide. In the early days of the republic missionaries fanned throughout Indian 
country bent on converting the people to Christianity. Almost as soon as missionaries 
established churches they also opened schools, because it was necessary for Indian 
people to learn to read the Gospel, not simply to hear the Good Word. So, in the early 
days, various Christian denominations, mostly Protestant, sponsored small camp schools 
with student bodies that tended to come and go depending on what was going on at home. 
Early on, the missionaries determined that true conversion, to both Christianity and 
civilization, would occur only through establishment of a system of boarding schools that 
would provide practical training. Within a very short time, even the camp schools 
developed into boarding schools. This was certainly the case at St. Elizabeth’s,
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established in 1886 among the Lakota of Gall’s camp and Mad Bear’s camp on the 
Standing Rock Reservation. When the church was built, a boarding school was erected 
alongside the parsonage. Christian conversion and education were connected plans that 
would bring about the salvation of Indian people.
Colonial Overview and Early American Policy 
Soon after European powers established a foothold in the Americas, a singular 
concern emerged—what was the best way to insure a certain level of security and 
tolerance for European settlement? It was determined the most advantageous course 
would be for Native people to adopt the religion and civilization of the colonists. 
Europeans were convinced best way to achieve the cultural and religious transformation 
of Native people was to establish schools among the children of the aborigines and teach 
them how to read the Bible, pray, and acquire European habits of mind. Boarding 
schools, which intentionally removed children from their families, first appeared in 1568, 
and were considered superior institutions for bringing about lasting change (Bowden, 
1981; Farb, 1968, p. 247; Indian Education: A National Tragedy—A National Challenge,, 
1969, pp. 140-142).
During the American Revolution (1776-1781), and certainly afterwards, important 
questions surfaced over the best way to deal with Indian populations. Like their colonial 
predecessors, the American nation desired to live peacefully with the Indian people while 
at the same time continuing settlement on Indian lands and using the land’s natural 
resources. When it came time to devise a federal Indian policy, the leaders of the new 
nation, well-steeped in the British colonial policies, essentially continued the English
16
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model of dealing with Indian tribes as sovereign nations and negotiating treaties (Priest, 
1969/1942, p. 5).
Treaty-making afforded a legal and political solution for the new nation to deal 
with its aboriginal inhabitants. As inheritors of colonial models for administering Indian 
affairs, many in the new nation continued to link the twin goals of Christianization and 
civilization in their dealings with tribes. And so, treaties, which were legal documents 
between the United States and various tribal nations, were used to accomplish social 
goals intended to change Indian people (Utley, 1984, p. 35). Interestingly, many of the 
treaties contained provisions for education, a concept inherited from European forebears. 
However, tribal leaders also sought education for their children, because they realized 
that it was going to be necessary to deal with the Euro-Americans in their midst. Once 
educational provisions were written into the treaties, fulfilling them became the 
obligation of the federal government. Throughout much of the nineteenth century, rather 
than providing funds to the tribes to establish and conduct their own schools, the United 
States government doled out money to religious denominations to fulfill federal 
educational obligations to tribes (Indian Education, 1969, p. 11; Reyhner & Eder, 1989,
p. 26).
There was widespread concern in the early days of the republic about what should 
be the end result of federal Indian policy. A theoretical proposition rendered by Thomas 
Jefferson in his 1787 Notes on the Sate o f Virginia captured the idea most widely 
accepted by the new and hopeful nation, “I believe the Indian to be in body and mind 
equal to the whiteman” (Prucha, 1984, p. 49). On the surface Jefferson’s statement 
sounds quite democratic, but it reflects prevailing Enlightenment social theory, which
17
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held that the Indian race needed to become civilized. Central to western thinking was the 
idea of progress—relentless movement forward and upward on the ladder of civilization 
(Adams, 1995; Utley, 1984, p. 33). In order for Indians to approach equality with a white 
person, mind, body, and civilization had to undergo significant change. For Jefferson, 
and many in the new nation, the Native people had to be educated for civilization; they 
had to acquire the habits of an agricultural lifestyle, become an individual separated from 
tribal identity, and learn to acquire property (Utley, 1984, p. 33; Higham, 2000). Belief 
in the potential for Indians to become civilized Americans became the cornerstone of 
United States federal Indian policy. The challenge encountered in accomplishing this 
goal became known as “the Indian problem.”
Second Great Awakening
Although Thomas Jefferson’s 1787 pronouncement on the potential equality of 
America’s aboriginal people emanated out of Enlightenment thought, and not religious 
doctrine, it coincided in message and tone with the beginnings of the Second Great 
Awakening (c. 1790), a period of intense national religious revivalism that extended into 
the 1840s. Its tenets and basic presumptions reappeared with constancy throughout the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Berkhofer, 1965, p. 1).
The Second Great Awakening was an American phenomenon that emanated from 
Gospel-centered evangelical Protestantism. A fundamental belief was that the United 
States was a Christian nation, and so Protestant groups took an active role in setting the 
course of national life. Their particular vision of a Christian American stressed 
individuality, a deep sense of morality, piety, and a strong belief in the superiority of 
Anglo-Saxon civilization. Deeply embedded in the evangelical Protestant interpretation
18
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of the world was that Indians were savages in need of Christian redemption, and so the 
churches took as their special project forwarding the nation’s Indian policy and moving 
Native people into the light of Christian civilization. Establishing missions among 
Native people became an imperative (Berkhofer, 1965, pp. 2-5; Higham, 2000, pp. 10-12, 
16; McCombs-Moxey, 1996, p. 40; Prucha, 1984, pp. 48-52; Scott, 1978, pp. 3-5; West, 
1996, p.34).
The core of evangelical Protestantism was conversion, a transformative 
experience that entailed complete abnegation of the old life and its beliefs and being 
spiritually reborn into Christianity. For nineteenth century missionaries, true conversion 
of Native people would not come from hearing the Word alone; it was deemed necessary 
to be able to read Holy Scripture. Historian Robert Berkhofer (1965) examines how 
Protestant missionaries inextricably combined civilization and Christianity as 
coterminous processes:
Since conversion to Christ and civilization was conceived as an instructional 
problem, mission stations were educational establishments in the broadest sense. There 
the Indians would be persuaded by “right reason” and rationally calculated self-interest to 
adopt the white religion and ways, and would learn how to pray, farm, and behave... .all 
stations served three functions—piety, learning, and industry—and were to model school, 
church, home, and farm. (p. 15)
Ultimately, the churches expected it would be the young who would be totally 
transformed into Christian believers. The adults were more likely to adhere to many of 
the pagan superstitions, while their children were tabula rasa. Therefore, boarding
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schools, which removed children from the influences of home and family, were deemed 
the most effective institutions to effect total transformation (Higham, 2000, p. 12).
The goals of evangelical Christianity paralleled those of the Untied States 
government. Missionaries propagated civilization as much as Christianity; “they 
developed a blueprint for living which structured institutions and the roles individuals 
played in them” (Berkhofer, 1965, p. 10). Throughout the nineteenth century, the fusing 
of Christianity and civilization became a hallmark federal Indian policy (Berkhofer,
1965, pp. 6-7).
Civilization Fund (1802-1873)
The United States turned to Christian churches to further the goals of its federal 
Indian policy and to carry out its education obligations. Beginning in 1802, under 
President Jefferson’s administration (1801-1809), congressional appropriations known as 
the “civilization fund” set aside $15,000 per year for religious denominations “to provide 
civilization among the aborigines” (Indian Education, 1969). By 1819 Congress 
encouraged and extended the work of the churches when it passed the Indian Civilization 
Fund Act, which provided increased financial support to religious groups so they could 
live among and teach Indian people. The stated purpose of this later civilization fund was 
“to improve the various Indian tribes in agriculture, education, and civilization” (Prucha, 
1984, pp. 54-55). The Civilization Fund, which extended from 1802 to 1873, encouraged 
Protestant churches to become entwined in setting and carrying out federal Indian policy, 
a role they willingly accepted (Higham, 2000, pp. 17-18; Prucha, 1975, p. 19).
Although denominational differences inspired intense theological controversy 
among various Christian churches throughout the nineteenth century, historian Robert
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Berkhofer (1965) makes the point that, no matter the denomination, the churches 
involved in missionary work among Native people had very similar overall goals in 
forming and promoting their Indian work, and in turn, this complemented the goals of the 
federal government (pp. 2-10, p. 44). Federal Indian policy squarely focused on 
Americanizing the Indian—bringing both Christianity and civilization to the Indian. 
Civilization to nineteenth century Americans was conceived of as a narrow and 
ethnocentric process of gradual movement toward “the American way of life,” which 
included Christianity as well as a cluster of ideas stressing economic reward for hard 
work, democracy, and individualism. Clearly tribalism, which stressed group norms and 
group good, was antithetical to American ideals (Berkhofer, 1965, p. 15, 68-69; Deloria, 
E., 1978; Duncan, 1938/1990; Graber, /19381978; Prucha, 1984, pp. 48-49; Riggs, 
1880/1969).
Throughout Indian country, boarding schools became the heart of the 
missionizing process; soon after missionaries established churches in Indian 
communities, schools programs were also set up. Parents were told that the churches 
wished to honor their children by providing them with food, clothing, and lodging while 
also teaching them how to read, write, and perform practical work. For missionaries and 
federal officials, the end goal of the education process was Christian civilization— 
communities of Native people whose values and lifestyle would support the republic 
(Berkhofer, 1965, pp. 4, 10-11,15-16; Bowden, 1981, pp. 168-169; Carroll, 2000;
Deloria, E.,1978; Duncan, 1938/1990; Girton, 1960, p. 76; Graber, 1938/1978; Higham, 
2000, pp. 13-15; Indian Education, 1969, p. 11; Prucha, 1984; Riggs, 1880/1969; Sneve, 
1977).
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Treaty Funds
In addition to specific appropriations for schools through the Civilization Fund, 
by 1838 churches that established schools for the education of Indian youth often 
received supplemental funding from individual treaties. As missionary work among 
Indians expanded, the bulk of the money used to support schools came from Indian treaty 
funds and not direct federal appropriations (Indian Education, 1969, p. 146). In 1849 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs Orlando Brown praised the missionary societies for their 
success in educating Indian youth: “The dark clouds of ignorance and superstition in 
which these people have so long been enveloped seem at length in the case of many of 
them to be breaking away, and the light of Christianity and general knowledge to be 
dawning upon their moral and intellectual darkness” (ARCIA, 1848, p. 21).
Commissioner Brown’s pronouncements may have been a bit optimistic, because there 
are indications that parents resisted sending their children to the mission schools, which 
most often were boarding facilities. Indeed, missionaries turned to the government to 
develop enforcement policies intended to compel parents to send their children to school. 
In 1857, a treaty with the Pawnee stipulated that parents who refused to send their 
children to school regularly would have money deducted from their annuities. In time, 
parents would have rations withheld or even be jailed for keeping their children out of 
school (Utley, 1984, pp. 3-4; Prucha 1984, pp. 102, 143-153; Reyhner & Eder, 1989, 
p. 37).
To Americans, progress marked and defined human history, and this included 
expansion of territorial boundaries. By mid-century the United States was undergoing 
tremendous economic growth, was enchanted with scientific knowledge and the progress
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it brought, and was bent on conquering the wilderness and its inhabitants. There was 
renewed interest and attention in moving Indians further and more rapidly along the path 
from savagery to civilization. In truth, during this time most Indian people still lived 
according to the norms of their civilization, not as Christians who embraced American 
civilization. Some federal re-structuring and re-focus in Indian affairs seemed in order so 
that Indians could be placed more firmly on the path of Christian civilization. By the 
1850s, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, at the direction of Congress, used treaties to 
establish what were initially called “Indian colonies,” later referred to as reservations. It 
was believed reservations would enable the government to achieve, once and for all, its 
goal of teaching Indians to become self-sufficient farmers and good Christians, which, in 
turn, would make them civilized Americans (Prucha, 1984, pp. 143-144; Utley, 1982, pp. 
33-42, 46, 63).
Plains War Era (1862-1876)
Throughout the Civil War (1861-1865) non-Indian movement and settlement 
through Indian lands increased. In addition, many citizens brought significant pressure 
on the federal government to gain access to economic resources on lands prescribed for 
Indians in the treaties. So there was recognition in Washington that once the Civil War 
ended there would be need to contain Indians on smaller land bases and permit travel and 
settlement in most areas of the West (Utley, 1984, p. 3).
Tribes already contained on reservations complained to the federal government 
that the system was making them poor, and indeed it was. By the mid-nineteenth century 
the jobs of Indian agents and superintendents were patronage appointments used to fulfill 
political debts. In addition, traders and contractors licensed to do business with various
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tribes were selected by government officials. Although salaries for Indian Service 
personnel were small, these jobs offered great potential for financial enrichment.
Traders, contractors, and Indian officials had access to Indian annuity goods and tribal 
payments, and they had ample opportunity to plunder these resources, something which 
often occurred.
During this time, Christian missionaries, who sponsored churches and schools on 
the reservations, had little input into the direction of federal Indian policy, and they often 
spoke on behalf of Native people. Missionaries often joined the Indian people in 
complaints about the blatant corruption and misappropriation of Indian goods and 
monies. One tribe, the Santee Sioux in Minnesota, routinely suffered from overcharges, 
lost monies, and overall mismanagement of their treaty monies. Their complaints to 
government officials went unheeded. Minnesota Episcopal Bishop Henry Whipple 
interceded on their behalf with Indian officials in Washington and warned, “A nation 
which sowed robbery would reap blood” (in Utley, 1984, p. 78).
Minnesota Outbreak (1862)
Whipple’s prophecy was fulfilled in 1862 with the Minnesota Outbreak. A small 
group of Santee Sioux, suffering from bad crops, near starvation, dependence on annuity 
goods, and harboring assorted grievances against federal Indian policies, retaliated. They 
attacked and killed local settlers and traders. In a frustrated effort to air grievances, other 
tribal members joined them, and hundreds of settlers were killed in a month-long period 
in late summer of 1862. Military and local militias regained control in August and 329 
Sioux prisoners were condemned to die. In the end, thirty-eight Dakotas were hanged in 
a mass execution, and all Sioux were expelled from Minnesota and removed to barren
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lands in South Dakota where they eventually were settled on the Crow Creek Reservation 
(Prucha, 1984, pp. 143-145; Utley, 1984, p. 78). The same Episcopal and Congregational 
missionaries who had established churches and schools among the Santee and who had 
attempted to explain their grievances to federal officials accompanied them into exile 
(Anderson, 1997; Riggs, 1969/1880).
Northern Plains Unrest
On the northern Plains the Lakota became particularly angry when the United 
States violated its own 1851 Treaty and permitted travel along the Bozeman Trail after 
gold was discovered in Montana in 1864. This gold was needed by the United States to 
fund the Northern Army in the War Between the States, and so little was done to stop 
movement along this road. Further, the tribes in this region, particularly the Lakota, were 
very aware of the treatment their Dakota relatives received in the 1862 Minnesota 
Uprising; they had contact with those who survived the long trek from Minnesota to 
points in the Dakotas, and they were not easily pacified by promises or cajoling from the 
federal government. Tensions between northern Plains tribes, principally the Lakota, 
Cheyenne, Arapaho, and to a lesser extent, the Blackfeet and Crow, continued to flare 
from 1862 until 1876 when the federal government insisted all Indians in the region move 
within the bounds of established reservations or be considered hostile.
Sand Creek Massacre
In Colorado, disagreements over settlement between Indians and non-Indians 
contributed to the Sand Creek Massacre. At dawn on November 24, 1864 John 
Chivington and seven hundred men organized as a volunteer army charged through Black 
Kettle’s sleeping camp, killed and then mutilated over two hundred Cheyenne people,
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most of whom were women and children. Black Kettle was proclaimed a “peace chief’ 
because he had made peace with the United States and pledged not to fight. Although he 
hoisted both an American flag and a white flag over his lodge that morning, the attack on 
his people continued (Utley, 1984, pp. 86-93). Though in Colorado Sand Creek was 
hailed as a great victory over savagery, the massacre was decried by most Americans. 
Almost at once there were demands, especially from Christian church organizations, for 
construction of a more humane Indian policy that deemphasized military solutions and 
focused instead on traditional civil policies—reservations, Christianity, and civilization. 
The attention and energies of the nation were, however, squarely directed on the Civil 
War, and there was little sustained interest or ability to revamp federal Indian policy until 
the war ended (1865) (Prucha, 1984, p. 151; Utley, 1984, p. 93).
Peace Policy (1867-1876)
The end of the Civil War (1865) marked a new era of hope and enthusiasm in the 
American nation, revived commitment to the vision of a Christian America, and signaled 
a renewed zeal and sense of patriotism for fulfilling the nation’s destiny. Ulysses S. 
Grant, a Union general during the Civil War, was elected president in 1868, and in the 
area of Indian affairs he sought, once and for all, to end the Indian problem by instituting 
reforms intended to settle Indians on reservations and make them self-supporting 
Christian farmers and homemakers.
Humanitarian reform of federal Indian policy came in 1869 with “Grant’s peace 
policy,” as it came to be called. More than ever before, Christian missionaries were 
counted on to assume a role in federal Indian affairs. Various churches, particularly the 
Society of Friends or Quakers, urged the government to find a quick and lasting solution
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for the nation’s Indian problem based on peace and Christianity rather than on force of 
arms. Further, the Quakers urged Grant to appoint Christian men to run Indian agencies. 
In his inaugural address on March 4, 1869, President Ulysses S. Grant declared his intent 
to solve the Indian problem by overwhelming Indian people with Christian kindness. 
There was a caveat, however. Grant also declared that for Indians who resisted peace 
there would be “a sharp and severe war policy” (Keller, 1983; Reyhner & Eder, 1989, 
p. 39; Utley, 1984, p. 129; Utley & Washburn, 1977, p. 226).
In essence, the Peace Policy merely restated what had been the goal of the federal 
government all along—to settle all Indians on reservations where they would be 
educated, Christianized, taught to support themselves by agricultural pursuits. To ease 
their transition into “civilized” life, they would be provided with rations, clothing, and 
other goods, principally farm implements. The Peace Policy, grounded in Christian 
principles of honesty and justice, also sought to reform the widespread problem of graft 
in the management of Indian affairs. Misappropriation of annuities and treaty monies by 
traders, contractors, and Indian agents was rife among those employed in the Indian 
service, something that directly contributed to inciting the Minnesota Uprising in 1862 
(Higham, 2000, pp. 10-11, 16; Keller, 1983; Prucha, 1984, p. 153; Prucha, 1989, p. 153; 
Utley & Washburn, 1977, pp. 226-227).
The crux of the Peace Policy centered on the appointment of “competent, upright, 
faithful, moral, and religious” Christian men nominated by their churches to manage 
reservations, distribute annuity goods and rations to the tribal people, and “aid in the 
uplift of Indian people and their cultures” (Prucha, 1984, p. 153). Historian Francis Paul 
Prucha (1984) analyzes the impact of the Peace Policy:
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Building on the long history of close relations between the federal government 
and missionary groups in Indian matters, the nation now went far beyond simple 
cooperation of church and state in educational and religious activities. It 
welcomed official church societies and church-related individuals into fuller 
partnership; and to a large extent, these groups came to dominate official 
government policy and administration of Indian affairs.. .(p. 153)
Board o f Indian Commissioners
In 1869 Grant set the post-Civil War Indian policy even more firmly in the 
domain of American Protestant churches when he convinced Congress to authorize a 
Board of Indian Commissioners, comprised of benevolent Christian men whose intent 
was to turn Indian agencies into missionary outposts rather than military fortresses. One 
of the first orders of business under the Peace Policy was to divide Indian agencies 
among thirteen denominations that had been active in Indian work. Roman Catholics 
expected to be assigned thirty-eight reservations because of their active commitment and 
work among tribes; however, they were assigned only seven. The Catholics objected, to 
no avail, and intense, often bitter, conflict among Catholic and Protestant mission groups 
continued throughout the remainder of the nineteenth century (Berkhofer, 1965; Keller, 
1983; Priest, 1969; Prucha, 1979; Prucha, 1984, pp. 152-162; Utley, 1984, pp. 154-155).
The Board of Indian Commissioners’ agenda for assimilation of Indians into 
mainstream society reflected the goals of the United States government. They advocated 
collection of Indians on small reservations as a steppingstone to civilization; then 
settlement of Native people on small allotments or homesteads, with the idea that they 
would then become self-sufficient small farmers; and finally, the abandonment of the
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reservation system. Education was the keystone of this policy—a practical Christian 
education to prepare Indians for an eventual place in the march of American civilization 
(Higham, 2000; Prucha, 1984, p. 159).
Ironically, peace with the tribes was the goal of Grant’s policy, yet this era was 
marked by intense warfare. The stunning defeat of Custer’s command at the Little Big 
Horn on June 25, 1876 caused national outrage. By 1877, when Rutherford B. Hayes 
succeeded Grant as president, the Peace Policy was in shambles and on the verge of 
collapse. Carl Schurz, a reform-minded liberal, became Secretary of the Interior and set a 
new course for this administration. He argued to keep the Indian Bureau from being 
transferred to the Department of War, and he asserted control over Indian education. By 
1882 the churches succumbed to pressure from the Indian Bureau and withdrew from 
nominating Indian agents (Keller, 1983; Prucha 1984, pp. 159-163; Utley, 1984, pp. 
149-155, 184).
During the time of the Peace Policy, but especially after the stunning defeat of the 
United States Army at the Little Big Horn, there was growing criticism of the slow 
progress by missionaries in solving the Indian problem. After nearly seventy years of 
education work directed by various Christian denominations, there had been only a slight 
impact on Indian life. Certainly among the “wilder Indians” in the northern Plains there 
had been little conversion to Christianity and most Indian youth were not attending 
schools. From the look of things, there was little advance. Increasingly, the federal 
government viewed education as the key to solving the Indian problem; however, it was 
faced with denominational splits between Catholics and Protestants in the area of Indian 
education. The Catholic Church had become a dominant player in the education of
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Indian children, and many of the Protestant churches strenuously objected to this 
“Romish” presence on the reservations. The Board of Indian Commissioners, which at 
this time existed as an auxiliary of the Protestant mission boards, urged greater federal 
involvement in Indian education as a way to push out the Catholic influence in the Indian 
schools (Prucha, 1979).
Carlisle Indian School: Development of a 
Federal Indian School System
In 1879 the federal government opened its first school, Carlisle Indian School in 
Pennsylvania. It was an experiment, an off-reservation boarding school. The theory 
behind Carlisle was that it could more readily eradicate the attachment to tribal ways by 
keeping the children in school, often year-round, away from their parents and “away from 
savage influences” (Adams, 1995, p. 35). In many ways, Carlisle represented a new 
direction in federal Indian policy—the development of large intertribal industrial schools 
run by the government—even though the concepts incorporated into the federal Indian 
schools were a continuation of the philosophy that formed the bedrock of federal Indian 
policy. Even after the establishment of Carlisle, the end goal of the federal system 
continued to be the transformation of its Indian pupils into Christian Americans.
Even though Carlisle was a school operated and funded by the federal 
government, Richard Henry Pratt, the superintendent from 1879 to 1904, subscribed to 
the idea that it was his sacred duty to destroy the paganism of his pupils and replace it 
with Christianity. This was an expectation of the federal government also. Each Sunday 
students were required to attend church. Pratt arranged for Protestant services to be held 
at Carlisle, or students could go into town for services (Adams, 1995, pp. 278-290;
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Prucha, 1975, pp. 161-187; Standing Bear, 1933). In an address to clergymen Pratt 
espoused his philosophy of Indian education in a metaphor that alludes as much to 
drowning as baptism, “I believe in immersing Indians in our civilization and when we get 
them under, holding them there until they are thoroughly soaked” (Pratt, 1964, p. 283).
In many ways, Carlisle represented a new direction in federal Indian policy; the 
development of large intertribal industrial schools run by the federal government. 
However, the concepts incorporated into the federal Indian schools were a continuation 
of the basic philosophy that formed the bedrock of federal Indian policy. In 1878 the 
Annual Report o f the Commissioner o f Indian Affairs endorsed a government-directed 
education system as the quickest way to civilize Indians, and it endorsed the concept of 
boarding schools as the best institutions to achieve that goal. The report stated that the 
soundest educational policy would entail removal of children “from the example of their 
parents and the influence of the camp” (p. xv). Further, this same report suggested that 
holding children in boarding schools would force parents to comply with mandatory 
attendance policies, and Indian students could be held as “hostages for the good behavior 
of parents” (.ARCIA, 1878, p. xv). In many respects, the new federal school system for 
Indians was only a more expanded version of the boarding schools established by the 
various missionary societies. Essentially, the goals and the methods were very similar; 
both maintained the end goal of transforming its Indian pupils into Christian Americans.
In the 1880s mission schools were still the most prominent educational 
institutions for Indian children, and they continued to exert strong influence even as the 
federal government took a firmer hand in Indian education. Interestingly, as a way to 
reduce the influence of the Catholic Church in Indian education, various Protestant
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philanthropic societies, referred to collectively as “friends of the Indian,” moved Indian 
education more in the sphere of the federal government and, in many cases, away from 
church sponsorship. Their goal was “to stir up the God fearing people of the United 
States to demand reform in Indian affairs” (Prucha, 1984, p. 199). Throughout the last 
two decades of the nineteenth century the drive to acculturate and assimilate Native 
people intensified, and education became a linchpin in this process (Adams, 1995; Hyde, 
1956/1993, pp. vii-ix; rights; Prucha, 1973; Prucha, 1979; Prucha, 1984, pp.198-199).
Lake Mohonk Conference of Friends of the Indian 
The Board of Indian Commissioners worked in concert with the various friends of 
the Indian groups, and indeed, drew the majority of its members from the philanthropic 
societies. Annually the various Indian reform groups gathered for an extended meeting at 
Lake Mohonk in New York to recommend policies to federal authorities and to their 
churches. They deliberately focused public opinion on specific Indian policy, and the 
group aggressively pushed their agenda in the press and in the halls of Congress. Deep 
religiosity and commitment to Protestant ideals marked the Lake Mohonk conferences. 
During the 1886 Lake Mohonk Conference Herbert Welsh, a prominent Episcopalian, 
stated that it was the obligation of government and churches to do God’s will in guiding 
the Indian, “from the night of barbarism into the fair dawn of Christian civilization” 
(Prucha, 1984, pp. 203-204).
Dawes Allotment Act (1887)
In many ways, 1887 was a watershed year in Indian affairs and for the so-called 
friends of the Indian. The Dawes Allotment Act (1887) passed in Congress. The 
Christian reformers lobbied tirelessly for passage of this legislation. The land reform bill
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sought to dissolve the Indian land base and transform Indian people into self-supporting 
farmers by forcing them to accept an allotment of 160 to 320 acres of reservation land. 
Excess lands would be sold on the open market, and this legislation looked forward to the 
time when reservations would cease to exist. The Dawes Act was devastating for tribal 
people, while it caused jubilation among friends of the Indian. At the 1885 Lake Mohonk 
Conference Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Oberly called the reservation system,
“a pond of impure water with no inlet or outlet” (Adams, 1995, p. 261). The Dawes 
Allotment Act was an attempt to legislate a solution to the Indian problem.
Education Reform: “Kill the Indian and Save the Man”
By 1887 the Indian reform movement came to focus squarely on education. For 
Congress, humanitarian Christian reformers, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, education 
was looked to as a panacea; it, along with the land reform instituted by the Dawes Act, 
would lead to the final solution to the Indian problem. The prevailing thought stressed 
the need to develop a good system of mandatory education for American Indian youth, 
otherwise there was little hope that Native people would become successful small farmers 
on their own plots of land, and certainly, they would not achieve citizenship. For the 
reformers the answer was clear—an improved education system was necessary if 
allotment was to work. There was need to establish more schools, compel attendance, 
enforce English-only rules so that “their barbarous dialect should be blotted out” along 
with the allotment of lands which would lead to the break up of tribal relations, 
inculcation of the work ethic, and frugality (Prucha, 1978, p. 199).
There was near universal agreement that in the schools lay the ultimate power to 
transform the hearts, minds, and souls of the Indian pupils and eradicate student ties with
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native culture. Boarding schools continued to be viewed as the most advantageous 
institutions to bring about these changes. Debate continued about what type of boarding 
school was most efficient in erasing ties with the traditional culture, the off-reservation 
boarding school or the on-reservation boarding school. Proponents of the off-reservation 
boarding schools touted the advantages of eliminating all attachment to tribal ways and 
the potential of these institutions for integrating students into the civilized community 
beyond the school. Further, the on-reservation boarding schools were criticized because 
children were not sufficiently removed from the degrading influence of tribal life, and 
there was significant problem with relapse over the summer (Adams, 1995, pp. 35, 54; 
Graber, 1938/1978, p. 22). Indian agents complained about the constant effort of parents 
to visit their children during ration days; parents would come to the schools, pester to 
visit the children, and incidences of running away increased. Some agents intentionally 
moved schools away from agency headquarters to reduce the interaction between pupils 
and parents (Adams, 19195, pp. 31-35). The 1887 Annual Report to the Commissioner o f  
Indian Affairs recommended building a twelve foot high board fence to more effectively 
separate children from their parents (p. 219).
Others, principally missionary societies who sponsored Indian work, spoke in 
favor of on-reservation boarding school, because such institutions were likely to have an 
uplifting effect on the parents. In these schools removal of the children from their homes 
was temporary, and parents had the opportunity for periodic visits where they could 
observe their child’s educational progress and hopefully, would become proponents of 
civilization. The 1885 Annual Report to the Commissioner o f Indian Affairs cited the 
value of such schools: “The reservation boarding school may be made a great civilizer of
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Indian children, and at the same time be used to reflect some of the light of civilization 
into the Indian camp” (p. 113).
Elaine Goodale Eastman, an Episcopal missionary who, at the behest of Bishop 
Hare, taught in a day school on the Lower Brule Reservation in Dakota Territory between 
1887 and 1889, was attracted to the potential of the day school to become “a little center 
o f ‘sweetness and light’...in a squalid camp of savages” (Graber, 1938/1978, p. 30). She 
was convinced that the day schools provided many rich opportunities for the missionary- 
teachers to provide teaching and model civilized pursuits to the parents (Duncan, 
1938/1990, pp. 167-168, 188-189; Graber, 1938/1978, pp. 34-35, 40-41, 69, 74, 128).
No matter the type of school favored by policymakers, the end goal of solving the 
Indian problem entailed a twofold assault on the identity of Indian children. It was 
deemed necessary to strip away outward signs of identification with tribal life, and it was 
vital to replace the inner values, ideas, and behaviors with those of Christian civilization 
(Adams, 1995, pp. 100-101). At Carlisle, and soon many of the other schools, it was 
popular to document the outward change that occurred in students by taking before-and- 
after pictures of the youth as they entered the school. There are many photographs of 
Indian youth posed as they appeared the day they came to school—most have long hair, 
blankets, leggings, moccasins, and other accoutrement of tribal life; while the after shots 
show the young people posed with hairstyles and clothing that conformed to the style of 
late nineteenth century America. The boys had short hair and military-style uniforms; 
while the girls had their hair pinned up and they wore plain cotton dresses with aprons. 
Christian reformers and school officials alike took great pride in these photographs as 
visible proof of the civilizing nature of these schools. Throughout the last two decades of
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the nineteenth century, the major federal inroad into Indian education was the large off- 
reservation industrial boarding schools based on the Carlisle model, while the 
government continued to rely on religious denominations for much of the teaching on the 
reservations. The on-reservation schools were a combination of boarding schools and 
day schools.
Contract System
Due, in part, to questions about the separation of church and state, the Civilization 
Fund, which granted federal monies directly to churches that sponsored schools for 
Indian youth, ended in 1873. After these funds were terminated, missionary societies 
received greater access to treaty monies and proceeds from the sale of Indian lands in 
order to fund their Indian school work. The federal government ruled that the treaty 
funds were technically Indian monies, not federal dollars, even though the government 
controlled the tribal accounts. Following this reasoning, there was no breach of church 
and state when denominations were granted access to these funds. This established a new 
category of Indian schools, contract schools. Under this new system, the federal 
government set aside certain Indian monies for education, and mission societies that 
sponsored schools would apply for contract status. If accepted as a contract school, 
mission societies received an annual per capita payment of $108 as a contribution toward 
the total costs of supporting and educating Indian children. Even after the government 
began to develop its own Indian school system in 1879 it continued to rely on religiously 
sponsored schools, and the mission contract schools functioned as adjuncts to the federal 
schools (Adams, 1995, p. 66;ARCIA, 1886, pp. 136-137; ARCIA, 1888, p. xv; Carroll, 
2000, p. 80; Prucha, 1979, p. 30).
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The contract school system exacerbated animosities between the various Protestant 
denominations and the Roman Catholic Church. By 1888, an Episcopal reform group, 
the Indian Rights Association, formally complained to the Secretary of the Interior that 
the Catholics were receiving more contracts than any other Protestant group (ARCIA, 
1888, pp. xiv-xvi). By the latter part of the nineteenth century there was widespread 
acceptance of the notion that the United States was founded on Protestant principles and 
these values should form the core of the federal Indian school system—certainly 
Protestant values permeated the American public schools. So the Protestant friends of the 
Indian sought to end the contract school system in order to move Catholics out of Indian 
education. Ultimately, the government withdrew all contract funds from the churches on 
June 30, 1900. Although this did not end church-sponsored schools on reservations, it 
did place the burden for supporting the schools directly on the missionary societies 
(Prucha, 1979, pp. 3-40).
Taming “Wild Untutored Savages”
By the mid-1890s a true system of Indian education was emerging. With the 
passage of a compulsory attendance statute in 1891 the Indian student population was 
increasing, the number of federally sponsored schools was growing, and more teachers 
entered the Indian service. Education and religion were still closely linked. Both sought 
conversion—a turning away from the savage life toward the light of Christian civilization 
(Adams, 1995, pp. 213, 60-63, 70; ARCIA, 1888, p. xix).
Teachers in the Indian schools, most of whom were women, were charged with a 
crucial role of reshaping students’ personal and cultural being. Teachers assumed 
parental roles, re-named children, bathed and clothed them, and often challenged the
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authority of the children’s parents. In nineteenth century America, women were seen as 
purveyors of Christian civilization, culture, and moral virtue, and those women who 
taught in the Indian schools became the embodiment of this ideal (Adams, 1995, pp. 82, 
136; Duncan, 1938/1990; Graber, 1938/1978; Higham, 2000).
Students who resisted the civilizing aspects of education were punished.
Historian David Wallace Adams (1995) refers to this as “taming” (p. 121). Recalcitrant 
students were denied meals, boys were forced to parade in girls’ clothing, pupils were 
imprisoned in closets or guardhouses, while still others were beaten despite a policy that 
indicated corporal punishment was to be used sparingly. Force and humiliation were 
used to enforce conformity (Adams, 1995, pp. 82, 101, 119-121).
The school day was arranged around a system known as half-and-half where half 
of the day was spent in the classroom, while the other half at practical trades or work 
experience. The purpose of the curriculum was to produce “civilized youth to leaven the 
old mass, to break down tribal customs, and build up a sturdy yeomanry” (ARCIA, 1905, 
pp. 29-30).
Academic Curriculum
By the early 1900s standardized courses of studies were prescribed for all Indian 
schools, federal or church-sponsored. First and foremost, the academic curriculum 
stressed acquisition of English—speaking, reading, and writing. English-only was to be 
used in the schools, because it was the most direct route to civilization (Pmcha, 1973, 
pp. 198-199). Various techniques of English language teaching were used in the Indian 
schools, but by all accounts most students experienced a great deal of stress in the process 
of acquiring facility in English (LaFlesche, 1900/1963; Lomawaima, 1994; Standing
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Bear, 1933/1975). Students in the large off-reservation boarding schools came from 
many different tribes, so in time English became the lingua franca. On the other hand, 
students in the reservation boarding schools and day schools often acquired very little 
ability to use English; in their life outside the classroom they would generally 
communicate with each other using their tribal language. Speaking the tribal language 
was a punishable offense at all schools, but use of the tribal language by students 
remained an issue for many years {ARCIA, 1905, p. 391; LaFlesche, 1900/1963; 
Lomawaima, 1994; Standing Bear, 19331975). Other parts of the academic curriculum 
included arithmetic, physical geography, nature study, and United States history (Adams, 
1995; Bowden, 1981).
Virtues prized by American Protestantism and synonymous with the American 
character were stressed in the practical education that students received in the other half 
of their school day: work that would reinforce self-sufficiency, development of a strong 
work ethic, and acquisition of possessive individualism. Boys were taught industrial 
skills or manual labor. The larger schools supported more complex trades such as 
tinsmithing, carpentry, shoemaking, harness making, tailoring, painting, and printing. 
Farming was, however, the major trade stressed for the boys, and this matched the goal of 
the Dawes Allotment Act (1887) which was to settle Indians on small parcels of land and 
make them self-sufficient farmers. Teachers were instructed to introduce farming as soon 
as students entered school, and this was recommended as a way to teach English.
Training for boys was intentionally general, because Indian youth were not expected to 
compete with white artisans (Adams, 1995, p. 148; ARCIA, 1905, p. 398; Bowden, 1981; 
Lomawaima, 1994; Standing Bear, 1933/1975).
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Female students spent their half day learning domestic sciences in preparation for 
assuming their expected roles in civilized society as mothers and moral guardians in a 
Christian home. Girls worked in the school kitchens preparing meals, setting tables, 
washing dishes, and so on. In addition they did the school laundry and ironing, kept the 
school clean, and sewed dresses, aprons, pillowcases, sheets, union suits, tablecloths, 
towels, waists, skirts, and overalls (ARCIA, 1905, p. 398). This was practical work that 
kept the school running, and it also was considered training for life (Adams, 1995, pp.
150, 175). The architect of the course of study, Superintendent of Indian Education, 
Estelle Reel, proclaimed, “The logical results will be the extermination of the Indian as 
an Indian,” {ARCIA, 1905, p. 29).
The schools, both federal and church-run, had always relied heavily on student 
work for their support, but as contract monies were reduced during the 1890s, the mission 
schools became even more dependent on the labor of their students for support of basic 
needs. In some instances the schools, both federal and mission, began to hire out their 
students as farm workers and housekeepers in order to derive income. Many of the 
Indian schools also began to sell some of the goods raised or manufactured by the 
students as a way to support the schools. These issues surfaced in the late 1920s and 
became a national scandal (DeJong, 1993, pp. 106-132; Indian Education, 1969; 
Lomawaima, 1994; Meriam Report, 1928; Parker, 1996; Trennart, 1988).
Illness and Disease: “Virtual Germ Factories”
In 1908 Commissioner of Indian Affairs Francis Leupp described the boarding 
schools as “virtual germ factories” {ARCIA, p. 18). He cited tuberculosis as the worst 
problem, but illness and disease were persistent issues in the boarding schools.
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Dormitories were often nothing more than large open rooms with upwards of one 
hundred children sleeping in close proximity to each other, and in some cases, because of 
overcrowding, three or four students slept in the same bed. Contagious diseases such as 
measles, chicken pox, and whooping cough spread quickly. Tuberculosis, scrofula (a 
non-pulmonary type of tuberculosis), and trachoma (a contagious viral infection of the 
eye) were chronic problems in many of the schools. By far tuberculosis was the most 
acute health problem in Indian boarding schools, and this disease remained a problem 
throughout the 1960s (Adams, 1995, p. 130; Remele, 1986; St. Pierre, 1991; Trennart, 
1988).
Deaths of boarding school pupils were not uncommon, and all off-reservation 
boarding schools had student graveyards. At times, students in the carpentry shops had to 
make coffins for their schoolmates. On-reservation boarding schools generally sent the 
most sickly children home, often just before they died. Due to distance and 
transportation issues, far fewer sick students were returned from the off-reservation 
facilities. At many of the schools the students would tell stories of children-ghosts and 
sad mournful crying late at night. Indian parents associated the boarding schools with 
illness and death, and so many began to hide their children when school officials tried to 
round up children in the fall (Adams, 1995, pp. 125-135; Barrett & Britton, 1997, p. 18; 
DeJong, 1993, pp. 117-120; Pmcha, 1984, pp. 290-293; St. Pierre, 1991).
Some school inspectors suggested boarding school students were more 
susceptible to diseases because they were poorly fed and overworked. Food at the 
schools tended to be monotonous and lacked variety. At Rapid City Indian School, in the 
early 1910s, the breakfast menu was the same everyday: oatmeal, fried potatoes, bread,
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syrup, and coffee. Dinner and supper were the same day in and day out: boiled meat, 
potatoes, gravy, and another carbohydrate—variously dumplings, bread, combread, or 
light rolls. At all meals students were offered water and sometimes coffee. The only 
milk students received was with their oatmeal (Riney, 1995, pp. 46-49). Issues of 
malnutrition among boarding school students arose in the late 1920s (Meriam Report, 
1928).
In 1910 the Superintendent of Indian Schools issued comprehensive guidelines to 
improve the health of the pupils in the federal schools. Children were to sleep one to a 
bed; sick students were to be isolated; if possible, open air sleeping quarters should be 
built; each student was to have a towel and this was not to be shared with others; 
cuspidors were to be placed around the schools; menus were to include greater variety; 
and school officials were to fumigate buildings and supplies periodically. Some schools 
also gained access to medical personnel, usually a physician or a nurse that would visit 
periodically (Adams, 1995, pp. 135-136; ARC1A, 1905, p. 409; Riney, 1995, pp. 47-50).
Those who worked in the boarding schools sometimes recognized that students 
suffered emotional damage in being cut off from their families. Some students did not 
sleep or eat well at school, and invariably they became ill, and some died (Adams, 1995, 
pp. 132-133; Standing Bear, 1933/1978). In 1905, Superintendent of Indian Schools, 
Estelle Reel noted, “The love of home and the warm reciprocal affection existing 
between parents and children are among the strongest characteristics of the Indian nature” 
(ARCIA, 1905, p. 392). However, she viewed this as an impediment to the work of the 
schools. “Greater efforts are being made.. .by training them [students] in habits of self- 
control and self-dependence, and to live up to the standards set and the instruction
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imparted at school” so that the pupils could withstand the “down pull of reservation life”
(.ARCIA, 1905, p. 392).
Runaways
Runaway students were a constant problem in the boarding schools. Students ran 
away for many reasons, but loneliness for family and home were significant reasons. In 
some instances children were forcibly removed from their families by tribal police or the 
Indian agent in order to keep reservation schools full. Many parents objected to sending 
their children to boarding schools, and students themselves often rejected the life of the 
boarding schools—marching in platoons, strict segregation of ages and sexes, having 
their hair cut, English-only rules, attending chapel, harsh discipline, and so on. Students 
had myriad reasons for running away (Adams, 1995; Barrett & Wolter, 1997; Child,
1998; DeJong, 1993; Lomawaima, 1993; Standing Bear, 1933/1978).
Fires
Fires at boarding schools were not uncommon and resulted from shabby 
construction, poor heating systems, or carelessness in laundries and kitchens. However, 
students were sometimes the culprits. The annual reports submitted by the Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs consistently recorded instances where students set fires. In 1899, the 
agent on the Blackfeet Reservation reported, “two school boys remembering that when 
the building burned the previous year several boys were released from further attendance 
at school, became possessed of the idea that should another building bum the entire 
school might have a prolonged vacation, started a fire” {ARCIA, 1899, p. 26). By 1900 
preventive measures suggested by the Indian Bureau included scattering buckets of water 
around buildings, practicing fire drills, and building fire escapes. In addition, the
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Commissioner of Indian Affairs announced that arsonists would be prosecuted. In 1905 
two Menominee girls burnt down their residential boarding school and one was sentenced 
to life imprisonment at Fort Leavenworth. This incident was widely published in the 
various Indian school newspapers as a warning to all pupils (Adams, 1995, p. 230).
“Agents of Christianization”: Indian 
Schools (1890-1928)
The decline in federal financial support to the mission schools, the demise of the 
contract system, and rapid development of the federal Indian school system after 1890 
caused many of the mission schools, in particular those run by Protestant denominations, 
to close. However, the federal government continued to support and foster inclusion of 
Protestant religious teachings in the curriculum, activities, and administration of its 
schools. In 1911 Commissioner of Indian Affairs Valentine pronounced that it was 
impossible and wrong to attempt to separate church and state in the federal Indian 
boarding schools. He justified the continuation of Protestant services, prayer, and 
catechism when he declared, “being in a semi-parental relation.. .the theory of separation 
of church and state does not justify it in excluding all religious endeavors from the 
schools” (Prucha, 1979, p. 187). Proselytizing remained an integral part of the federal 
Indian schools for years to come. Graduation exercises, assemblies, and other events at 
the schools were highly overlaid with Christian elements (Carroll, 2000; Girton, 1960; 
Prucha, 1979, pp.161-164; Sneve, 1977).
Meriam Report (1928)
After World War 1(1914-1918) criticism of Indian schools, those run by the 
federal government and missionary societies, came from many directions. Assimilation
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of Indians and an end to the reservation system persisted as the ideal outcomes espoused 
by the American public and the various reform groups, which were now broader than 
religious-minded persons—social workers and others were taking an interest in solving 
the Indian problem. In the 1920s reformers pressured for change and renewed federal 
commitment in Indian affairs, particularly in the area of education; for, after all, there 
was common agreement, “That the whole Indian problem is essentially an educational 
one has repeatedly been stated by those who have dealt with Indian affairs” (Meriam, 
1928, p. 348).
It was against this backdrop, in 1926, that Secretary of the Interior Hubert Work 
commissioned a non-governmental agency to conduct a comprehensive, impartial, and 
scientific analysis of the government’s administration of Indian affairs. Lewis Meriam, a 
staff member at the Institute for Government Research (the Brookings Institute) headed 
this study. He assembled experts in the fields of law, economics, health, education, 
agriculture, family life and women, and urban Indian life to conduct seven months of 
fieldwork that included visits to ninety-five reservations, agencies, hospitals, schools, as 
well as urban centers with large Indian populations. This extensive investigation resulted 
in a report produced in 1928, The Problem o f Indian Administration, commonly referred 
to as the Meriam Report The document detailed dreadful conditions in the health, 
housing, economic life, and education of Indian people. It also criticized the poor 
administration of federal Indian policy (Meriam, 1928, pp.3-5, 8, vii).
In particular, the Meriam Report (1928) issued a scathing denunciation of the 
boarding schools and singled out these institutions as particularly harmful. At the time of 
the investigation, 80% of Indian children were enrolled in boarding schools—about 50%
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of that total were in schools located on reservations, the other 50% were in off- 
reservation facilities. The report blamed the boarding school system for many of the ills 
on reservations. It warned, “The long continued policy of removing Indian children 
from the home and placing them for years in boarding school largely disintegrates the 
family and interferes with developing normal family life” (Meriam, 1928, p. 15). 
Missionaries were singled out because the thrust of their activities concentrated on the 
education of children apart from their families, rather than “developmental work with 
families and the promotion of wholesome community life” (Meriam, 1928, p. 16). 
Indeed, the report declared churches should be more focused on keeping families intact 
rather than participating in the boarding school system and removing children from the 
fold of family (Meriam, 1928, p. 16).
The report contained resounding criticism of conditions in the boarding schools. 
The federal boarding schools were found to be feeding, clothing, and boarding their 
charges on eleven to eighteen cents per day—well below “any reasonable standard of 
health and decency” (Meriam, 1928, p. 348). Investigators found children living on 
starvation diets in numerous schools, and as a result, many pupils had developed 
conditions such as anemia and rickets. Children with tuberculosis and trachoma, both 
highly contagious diseases, were mixed in with the general school populations (Meriam, 
1928, p. 13). Illnesses such as measles and chickenpox spread rapidly through school 
populations and sometimes resulted in deaths. Additionally, medical conditions 
essentially caused by poor hygiene—scabies, impetigo, lice, among others—were 
common in many schools.
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In addition the Meriam Report (1928) condemned the schools for violating child labor 
laws by using student work to support the schools, and “the half-day plan, with its large 
amount of non-education productive labor, tends materially to reduce the efficiency of 
the boarding schools as educational institutions” (p. 33). This report also denounced the 
curriculum prescribed for the Indian schools and insisted good teaching, not curricular 
control, would raise the standards in Indian schools. Although the Meriam Report (1928) 
did have harsh words for some missionary work on reservations, the investigators found 
the religious school curriculum more educationally advanced than the government 
schools, and they deemed some of the vocational training “more applicable to the life of 
the surrounding region” (p. 409). Many of the teachers and staff in the boarding schools 
were deemed underprepared and unfit to teach any group of children (Meriam, 1928, 
pp.13,378, 483).
This report had harsh words for Indian education:
The most fundamental need in Indian education is a change in point of view. 
Whatever may have been the official governmental attitude, education for the 
Indian in the past has proceeded largely on the theory that it is necessary to 
remove the Indian child as far as possible from his home environment; whereas 
the modem point of view in education and social work lays stress on upbringing 
in the natural setting of home and family life. The Indian educational enterprise is 
peculiarly in need of the kind of approval that recognizes this principle; that is, 
less concerned with a conventional school system and more with the 
understanding of human beings. (Meriam, 1928, p. 346)
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Based on solid research in the social sciences and grounded in the theories of 
progressive education as espoused by John Dewey, the Meriam Report (1928) 
recommended closing most of the boarding schools and either integrating Indian pupils 
into public schools or instituting a system of day school that would bring education into 
the Indian community. This report did recognize that it would be necessary to keep some 
boarding facilities open. Despite its tone, the Meriam Report (1928) supported the 
longstanding goals of federal Indian policy which were to make Indians independent and 
self-supporting citizens. Many of its recommendations were implemented in the early 
years of the Roosevelt administration.
The New Deal Era (1933-1945)
Between 1933 and 1941, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, John Collier, 
encouraged many innovations in Indian education. Almost one hundred community day 
schools were constructed on reservations, and nearly as many boarding schools were 
closed. Dewey’s progressive educational ideas were integrated into Indian schools, and 
many of the recommendations of the Meriam Report were initiated. Children were taught 
in their tribal languages during the first two to three years of school. Family was deemed 
important, not a hindrance, to the social and emotional development of the Indian child; 
day schools became community centers that linked Indian people of all ages into the 
education system; families were allowed to wash clothes and bathe at schools, use 
libraries, work in community gardens attached to the schools; and always, families were 
welcome to observe and to teach the children. During summers, educators were required 
to take part in highly innovative teaching institutes, often living in reservation 
communities where they immersed themselves in the cultures of their students and
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developed innovative classroom materials, including a series of readers in tribal 
languages (Home & McBeth, 1998, pp. 71-77; Stoltz, 1996; Szasz, 1977, pp. 35-63).
Although community day schools were favored during this time, there was no 
clear alternative to the boarding schools; they continued to provide more advanced 
education and served children who were scattered over remote reservation areas. 
However, reforms were instituted. The military routine that characterized the boarding 
schools disappeared; the emphasis on athletics, so prominent at some off-reservation 
schools, ended and leadership was stressed; healthy foods were added to school menus; 
and students were given certain social privileges like shopping in nearby towns. Many of 
the boarding schools resisted adopting the more progressive education measures of this 
era, and students continued to provide much of the labor to support the boarding schools 
(Home & McBeth, 1998, pp. 28-60; Reyhner & Eder, 1989, pp. 100-109; Stoltz, 1994; 
Szasz, 1974, pp. 37-105).
The long term education goal of the Collier administration was assimilation—to 
move Indian children into the public schools and eventually dissolve the federal Indian 
school system. To encourage this, Congress passed the Johnson-O’Malley Act in 1934. 
This law permitted the Secretary of the Interior to contract with states so Indian children 
could attend public schools. In return, states received federal impact aid funds (Szasz, 
1977, pp. 181-186, 200-201). Many of Collier’s education programs, including school 
reform, did not come to fmition because of the limitations of the New Deal programs 
during the Great Depression and the intrusion of World War II.
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World War II, Termination, and Relocation
The postwar years were marked by aggressive federal policies that intended to 
bring about assimilation. Congress repeatedly called for Indian children to attend off- 
reservation boarding schools, and there were pronouncements that the final solution to 
the Indian problem would be to free Indians by terminating the reservation system. In 
1953 Congress passed House Concurrent Resolution 108, and it became official Indian 
policy once again cut ties with family and ship Indian youth to boarding facilities, often 
far from their home reservations. Vocational courses still predominated in the boarding 
schools, but now they were geared to providing skills to enable Indian youth to move to 
urban areas and work upon graduation, rather than return to the reservation as farmers 
(Parker, 1996; Prucha, 1979; Szasz, 1977).
The postwar federal Indian policies, especially those in education, were generally 
not successful, and for the first time in history, they met with organized Indian political 
opposition. The National Congress of American Indians (NCAI), founded in 1944, 
lobbied to halt termination policies, though it did not bring about immediate reform in 
education (Home & McBeth, 1998; Szasz, 1977).
Moving Toward Indian Self-Determination 
in Education
When John F. Kennedy became president in 1961, Indian boarding schools were 
full of students and conditions were difficult; buildings and programs were substandard. 
In response, Kennedy assembled an independent commission to suggest changes in 
Indian education. The commission was critical of the fact that Indian people had little or
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no say in the development of educational policies that affected their children, and it 
recommended systemic changes in Indian education policy {Indian Education, 1969).
Rough Rock Demonstration School
In part, the study conducted in the Kennedy administration assisted in formulation 
of the Economic Opportunity Act approved in 1964, a vital piece of legislation for Indian 
people. Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) funds were made available to 
disadvantaged groups, including tribes, and allowed them to tailor proposals for 
education and job training to meet the needs of specific communities. Importantly for 
tribes, OEO monies were not under the control of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and so 
many tribes took advantage of these funds to develop educational programs (Prucha,
1986, pp. 356-359; Reyhner & Eder, 1989).
One of the most creative and exciting educational ventures in Indian country, 
Rough Rock Demonstration School, came about with OEO funds. Parents and teachers 
on the Navajo Reservation partnered to develop a tribal-specific curriculum which 
emphasized Navajo language and culture and stressed individual student development. 
Rough Rock served as a model for the development of other Indian schools and their 
curricula (Reyhner & Eder, 1989; Szasz, 1977).
In 1969 a scathing report, Indian Education: A National Tragedy—A National 
Challenge, released by the United States Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, 
echoed the earlier Meriam Report (1928). This report carried an indictment of all types 
of schools charged with the education of Indian children including Bureau of Indian 
Affairs schools, mission schools, and public schools:
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From the first contact with the Indian, the school and the classroom have been a 
primary tool of assimilation. Education was the means whereby we emancipated 
the Indian child from his home, his parents, his extended family, and his cultural 
heritage. It was in effect an attempt to wash the “savage habits” and “tribal ethic” 
out of a child’s mind and substitute a white middle-class value system in its place. 
{Indian Education, 1969, p. 9)
This report led to the permanent closure of most Indian boarding schools and was 
the harbinger of an era known as Indian self-determination, a time when Indian people 
became directly involved in the education of their children and in directing the schools 
their children attended.
The National Study o f American 
Indian Education (1971)
A second, more moderate, report on Indian education was produced by the United 
States Office of Education in 1971, The National Study o f American Indian Education. 
This comprehensive report sought to analyze the causes of the poor conditions and 
difficult educational climates in Indian schools and to make recommendations for 
improvement. Like previous national studies, this one declared the failure of Indian 
education had deep historic roots and was closely interrelated with the general failure of 
national policy; it called attention to the need to understand the link between poverty and 
the low achievement levels in Indian education; it stressed that Indian education was a 
cross-cultural transaction and ignoring this caused negative psychological and social 
impacts on students; it encouraged giving “special attention and concern” to “a 
controversial and unique institution—the Federal Boarding School”; and it faulted
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mission boarding schools for viewing “education as a great inroad being made against 
paganism” (Fuchs & Havinghurst, 1972, p. 51). This report strongly emphasized the 
need for Indian input, planning, and decision-making in all aspects of Indian education 
(Fuchs & Havinghurst, 1972, pp. 300-301).
Indian Self-Determination and Education 
Assistance Act (1965)
Landmark legislation granting greater Indian control in education occurred in 
Title II of the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (PL 93-638) of 
1975. The purpose of the act was “to promote maximum Indian participation in the 
government and education of Indian people” and “to support the right of Indians to 
control their own educational activities” (Reyhner & Eder, 1989, p. 124). This legislation 
permitted tribes or local education organizations comprised of individuals from the 
Indian community to provide input, and in many cases, assume management of BIA and 
mission schools. Major curriculum changes were instituted in all Indian schools, and 
tribal languages and courses of studies reflecting tribal history and values were 
implemented in the schools. Indian education was rapidly changing and moving away 
from federal control and management to local tribal control.
During this era most of the boarding schools closed, both those run by the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs and various missionary societies. Indeed, many of the mission schools 
were turned over to local educational associations made up of members of the tribal 
community, and they severed their identity with Christian churches. Separation from 
church sponsorship permitted the schools to access federal funds.
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Indian self-determination fueled great excitement among both Native and non- 
Native educators. There was also a sincere commitment by tribal communities to assume 
control of educational institutions, which for so long had taken their children out of their 
homes and their lives. The reality many Indian educators face today is that extensive 
problems persist in Indian education—high drop-out rates, poor performance on national 
tests, high teacher turnover rates in reservation schools, parental criticism of the schools, 
among many issues. Tribal and urban Indian communities have come to understand that 
tribal curriculum alone cannot change problems endemic in Indian education. There is a 
need to research and examine the impact of poor socio-economic conditions on Indian 
education as well as the long-term impact of boarding schools on the Indian community 
(V. Deloria & Wildcat, 2001; Hammeren & Long Feather, 2002; Swisher & Tippeconnic, 
1999).
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CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Indian education in the United States has a complex history, particularly the 
boarding school system. Advocates viewed boarding schools as institutions of hope and 
inspiration and looked to them as instruments to bring about cultural, religious, and 
linguistic change upon American Indian people. Describing this intent, a landmark 
Senate report, Indian Education: A National Tragedy—A National Challenge (1969) 
stated, “The goal, from the beginning of attempts at formal education of the American 
Indian, has been not so much to educate him as to change him” (p. 10). Generations of 
Indian people attended boarding schools, and their views of these schools are complex 
and reflect a wide range of emotions at being placed in institutions whose main goal was 
to transform and change them forever. This review of literature examines a body of 
scholarship that provides insight into the boarding school systems and includes histories 
of individual schools operated by both the federal government and mission societies; it 
includes the personal reminiscence of Indian people who attended boarding schools, 
those whom Tsianina Lomawaima (1994) calls “the memory bearers”; and lastly, it 
surveys literature that provides insight into St. Elizabeth’s, with particular focus on its 
first director, Reverend Philip J. Deloria (p. xv).
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“Not so Much to Educate Him as to Change Him”:
Indian Boarding School Histories
Prior to 1879, formal education for Indian youth in the United States was almost 
exclusively in the hands of religious organizations. The Battle of the Little Big Horn 
(1876) marks the culmination of an intense period of warfare on the Plains, and a change 
in federal Indian policy. There was a national commitment to end the Indian problem, 
and schools became crucial institutions in this revised policy. Congressional 
appropriations substantially increased, and in 1879, with the opening of Carlisle Indian 
School, the federal government assumed a direct role in developing its own Indian 
education system. After the Little Big Horn, Plains Indian people were given an 
ultimatum—either move onto the reservations or be considered hostile. Within a short 
time the majority of Indian people were living on reservations where “civilizing” 
programs were instituted. Education was the keystone of the civilizing programs. 
Historian David Adams (1995) explores the ramifications of this new policy, “Now the 
war against savagism would be waged in gentler fashion. The next Indian war would be 
ideological and psychological, and it would be waged against children” (p. 27). In 1891, 
Merrill Gates, an Indian reformer declared that “the time for fighting the Indian tribes has 
passed,” and what was now needed was an “army of Christian school teachers... armed 
with ideas; winning victories by industrial training, and by the gospel of love and the 
gospel of work” (Adams, 1995, p. 27). Education, particularly the boarding schools, 
became the new battlegrounds in Indian country. Once in the schools, students 
experienced many changes in ways big and small.
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Documentation of particular boarding schools in this period after 1876 provides a 
rich context from which to understand individual schools and the environments they 
created. Most of the studies focus on the boarding schools set up and run by the federal 
government, while one develops the history of two Catholic boarding schools among the 
Plains Sioux.
Robert Trennart’s (1988) The Phoenix Indian School: Forced Assimilation in 
Arizona, 1891-1935 reconstructs the history of a federal off-reservation boarding school 
from its beginning in 1891until the era of the New Deal (1933) when there were many 
changes in the organization and curriculum of the government-sponsored boarding 
schools. Phoenix was a large school that drew students from many different tribes, 
mostly in the southwest. In its heyday Phoenix had over a thousand pupils from age six 
to about twenty years of age. Although many off-reservation federal boarding schools 
closed in the 1930s as the result of progressive education reforms brought about by the 
Meriam Report (1928), Phoenix did not. However, the school did experience population 
decline, because the progressive era emphasized keeping students in the milieu of family 
and the development of community day schools. Although the Navajo Reservation did 
have a number of boarding and day schools, federal officials continued to encourage 
Navajo youth to attend Phoenix Indian School, because Navajo students who went to the 
on-reservation schools tended to hold onto language and culture. A longstanding policy 
of the federal schools had been to extinguish the tribal languages, and the stubborn 
maintenance of the tribal language among the Navajo was considered a problem by the 
federal government.
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Trennart (1988) reconstructs the history of Phoenix primarily from school records 
maintained by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (Record Group 75), and through these he is 
able to examine the myriad ways that Phoenix Indian School sought to fulfill federal 
Indian policy, namely the assimilation of Indian students into mainstream American life. 
Indeed, as students entered the school they passed through an entryway emblazoned with 
the school motto, “Traditions Are the Stumbling Blocks of Civilization.” This school 
promoted an education process that sought to change its students in ways large and small: 
pupils were forbidden to speak their tribal languages, there were classes in table 
manners, older students were required to attend formal teas, and students were compelled 
to chose a Christian denomination and then attend that church each Sunday. The poor 
health of students at Phoenix Indian School was a prominent issue well into the 1930s. 
Trachoma and tuberculosis created significant health problems, and a fair number of 
students died while at the school. In response to the prevalence of tuberculosis, the 
school designated an area on the school grounds where infected students lived and went 
to school separate from the others. It was common practice to keep students at Phoenix 
Indian School for three or four years straight, so when they returned home they were no 
longer able to speak their tribal language easily; English was now the language they 
conversed in most of the time. Throughout the period of Trennart’s history, 1891-1935, 
the federal government instituted a variety of programs, but the common denominator 
was that all sought to bring about the assimilation of Indian youth.
A follow-up history, Phoenix Indian School: The Second Half Century by 
Dorothy Parker (1996), was penned to commemorate the school from the 1930s until the 
closing of the school in 1990. From the onset, Parker declares her intent to write of the
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people and events rather than to author a formal historical narrative dealing with policy 
matters, and her primary sources are federal records, newspaper archives, and, to a point, 
the vast photo archives which exist for this school.
Parker explores, at some length, the relationship that existed between the city of 
Phoenix and the Indian school. Students at the school were viewed as ready and 
inexpensive sources of labor by citizens of Phoenix, and they were also called upon to 
entertain by presenting Indian dances and other diversions. The school arranged for 
many of the young women to live for a time in private homes and provide care for 
children as well as cook and clean for their host families. This was viewed as 
preparation for their eventual lot in life as wives and mothers. In addition, boys and girls 
from the school were allowed to hire themselves out to the community of Phoenix to 
perform gardening chores, seasonal farming, and other tasks. The work experiences, 
viewed by the school as on-the-job training opportunities, were intended to provide 
useful lessons to students as well as develop motivation for wage work. Sometimes these 
training programs fell short, and Parker (1996) quotes letters from dissatisfied students, 
families, and employers. Residents of Phoenix also regularly sought out students from 
the Indian school to perform tribal dances for various holidays and civic events. 
Interestingly, the school whose motto was “Traditions Are the Stumbling Blocks of 
Civilization” did permit pupils to showcase traditional tribal dances. In fact, students 
made their dance outfits in school, and monies contributed for their entertainment were 
used to buy materials for the dance troupes. In addition, students at Phoenix Indian 
School presented nativity pageants during the Christmas season for the townspeople, and 
these drew large crowds.
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Parker (1996) marks a gradual decline in both population and quality of education 
at the school during the late 1970s, a time when federal policies permitting self- 
determination in Indian education prompted re-examination of the boarding school 
system and many tribal groups assumed control of education. Fewer students came to 
Phoenix Indian School, dormitories and school buildings were closed, and the 
relationship with the city of Phoenix changed—some students were getting arrested for 
drinking and students discontinued their Nativity pageant and Indian dancing for 
townspeople. The school was on the wane throughout this period: “Poor communication 
characterized all areas of operation, resulting in a lack of direction, program coordination, 
and overall planning” (Parker, 1996, p. 61). The final blow for Phoenix Indian School 
came in 1988 when a special act of Congress permitted the Department of the Interior to 
exchange the Indian school lands with a large business conglomerate that had been 
lobbying to build a commercial enterprise on the site occupied by the Indian school. The 
land swap gave the federal government 115,000 acres of wildlife refuge in Florida in 
return for the Phoenix Indian School site. In addition, the company who brokered this 
choice real estate deal was required to establish a $35 million trust fund for the education 
of Arizona’s Native population.
The Rapid City Indian School, 1898-1933 by Scott Riney (1999) provides a 
comprehensive history of the federal off-reservation boarding school which operated until 
it was closed as part of the reform movement inspired by the Meriam Report (1928). 
Riney’s (1999) narrative relies on information contained in various administrative 
reports, school inspections, curriculum plans, and so on. In his introduction, Riney 
mentioned that he interviewed one former student who had attended the school.
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Information derived from this oral account is integrated at various points in the narrative. 
Essentially, this former student indicated that she enjoyed attending the school, and she 
learned a lot.
Rather than re-create the history of the school in a chronological manner, Riney 
(1999) arranged this book by themes-—how the children got to the Rapid City Indian 
School, how the children were cared for, curriculum, student illnesses, discipline, and 
work details, among other topics. At one point Riney (1999) provided sample menus 
before and after reform measures were instituted at the school, and he explores the 
problems that resulted from overly zealous discipline. Riney thoroughly plumbed the 
federal records about the school. These documents give important glimpses into the 
school and its operation. For example, jails and cages were used at the school to restrain 
recalcitrant and disobedient students; in addition, a thick leather strap was employed to 
modify student behavior. Regrettably, the information extant in the federal records is 
scanty—only the names of the school disciplinarians and the names of some students 
who received this discipline are recorded. Nonetheless, this detail provides important 
data on the harsh discipline that did occur, particularly in the off-reservation boarding 
schools, where family could not easily intervene.
Rapid City Indian School intended to carry out the federal assimilation program 
prescribed for Native students by removing youth from their homes, enforcing the use of 
English in all conversations, in and out of the classrooms, and regimenting all aspects of 
their lives—sleeping, eating, playing, working, and learning. All activities were 
conducted in the institutional setting under strict supervision. The goal was to change 
Indian youth and make them fit to enter mainstream American society.
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They Called It Prairie Light: The Story o f Chilocco Indian School by Tsianina 
Lomawaima (1994) uses both archival materials and oral interviews of forty former 
students to craft a layered examination of a federally sponsored off-reservation boarding 
school in north central Oklahoma. The mission of this school was assimilation of students 
into mainstream American language, culture, and values. In the preface to her book 
Lomawaima (1994) notes that many boarding school histories rely almost exclusively on 
the official federal archival documents, and these give voice to the administrators of the 
schools—the superintendents, principals, teachers—but rarely to the students who 
attended the schools. She poses this question, “What has become of the thousands of 
Indian voices who spoke the breath of boarding school life?” (Lomawaima, 1994, p. xii). 
From her perspective, scholars have exhaustively detailed policy and practice in Indian 
boarding schools, but they have failed to examine “the process of life within” these 
schools, namely the stories and memories of the students (Lomawaima, 1994, p.xii).
In her account, Lomawaima (1994) gives clear voice to former students of 
Chilocco. She interviewed students who attended the school between 1920 and 1940, 
and so she was able to tap into “living archives, storehouses of memory and experiences” 
(Lomawaima, 1994, p. xii). From these voices emanate a complex multilayered history 
of an off-reservation federally sponsored Indian boarding school. The student narratives 
provide concrete detail about the ways children, separated from home, made adaptations 
and how these schools, designed to take Indian language, customs, and culture out of the 
students, reinforced Indian identity and led to the development of a pan-tribal identity. 
Through the stories of former students, Lomawaima (1994) weaves the history of 
Chilocco and creates a tapestry rich in meaning and depth of understanding.
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Clyde Ellis (1996) recreates the history of a federal on-reservation boarding 
school in To Change Them Forever: Indian Education at the Rainy Mountain Boarding 
School, 1893-1920. Rainy Mountain, a small school in southwestern Oklahoma, served 
about 150 students at any given time. It was located in and designed to serve the Kiowa, 
Comanche, and Apache tribes; however, the bulk of its students were from the Kiowa 
tribe. Ellis (1996) posits that the on-reservation boarding schools are important 
institutions to study as they were the real linchpins in the government’s civilizing 
programs. Such schools were scattered across all the western reservations by the late 
1800s, and more students attended these schools than the large off-reservation boarding 
schools. In the United States Indian education had clearly defined goals designed to save 
the rising generation from living a blighted existence in the Indian camp. Uniformly, the 
Indian schools sought to expose students to Christianity, to encourage habits of industry 
through practical training, to provide the rudiments of an English education, and to instill 
respect for authority. Rainy Mountain embraced these educational tenets, a fact that 
prompted its superintendent in 1899 to declare the school’s mission, “Our purpose is to 
change them forever” (Ellis, 1996, p. xii).
Ellis fashions the history of Rainy Mountain from school records, mostly reports 
and documents submitted to federal authorities, and also from accounts of former 
students. Clearly, the accounts of former students provide texture and nuance to the 
official records generated by administrators and Indian agents. There are recollections by 
students who found it nearly impossible to learn English, and they recount that all 
instruction was in English even at the point when students entered school and had not 
acquired facility in the language. Students recalled being punished for speaking English
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among themselves—one remembered kneeling on the floor for a lengthy time with arms 
extended shoulder high. In the end, one thing that led federal school inspectors to 
recommend closure of Rainy Mountain in 1920 was the poor academic achievement of its 
students, many of whom had poor ability to speak English. Students told stories of trying 
to avoid Sabbath day services by hiding under beds. They were always found and 
marched to church by school officials. Rainy Mountain, like all Indian boarding schools, 
wove Christianity through all aspects of students’ lives—in the classroom, in practical 
education, and in evening activities.
Rainy Mountain closed down in 1920, at a time when reforms were being 
instituted in the federal Indian schools. In 1919 the federal government, intent on 
achieving the assimilation of Indian students, began to close some of the boarding 
schools and move its charges to nearby public schools.
In the end, Ellis (1996) claims that Rainy Mountain both failed and succeeded. It 
did not destroy Kiowa culture or identity, and the school did allow and encourage the 
Kiowa people to enter into aspects of mainstream American life, particularly in that its 
students developed basic skills which permitted them to earn a living. Ellis (1996) views 
the impact of Rainy Mountain Boarding School on Kiowa culture as additive rather than 
subtractive, because, ultimately, the Kiowa maintained key aspects of their culture while 
they also were able to navigate in the non-Indian world.
In Ethnic Identity and the Boarding School Experience o f West Central Oklahoma 
American Indians, Sally McBeth (1983) uses interviews of former students to develop an 
analysis of the impact of boarding schools on the lives and culture of Native people living 
in Caddo, Comanche, and Kiowa counties. Hers is not the history of one school. Instead,
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she looks at the boarding school experience of American Indian youth as a symbol of 
ethnic identity. McBeth views boarding schools as central institutions in the life of 
American Indian people; for over one hundred years boarding schools were a fixed part 
in the upbringing of Indian youth. The impacts of federal boarding schools, according to 
McBeth, are multiple and contradictory. On one hand, the schools sought to civilize 
Indians into mainstream American society and culture, on the other hand, these schools, 
segregated Indian youth apart from all other Americans and fostered a sense of pan-tribal 
identity. Through the institution of the boarding school, students created other ways of 
being Indian, they broadened their knowledge of other tribes, and they began to 
understand shared concerns for maintaining a distinctive Indian identity, both politically 
and culturally. Ironically, these schools, which attempted to take away Indian identity, 
became important institutions in transmitting and encouraging the development of ethnic 
identity.
In Boarding School Seasons: American Indian Families, 1900-1940 Brenda Child 
(1998) uses archival materials to study the boarding school experience from the 
perspective of American Indian students and their families. Child, herself an Ojibwe 
from the Red Lake Reservation in Minnesota, focuses primarily on telling the story of 
Ojibwe students who attended two federal boarding schools, Flandreau in South Dakota 
and Haskell Institute in Kansas. Upon initial examination of the reams of archival 
documents that comprised data on these two schools, Child (1998) was struck by the 
large number of letters from students and parents contained in files. Through focus on 
these letters, Child (1998) reconstructs, from the viewpoint of students and parents, life in 
boarding schools. Certain themes predominate in these letters—homesickness, disease
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and illness, rebellion, programs aimed at assimilation, and family concerns about the 
children who were separated from them. Using these letters as primary sources, Child 
(1998) constructs a picture of life in the federally sponsored boarding schools—the 
regimen, strict discipline, lack of privacy, homesickness, prevalence of illness, and the 
academic and practical education that made up the curriculum of the schools. These 
letters also permitted her to examine various teachers, administrators, and dorm matrons 
who organized the children’s lives. Parents’ letters reflect intense concern and continual 
worry for the well-being of their children who were being raised and cared for by others. 
In the end, Child asserts that these off-reservation schools, which brought together 
children from many reservations, fostered a pan-Indian identity, encouraged the 
development of intertribal celebrations such as modem day pow-wows, and prompted 
new and powerful political alliances that seek to influence federal Indian policy.
In Seeds o f Faith: Catholic Boarding Schools author James Carroll (2000) 
examines on-reservation mission schools, the Grey Nuns’ schools on the Spirit Lake 
Reservation in North Dakota and St. Francis Indian School on the Rosebud Reservation 
in South Dakota. Information for this history is drawn largely from archival documents 
collected in the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions and the various religious orders that 
sponsored these schools among the Sioux people. Using these schools as models, Carroll 
(2000) claims that the daily experiences of students at the Catholic Indian boarding 
schools varied significantly from the experiences of students attending either government 
or Protestant schools located in reservation communities. Carroll (2000) stresses that the 
Catholic priests and nuns were dedicated equally to the well-being of the students and 
their families, and so, their missions fostered a very positive environment for both
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education and worship. As one piece of evidence, he quotes from a series of letters 
written by some of the Grey Nuns. In these letters the sisters told about going into the 
Indian camps during an outbreak of illness and nursing the sick. One of the sisters wrote 
movingly of holding a baby as it died. Carroll (2000) states that such services rendered to 
the Indian community indicate the integration and acceptance of the Grey Nuns into the 
community of the Dakota people of Spirit Lake. Based on interpretation of the records, 
Carroll (2000) posits that the Catholic Indian boarding schools fostered and created a 
bicultural environment, “By means of selective acculturation, which was counterbalanced 
by the sisters at the boarding schools, the students were able to stand on the boundaries 
between Indian and white worlds” (p. 14).
Indian education was designed to change the children who were part of the 
system. Whether schools were located on or off reservations, whether they were 
sponsored by the federal government or Christian missionaries, the overall intent of the 
education system was to transform the students. The schools sought to Christianize and 
civilize Indians into mainstream American society and to effectively remove tribal 
culture, identity, and spiritual beliefs. From the perspective of the authors of these 
histories, the boarding schools, which segregated Indian youth apart from all other 
Americans, fostered an Indian identity that was usually broader than their tribal identity. 
In the end, the boarding schools did not subvert Indian sense of selfhood.
“The Memory Bearers”: Personal Reminiscences 
In the United States, there is a long tradition of collecting and publishing Indian 
memoirs. Around 1900, when it was believed Indian people were a vanishing race, 
researchers sought informants who were willing to share their life stories and talk about
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the old way of life. What developed was a robust genre of biographical literature, usually 
written in the first person and often called as-told-to narratives. Literary critics (Brumble, 
1988; Krupat, 1989; Swann & Krupat, 1987) caution that these narratives come to us 
heavily filtered through the cultural lenses of the authors who organized and fashioned 
the life stories; however, literary critic William Bloodworth (1978) refers to these as 
“authentic autobiographies,” since they derive from collaborative encounters and 
American Indians’ own desire to record and tell their life stories (p. 70). In seeking 
personal reminiscences about boarding school experiences, a number of as-told-to 
narratives and conventional autobiographies were consulted. These cover a time period 
from the mid-1860s through the middle of the twentieth century.
Francis LaFlesche (1900/1963), an Omaha Indian who worked for the federal 
Bureau of American Ethnology, wrote an account of his boarding school days at a 
Presbyterian mission school he attended in the 1860s in Nebraska. As was typical with 
the church sponsored schools, this one was located very near an Indian community. 
LaFlesche’s book, The Middle Five: Indian Schoolboys o f the Omaha Tribe, contains 
fond memories of a gang of age-mates who told stories, protected each other, and became 
like brothers at the school. However, there are also memories of the desperate feelings 
on the first day of school when Francis had no idea of what anyone was saying to him, 
because everyone spoke in English. In fact, he had no understanding until later that the 
students in the school had chosen a name for him, and it replaced his tribal name. Once 
he had become more acclimated to the school, he also took part in these re-naming 
ceremonies. Teachers would parade a new pupil before a class of age-mates, and the 
students would give him a name. Students often drew names from American history, so
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there were students at the school named George Washington, Ulysses Grant, and 
Abraham Lincoln, among others.
LaFlesche (1900/1963) presents a picture of students who developed coping 
strategies in the face of sometimes harsh discipline and the harassment of older students. 
Children at the mission school organized in gangs based on age, and these provided 
protection for members. In fact, the book’s title, The Middle Five, is a reference to the 
gang of five boys who were between the younger and the older boys. At times, these 
gangs would conspire to subvert school authority and dismpt the daily schedule. Students 
sometimes knowingly ignored rules at school and sought to do those things that were 
familiar to them as Omaha youths. The middle five regularly retreated to a small 
storeroom where they told tribal stories and legends in Omaha and ate dried meat brought 
from home. If they were caught speaking their tribal language, they were punished. At 
one point, LaFlesche (1900/1963) got caught speaking Omaha and was tied to a pole in 
the dining hall for part of an afternoon.
In ways large and small, the students’ participation in the rhythm of tribal and 
family life was restricted. LaFlesche (1900/1963) tells movingly of a time when the 
children watched from a second story dormitory window as their relatives broke camp to 
go on an extended buffalo hunt. He later recalled, “It was a wonderful sight to us, the 
long procession, the winding trail, like a great serpent of varied and brilliant colors.. .It 
was nearly noon when the end of the line went out of sight” (LaFlesche, 1900/1963, 
p. 84). Some students ran away from school that day and joined their parents, and for 
those who stayed at school, “There seemed to be a general depression among the
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remaining pupils at the school. A silence pervaded all the surroundings which made each 
boy wish to retire from the other and to be alone” (LaFlesche, 1900/1963).
LaFlesche’s (1900/1963) collection of memories about his time at the school are 
bittersweet; he acquired a close group of friends and an education, but he was changed by 
the experience.
Luther Standing Bear, a Lakota with relations from both the Pine Ridge and 
Rosebud reservations in South Dakota, collaborated on a number of books in which he 
recounts aspects of his life story. My People the Sioux (1928/1975) was written with the 
assistance of historian E. A. Brinninstool, and in this book Standing Bear (1928/1975) 
related his experiences at Carlisle Indian School, the prototypical off-reservation federal 
boarding school located in Pennsylvania. Standing Bear attended Carlisle the first year it 
opened, 1879, when he was twelve years old. He describes the train ride to Pennsylvania, 
as a frightening experience; the children thought they were going to drive over the edge 
of the world. Once at Carlisle, the children were subjected to a process that intended to 
strip away their tribal identity. The children’s long hair was cut; a traumatic event that 
had many spiritual and cultural overtones. Among the Lakota cutting hair was always 
associated with mourning rituals, and many children wailed after the shearing process. 
After his hair was cut, Standing Bear recounts that he simply kept running his hand over 
the top of his prickly head. The second step in the civilizing process, common at Carlisle 
and most the other Indian boarding schools, was replacing the children’s clothing, usually 
“Indian dress,” with “civilized clothing.” At Carlisle the boys wore suits that had the 
look of military uniforms, and the girls wore matching dresses which conformed to 
popular fashion. Standing Bear mentioned that the wool underwear and the heavy boots
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issued to the boys were uncomfortable for many students, but in the end, most adjusted to 
the clothing they received. To school officials, this visible change in students’ 
appearance was the first sign of the civilizing process.
Another assault on tribal identity came with the assignment of new names. At 
some schools students received entirely new names, while at other school they received a 
Christian first name and their Indian name (or their father’s Indian name) was translated 
into English and then became the surname. Luther Standing Bear recalled that after a few 
days at Carlisle the interpreter called attention to marks on the blackboard, told the 
children that those were white man names, and then each child stepped up to the board to 
choose his name. As Luther describes it:
When my turn came, I took the pointer and acted as if I were about to touch an 
enemy. Soon we all had the names of white men sewed on our backs.. .When the 
teacher called the roll, no one answered his name. Then she would walk around 
and look at the back of the boys’ shirts. When she had the right name located, she 
made the boy stand up and say “Present.” She kept this up for about a week 
before we knew what the sound of our new name was. (Standing Bear & 
Brinninstool, 1928/1975, p. 137)
Life in the new environment was very regimented, and some students had a 
difficult time adjusting to the routines—they had to learn to march like soldiers, their 
lives revolved around bells, the food was strange to them, and at first they didn’t even 
know how to put on their new clothing. Carlisle was an experiment conducted by the 
federal government. Those young people taken to Carlisle stayed at the school for at 
least three years in order to fully expose the youth to American civilization. Some
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students attempted to run away, some fell ill and died, while others seemed to simply 
waste away. Standing Bear’s account of his perceptions and experiences of Carlisle 
Indian School provides valuable insight about the rhythm of life in the first federal off- 
reservation boarding school.
Through Vada Carlson, Polingaysi Qoyawayma (1964) tells a story of 
disconnection caused by the federal education system in No Turning Back: A Hopi 
Woman’s Struggle to Live in Two Worlds (1964). By the time she set down her story 
Qoyawayma was known by her “school” name, Elizabeth White. When she was small, 
her Hopi parents were very reluctant to send her to school, because these institutions 
changed their children and turned them away from Hopi culture and its values. School, 
however, was mandated by the federal government, and so when she was younger the 
author attended a BIA day school on the Hopi Reservation in Arizona. As a teenager she 
entered an off-reservation boarding school, Sherman Institute in California.
After a stint at Sherman Institute, Polingaysi Qoyawayma returned to her village 
and rejected many of their traditional ways. She questioned her parents about why they 
were still sleeping and eating on the floor, and she told them, “When I was a little girl I 
did not mind sleeping on the floor and eating from a single bowl into which everyone 
dipped. But I am used to another way of living now, and I do not intend to do these 
things” (White & Carlson, 1964, p. 69). She refused to grind com, an expected activity 
of Hopi women; she rejected any talk of being married in the traditional Hopi manner; 
and she declared Hopi religious ceremonies as heathenish. In time she became a teacher 
and eventually returned to work with the children on her reservation; however, she chose 
to live in the teacher housing which was removed from her village. By her own account,
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she never really reconciled the old Hopi world with the world she learned in the boarding 
school, and so even though she returned to her people, she maintained a distance.
In another collaborative autobiography, Madonna Swan: A Lakota Woman’s Story 
as told through Mark St. Pierre (1991), the narrator recounts some of her most vivid 
memories at Immaculate Conception, a Catholic mission boarding school located on the 
Crow Creek Reservation in South Dakota. Madonna Swan attended the school in the 
early 1940s along with a younger brother and a sister. She provides some details of the 
school and its daily routines. In the afternoons she often mended clothing with some of 
the nuns and other female students at the school, she prayed with the sisters, and she 
participated in girls’ basketball. Two events that occurred at Immaculate Conception 
stand out for Madonna Swan. In 1942 a prairie fire threatened to bum down the school, 
and older students were sent out to fight the fire with gunny sacks. Madonna was among 
this group. After the fire she began coughing a great deal “and when I would cough, 
black stuff would come up. I guessed it was still the smoke from the prairie fire” (St. 
Pierre, 1991, p. 52).
When Madonna returned to Immaculate Conception in the fall of 1943 there were 
a number of other girls with similar complaints, but school officials expressed no 
particular alarm over “those bad coughing spells”; however, it was not long before 
students began to suffer symptoms of tuberculosis (St. Pierre, 1991, p. 53). A number of 
students hemorrhaged and died at the school, while others were removed, only to die at 
home. By the fall of 1944 when Madonna returned to school, she was very thin, she kept 
catching cold, she had pains in her chest, and eventually she was diagnosed with 
tuberculosis and sent home. Her narrative then shifts from school to her long period of
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hospitalization at a tuberculosis sanatorium, housed in the former Rapid City Indian 
School. Tuberculosis was one of the most serious health problems at the Indian boarding 
schools, and this account, from the perspective of a student who became infected, 
provides insight and nuance that the statistics do not hold.
Esther Burnett Home and Sally McBeth (1998) collaborated in writing Essie’s 
Story: The Life and Legacy o f a Shoshone Teacher. This life history is interesting, 
because Esther Burnett Home attended Haskell Institute in Lawrence, Kansas, an off- 
reservation federal boarding school, from the age of fourteen until the age of twenty, then 
she later taught in Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding schools from 1929 to 1965. In the 
introduction to the book, co-author Sally McBeth suggests that Home, an enrolled 
member of the Shoshone tribe on the Wind River Reservation in Wyoming, developed a 
pan-Indian identity as a result of attending boarding school. Pan-Indianism is an adaptive 
strategy characterized by the development of a strong sense of Indian identity with less 
emphasis on specific tribal identity. Home (1998) suggests that this broader sense of self 
as Indian speaks to the strength of Native cultures,
The schools were trying to take the Indianness out of us, but they never 
succeeded. Not completely, anyway. They actually ended up putting a lot of 
Indianness into the Indian, just by throwing us all together in a group. The 
boarding school may have contributed to the breakdown of the family and may 
have increased the rate of alcohol abuse. I have read that this may be so; but it 
also unwittingly created a resistance to assimilation, which might take shape in 
very subtle or quite rebellious forms. The experience of us boarding school
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students strengthened our resolve to retain our identity as American Indians and to 
take our place in today’s world. (Home & McBeth, 1998, pp. xxxiii-xxxiv)
Home relates that imposition of schedules and regimen in every phase of life at 
Haskell, but, importantly for her, there were also some American Indian instructors who 
deeply inspired and encouraged her. Ruth Muskrat Bronson (Cherokee) and Ella Deloria 
(Dakota) were important, because they encouraged the Haskell students to believe in 
themselves and that they could succeed. In the end, for Essie Home, “The boarding 
school provided a safe environment for me” (Home & McBeth, p. 52). Looking back 
over the years, she understands that her experiences at Haskell were integral to her self- 
identity.
While at Haskell Institute, Essie Home was put into a vocation that permitted her 
to become a teacher, and she taught in Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding schools from 
1930 until her retirement in 1969. Most of her career was spent at Wahpeton Indian 
School in North Dakota. At the time Home entered teaching, the federal government, 
prompted by the Meriam Report (1928), instituted many reforms in Indian education. As 
a result, progressive education methods were integrated into the schools the schools and 
there was greater emphasis placed on teaching tribal histories and cultures—children 
raised goats, chickens, and rabbits, they planted small gardens, and Indian service 
teachers were encouraged to take summer classes to improve their teaching as well as to 
increase their understanding of tribal life and customs. Throughout her teaching career 
Home (1998) integrated Native American materials into reading, writing, math, and 
social studies for her grade school students. Home (1998) found her boarding school 
experiences, both as a student and a teacher, rewarding and positive.
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Basil Johnston (1989) recounts the story of his boarding school experiences in 
Indian School Days. He attended a Catholic boarding school for Indian boys in Canada 
in the 1930s, and he was made to live year round at the school. Discipline was harsh, and 
no matter how academically talented a boy was, vocational education was stressed. At 
this time, in both the United States and Canada, student labor largely supported the Indian 
boarding schools. Johnston recalls that students sewed their own school uniforms, made 
their own shoes, worked in the farm operation, assisted in the kitchen, and used carpentry 
skills to repair the school. Johnston’s account contains many humorous stories about 
boarding school life, and he provides insight into the ways the students protected and 
nurtured each other in the absence of their families. However, he also tells of the stresses 
brought on by the life imposed on the students in the boarding school. Even though his 
sister was just across the road at the Catholic boarding school for Indian girls, Johnston 
was permitted virtually no contact with her; he tells of the gnawing hunger of the 
students—the food was poor and there was little of it; and he expresses the abject 
loneliness students experienced, especially when lying in bed at night,
In the silence and the darkness [of the sleeping quarters] it was a time for 
remembrance and reflection. But thoughts of family and home did not yield much 
comfort and strength; instead such memories as one had served to inflame the 
feelings of alienation and abandonment and to fan the flames of resentment. Soon 
the silence was broken by the sobs and whimpers of boys who gave way to misery 
and sadness, dejection and melancholy, heartache and gloom. (Johnston, 1989, 
p. 45)
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On the day he graduated from the school Johnston’s best friend congratulated him by 
saying, “’We toughed it out, didn’t we?”’ (Johnston, 1989, p. 243).
Taken together these student reminiscences are a collection of bittersweet 
memories that provide emotional depth and layers of complexity. These students lived in 
institutions that fostered policies which sought to re-make the students into mainstream 
Americans.
A View of St. Elizabeth’s Mission
There are a number of books that have either direct or tangential connection to St. 
Elizabeth’s Mission. They provide basic information about the mission and personalities 
connected to it.
Reverend Philip Deloria, the first and longest serving priest at St. Elizabeth’s, was 
a dominant figure. He was bom on the Yankton Reservation in South Dakota and came 
from a very spiritual family. His father, Saswe, functioned as a healer among his Dakota 
people until he converted to Christianity. After baptism Saswe declared his allegiance to 
the Episcopal faith, and his children were raised in the church. Eventually his son, Philip, 
was ordained as an Episcopal priest, and he worked tirelessly serving the Dakota people 
at St. Elizabeth’s.
In 1917 a devout Episcopal church-woman, Sarah Olden, published The People o f 
Tipi Sapa, a book about Philip Deloria. Tipi Sapa was Philip Deloria’s Indian name, and 
it derived from a complex vision of his father prior to his conversion to Christianity.
Olden used the name in the title of her book to underscore Philip Deloria’s connection to 
his tribal heritage, while her overriding message was that Saswe’s conversion was 
complete, and the family left the old ways behind when they accepted the message of
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Christianity. During the winter of 1916 to 1917 Olden (1917) lived at St. Elizabeth’s 
Mission in Wakpala while she compiled the data to write the book.
Rather early in her account Olden (1917) departs from Philip Deloria’s story in 
order to disclose information on traditional Dakota social practices and customs such as 
marriage by purchase, scalping, warring traditions, the sun dance, and so on. This was 
information she obtained from Philip Deloria. After recreating the world of savagism, 
represented by the traditional Dakota life, Olden (1917) provides information on the 
conversion experience of Saswe. She contrasts the Deloria family’s passage from the 
barbarism of their Dakota spiritual teachings to the light of Christian civilization.
In Singing for a Spirit: A Portrait o f the Dakota Sioux Philip Deloria’s grandson, 
Vine Deloria, Jr. (1999) criticized Sarah Olden (1917) as a scribe and not a researcher. 
Indeed, his book was written to counter the portrait provided in Tipi Sapa (1917). In 
Singing for a Spirit Vine Deloria (1999) relates information from the oral tradition passed 
down in his family. He centers the family in its tribal, not Christian identity, and asserts 
that everything done in the family, four generations of Christians, “was influenced by the 
spiritual visions of Saswe” (p.4). The spiritual visions he referred to came prior to 
Saswe’s conversion to Christianity. Vine Deloria (1999) insists that the story of Saswe’s 
vision and connection to the traditional spiritual teachings and ceremonies of the Dakota 
ways is central to understanding Saswe’s subsequent conversion and commitment to the 
Episcopal faith. For Deloria (1999), conversion to Christianity is contingent on 
maintaining strong and unbreakable bonds with the Dakota spiritual teachings.
Further, Vine Deloria (1999) contends Philip’s Christianity was solidly tied to 
knowledge and belief in the Dakota spiritual teachings and that these two traditions made
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for a deep and abiding spirituality in Philip. Conversion to Christianity did not mean 
renunciation of the wisdom and insights gleaned from the Dakota culture. According to 
grandson Vine Deloria (1999), Philip never abandoned the old teachings or beliefs. In 
fact, as an old and sickly man, Philip sought healing from traditional medicine men. Vine 
Deloria’s (1999) book raises issues that resonate in the Lakota and Dakota communities 
today—can knowledge and practice of the traditional religion enhance the practice and 
understanding of Christianity, or are the two ways mutually exclusive?
Little clear connection between Dakota traditional teachings and Christianity is 
evident in Speaking o f Indians by Ella Cara Deloria (1944), Philip Deloria’s daughter and 
Vine Deloria’s aunt; however, it is important to understand this book was published by 
the Episcopal Church as a way to promote understanding of Indian people. Certainly Ella 
Deloria (1944) does have respect for Dakota traditions, while she also extols the 
Episcopal Church in this book. Ella Deloria is an interesting figure—she was actively 
involved in the Episcopal Church throughout her life; as a child, she attended St. 
Elizabeth’s School for Indian Children and then in the late 1950s served as its director; 
she taught at Haskell Institute, an off-reservation boarding school for older students, and 
she also worked as an ethnologist. As an ethnologist, she traveled to a number of Lakota 
reservations and gathered traditional stories, and she also authored a grammar of the 
Lakota language. Overall, her body of work indicates a commitment to preserving 
Lakota language and culture.
In Speaking o f Indians, Ella Deloria (1944) portrays Indians as people who are in 
transition from the older lifeways into the modem culture of mainstream America. She 
stresses Indian people living in their traditional world possessed a culture, a way of life,
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and a kinship structure that was valid and functional in the past, but she states, Indian 
people need to acquire the habits and customs of American culture. Interestingly, she 
faults the Indian educational system as a stumbling block in this process; she says it lacks 
academic rigor and to this point (1944), it hampered rather than encouraged the full 
participation of Indian people in American society. She felt the schools should work to 
dismantle the old kinship system, which she analyzed as the root cause of many problems 
between the Indian community and the schools. She says,
But I think the greatest interference with education was and has always been 
kinship and its duties. That splendid thing in the old life that held the tribe 
together beautifully in mutual defense and affection remained to complicate 
matters for the young as they tried to get on in school. From the start it 
challenged them again and again—and generally won out. (E. Deloria, 1944, 
P-76)
Ultimately, Ella Deloria (1944) judged the kinship system “a retarding factor” that 
caused children to run away from boarding schools because they were worried about their 
families and likewise, contributed to poor performance in school, because children were 
constantly worried about their relatives (p. 77). In the end, she felt Indian people, who 
were always very spiritual, would find strength in the Christian churches where they 
would discover a nurturing and supportive atmosphere. She states that the old beliefs and 
Christianity have much in common—something understood by native priests, but not 
often understood or accepted by the church itself.
In Remember the Wind: A Prairie Memoir William Chapman (1965), who 
succeeded Ella Deloria as director of St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School and served from
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1958 to 1960, recounts that Ella Deloria stated that her father, Philip, had been very strict 
with his congregation and tried to eliminate the old ways as fast as he could. From what 
Chapman (1965) relates, “She felt that perhaps he had been in too much of a hurry”
(p. 57). Chapman’s memoir, however, does not elucidate Ella Deloria’s philosophy of 
operating the school; in fact, it focuses primarily on his own life against the backdrop of 
St. Elizabeth’s.
Chapman (1965) frankly relates frustration working with the Sioux. He says, “So 
far as running St. Elizabeth’s went, it always seemed to be Ann [his wife] and I against a 
whole lot of Indians.. .1 could say for myself that in a general way I had never learned to 
like them.(Chapman,  1965, p. 233). By his own account, he never felt any kinship 
with these people or their children, and, he indicates this was the fault of the Sioux people 
who clung to their older values and often rejected the values of mainstream America. At 
one point Chapman (1965) recounts that the children in the school dormitory were 
running up and down the stairs “yelling like wild Indians” (p. 77), and later he describes 
one of his charge’s mothers as “a wild-haired, sullen-faced squaw” ( p. 118). He admits, 
“It was not easy to get acquainted with these children or to learn their ways” (Chapman, 
1965, p. 114). In so many ways, Chapman reflects the confusion that existed in Indian 
communities and in the boarding schools. Those people charged with caring for Indian 
children often harbored contempt for them and a strong conviction that Indian culture 
needed to conform to the dictates of Christian civilization.
Mary E. Cochran (2000) wrote a biography, Dakota Cross-Bearer: The Life and 
World o f a Native American Bishop, of Harold Jones, a Dakota Indian and member of the 
Episcopal Church, who was ordained bishop of South Dakota in 1972. Cochran (2000)
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derived her information from interviews with Jones, and from these, she constructed his 
biography. Harold Jones lived at St. Elizabeth’s in 1919 when his grandfather, William 
Holmes, an Episcopal priest, was assigned to that mission soon after Revered Philip 
Deloria suffered a heart attack. Although Jones did not technically participate as a 
student in the boarding school program at St. Elizabeth’s, he did follow the work routine 
of the boys in the morning, which consisted of breakfast followed by half an hour of 
chopping wood before school.
This book provides important background history about the Episcopal Church 
among the Lakota and Dakota. During a good portion of the twentieth century Christian 
churches were important institutions on the Sioux reservations in the Dakotas. Through 
the lens of Jones’s memory and experiences, the book examines the way in which the 
Episcopal Church had become an important institution in the spiritual and social lives of 
the Lakota and Dakota people. This book describes the vibrancy of annual gatherings of 
the Sioux faithful in the summer convocations, the activities of the men’s and women’s 
societies that provided opportunities for the reservation people to socialize and to assist 
fellow parishioners, the potlucks and church fundraising activities, and the collective 
commitment of the faithful to support and further the work of the churches.
Advocates of the Indian boarding schools invested great hope in them; they would 
provide the solution to the Indian problem and lead to the assimilation and 
Christianization of Indian people. Government and churches partnered to accomplish 
these goals. Although there is similarity in the methods of operation and the educational 
goals of both federal and church sponsored schools, it is important to explore the context
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of Episcopal Church work among the Sioux people, especially those on the Standing 
Rock Reservation.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODS
The purpose of this study is to construct a history of St. Elizabeth’s Boarding 
School for Indian Children (1886-1967) through the use of archival data and the 
remembrances of former students who attended the school, which later became a mission 
boarding home, between 1929 and 1960. In this chapter I will provide information on the 
methods utilized in order to develop this history. Topics will include archival research, 
the subject population used, procedures, tools, and patterns of organization.
Archival Sources
In developing a history of St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School for Indian Children I 
consulted a number of archival sources. Archival data, primarily federal records, 
represent the official voice of those who developed and directed federal Indian policy. 
These records reflect their concerns and interests in reshaping Indian people so that they 
would conform to the mold of a Christian American. I also researched photo archives for 
images of the school, its students, and the community of Wakpala where St. Elizabeth’s 
was located. Some of the photographs provided me with such visual images as a wall 
tent in the wintertime, drying squash, tanning hides, and typical scenes of reservation life. 
But here too, the intent and the photographer must be considered. Photographs can be 
important sources of data, but they must be viewed in a context of place and time. Why
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was the image made? What did the photographer seek to communicate? (Trachtenberg, 
1989)
Beginning in the mid-1800s the Commissioner of Indian Affairs transmitted an 
annual report to the Secretary of the Interior and the Congress of the United States.
These Annual Reports o f the Commissioner o f Indian Affairs (ARCIA), which ended in 
the 1920s, contain information about aspects of federal Indian policy, treaties, and 
individual agency reports. Agents on each reservation compiled statistical data on their 
charges, and these included counts of the population, type of dress preferred by that 
population (“civilized” or “uncivilized”), Indians who lived in houses as opposed to 
Indian dwellings, “Indians who read,” “Indians who use English for ordinary 
conversation,” “Indians laboring in civilized pursuits,” those who subsisted from 
“hunting, fishing and root gathering,” number of communicants at each church during the 
year as well as the number of baptisms and Christian burials which occurred during the 
fiscal year. Data from each reservation was aggregated into a comprehensive table of 
“Population, dress, dwellings, and sources of subsistence of Indian tribes; also religious, 
marital, vital and criminal statistics.” The main goal of the Office of Indian Affairs was 
to carry out federal Indian policy which sought to promote and oversee the absorption of 
Native people into mainstream American life, and these statistical compilations were 
deemed scientific measures of civilization.
Information in the individual agency reports concerning the Standing Rock 
Reservation provide a snapshot of that particular reservation from the point of view of 
those who shaped and carried out federal Indian policy. Each agent superintended the 
schools located on his reservation, whether they were federal or religious, and so there
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are assorted reports from St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School prepared by the director or 
principal of the school. In 1895 three students at St. Elizabeth’s developed tuberculosis, 
were sent home, and all three died shortly thereafter (ARCIA, 1895, p. 241). In the 
winter of 1902 and 1903 St. Elizabeth’s, like the other boarding schools on Standing 
Rock, was beset by various epidemics among the boarders—measles, la grippe, 
whooping cough, and diphtheria {ARCIA, 1903, p. 278). In the summer of 1905 one of 
the teachers at St. Elizabeth’s presented a session on improving student health at a 
reservation-wide teacher workshop. Among other things, she recommended opening 
windows, breathing exercises, and singing to build up lung strength in the students 
(ARCIA, 1905, p. 409). In that same year, students at St. Elizabeth’s began to take up 
traditional arts of the Lakota people, and students were earning income from the sale of 
beaded items (ARCIA, 1905, p. 404). These details provide context and texture in 
developing a history. These records are housed at the North Dakota State Historical 
Society in Bismarck.
Another set of records contained in the collections of the North Dakota State 
Historical Society are transcripts of hearings conducted on various reservations from 
1928 to 1940, Survey o f Conditions o f Indians in the United States: Hearings before a 
Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, United States Senate. Some hearings were conducted on 
the Standing Rock Reservation, and include the testimony of Indian people who talk 
about their concerns. The transcripts provide a glimpse into some of the problems Indian 
people faced at this time—their lands were being sold out from under them; Bureau of 
Indian Affairs employees, charged with taking Indian ranchers’ cattle to market, would 
pocket most of the money; and Indian land was being sold for fifteen cents an acre.
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There were a number of issues raised by families and students about treatment in the 
reservation boarding schools. Two young ladies testified to being beaten by the 
superintendent of the Fort Yates Boarding School, and when they began to testify, the 
local Indian agent, E. D. Mossman told them, “You speak English, don’t you? Well, tell 
us what occurred. Come on, tell us, we are in a hurry, we can’t fool around” {Survey o f 
Conditions, July 18, 1929). Although these transcripts do not provide a complete 
understanding of the reservation, they do permit the reader to gain a good deal of insight 
into some of the conditions and issues on the reservation during the late 1920s. 
Additionally, they highlight the inequity of power that existed between the government 
agent and the Standing Rock people.
It is interesting to compare the testimony delivered at Standing Rock in 1929 with 
a booklet prepared by the Indian agent, E. D. Mossman, earlier that same year. In 
anticipation of the visit by the Senate Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, Mossman had 
County Commissioners and Commercial Clubs in the towns of Fort Yates, Mobridge, and 
McLaughlin write testimonials about the boarding schools on the reservation. The letters 
praise the schools for “instilling an orderly progressive life of work, healthy activity, and 
education” (Mossman, 1929). In addition there are letters from organizations which, 
incidentally, had no authority over the schools, and they contain sample menus and 
assurances to the Senate Subcommittee that the boarding schools had “colorful rooms” 
and used “humane, lenient discipline” (Mossman, 1929). In an introductory letter Agent 
Mossman warned the senators, “You will not see many of the best class of Indians [when 
you visit]. As a rule they are home tending to their affairs” (Mossman, 1929). In a letter 
Agent Mossman endorsed the boarding schools, and he believed “the Indian Service is
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the most complete and scientific educational system in the world” (Mossman, 1929).
And he stated that in 1929, there was a sense of hope among Indian Service employees, 
because many of the older Indians were dying, and with guidance, the youth are “capable 
of becoming a desirable part of the body politic of this nation” (Mossman, 1929).
The booklet also contains a series of photographs taken at Standing Rock: 
schools, school gardens, orderly processions of school children, churches, and so on. 
Pictured also are images intended to show the poverty and backwardness of Indian 
people: women drying squash, pictures of one room cabins labeled “shacks without floors 
or board roofs,” log houses, and wall tents—these are all referred to in the interviews I 
conducted and were typical of the homes many participants lived in. A copy of this 
booklet, with carbon copies of typed letters and actual photographs bound between a 
pasteboard cover, was apparently distributed to the media as well as the Senate 
subcommittee in advance of their visit in July. This informational booklet was 
discovered in a storage box at the Bismarck Tribune.
Figure 2. Woman drying meat and com on a platform, Wakpala, 1929. Mossman 
booklet, Barrett collection.
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The State Historical Society has a large photograph archive, and particularly 
useful are the images by Frank Fiske who lived and worked on the Standing Rock 
Reservation for many years. I was able to find pictures of the old railroad town of 
Wakpala, images of St. Elizabeth’s, and some photos of various businesses. These 
images allowed me to construct a sense of place and provided me with a visual 
impression of the way the town looked, and these stores, the railroad, and the school were 
part of the lives of those I spoke with. At the Klein Museum in Mobridge, South Dakota, 
not far from the town of Wakpala, there is a collection of about a dozen photographs 
from Otto Huettner, a photographer who lived and worked in Mobridge for a number of 
years. He was commissioned to take a series of photographs at St. Elizabeth’s in 
preparation for a visit by the Bishop. He himself commented on how unsmiling the 
children were when he visited with them. The photos are interesting in that they appear to 
be staged—girls huddling in a dorm room, talking in very small clusters, a girl sitting on 
the bed reading; however they are valuable, once again, as they provide a sense of 
place—the dining room, children playing ping pong, a dormitory room, and the boiler 
room, among other images. One person who attended the school noted the girls were 
dressed in their church clothes for all the pictures.
Taken together these sources provide bits of data and certainly texture, for 
developing a history of St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School for Indian Children. Overall, 
they represent the official voices, and they emanate from people who were charged with 
“changing the civilization of a people” and documenting that change whether in statistical 
data or photographs (Mossman, 1929). Even as Standing Rock people were attempting to
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testify before the Senate Subcommittee in 1929 they were being monitored and badgered 
by the agent who sat at the hearing table alongside the senators.
It is important to understand that the majority of those who crafted and carried 
out federal Indian policies did so with the very noblest intentions, but it is equally vital to 
recognize that their vision was narrow and focused on remaking Indian people into the 
image and likeness of an idealized white Christian American. In developing a history of 
Indian education, or a particular Indian school, one must go beyond the policies and the 
policymakers and give voice to those who lived in the institutions and whose lives and 
families were changed as a result.
Subject Population
In developing the history of St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School for Indian Children I 
sought to represent the process of life within the school by including the voices of its 
students, for they, after all, are “living archives, storehouses of memory and experience” 
(Lomawaima, 1994, p. xii). Eight people spoke with me at length about their experiences 
and allowed me to record them. There were six women and two men. St. Elizabeth’s 
seemed to have more female students than male. In addition, the life expectancy of males 
on the Standing Rock Reservation is lower than women, and so it became more 
challenging to find willing participants. Another difficulty in obtaining male 
collaborators seemed to be Lakota social customs. Traditionally men and women who 
were not familiar did not talk or interact with one another in social situations. A number 
of informants mentioned that in their childhoods they used to observe the women sitting 
very quietly, looking down, when the men talked. This was a sign of respect as well as 
modesty on the part of the women. I believe some reticence of men to participate in the
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interviewing process is likely based around these social customs, which although they are 
not practiced fully, obtain in some situations. This was actually mentioned to me by a 
woman from the community. There were people who spoke with me about certain 
matters and contributed to shaping my understanding, and though they provided insights, 
stories, and experiences, their distinct voices are not represented here.
The eight who shared their stories are all Hunkpapa Lakota from the southern side 
of the Standing Rock Reservation. In the early reservation days the people tended to 
group according to bands around their headmen, much as they had done in the traditional 
life. The Hunkpapa, a band of the Lakota or western Sioux, were fairly populous; 
therefore, they had a number of headmen or leaders. Once on the reservation, Gall’s 
people congregated around an area called Wakpala, or Little Oak Creek, and it was here 
that Bishop Hare decided to establish an Episcopal presence on the Standing Rock 
Reservation. So, in 1885, St. Elizabeth’s Mission was built. Six of those I interviewed 
were from the Wakpala area, and each maintained a strong sense of identity with Gall, his 
picture was displayed prominently in each of their homes. The other two interviewed 
were Hunkpapa affiliated with Sitting Bull’s camp. In the early reservation days, his 
people camped along the Grand River, located about twenty miles west of Gall’s camp. 
For them, Sitting Bull is an important figure—he represents the wisdom and strength of 
the old ways, and the people in that district, likewise, perpetuate his memory and closely 
identify with him.
The majority (6) of the people I spoke with were bom between 1910 and 1937.
All had grandparents or great-grandparents bom and raised in the old Lakota world, 
where the people lived in small bands during most of the year, hunted buffalo, and lived
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in tipis. The Hunkpapa bands opposed federal interference in their lives and participated 
in resisting incursions into their lands in the era known as the Plains Indian Wars (1862- 
1876). These old people, who carried the knowledge and the stories of the old way of 
life, were key figures in the lives of their grandchildren and great-grandchildren. One 
informant related that her grandmother was at the Little Big Horn—she was a teen-ager 
and she waded across the shallow water and watched the battle from a knoll. Two 
women, sisters, mentioned that their great grandparents, who lived in a wall tent year 
round once they moved to the reservation, were affiliated with Sitting Bull and fled south 
after his death and survived the massacre at Wounded Knee (1890). Once situated on the 
reservation their great-grandfather maintained a sweat lodge in a hidden location. As 
children they used to hear him singing as he conducted healing rituals, and the girls were 
told not to talk about it. Another person told me his grandfather was among the Indian 
police ordered to arrest Sitting Bull on the morning of December 15, 1890, and he said 
that he was told that some of those in Sitting Bull’s camp precipitated an argument and 
shots were fired resulting in a number of deaths. This event remains controversial yet 
today. Two women, looking back across the years, described beaded doll caps and 
moccasins and small tipis that their grandmas made for them to play with when they were 
children. All of the persons I spoke with mentioned, in many ways, that they were deeply 
loved and were carefully raised by parents and grandparents, “...our parents really, really 
took good care of us, and back then, the raising of children is something that they really 
cherished...” (Esther, 1947/12; personal communication, December 19, 2003).
Everyone mentioned that their parents and grandparents worked hard. A number 
of people talked about watching their grandmas tan hides by soaking them for days in a
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creek, staking them out on the ground, and then working them until they were soft. Their 
fathers and grandfathers chopped huge stacks of firewood in preparation for winter, 
hauled water, worked with livestock, tended gardens, mowed hay, and made certain that 
everything was in good order for the wintertime. Men and women were described as 
“industrious.” A number of people mentioned that as children they lived in one room log 
homes, and sat on the ground and ate off a canvas cloth placed on the ground. None of 
the informants had electricity in their homes when they were younger, and all their food 
was preserved by drying it—one woman described how her grandma could make large 
sheets of dry meat and then she would store it in trunks. The women spent a good deal of 
time in the summer drying com, squash, berries, and other foods. One woman stated,
“.. .it was just a natural way of living” (Helen, 1943/6). Everyone worked hard.
Figure 3. Typical housing on the Standing Rock Reservation throughout the 1940s, a one 
room log home. The wall tent to the right was also used for year-round housing by some. 
From the State Historical Society of North Dakota, c. 1920s.
And for all, church was an important part of their families’ lives. By the early
part of the twentieth century most of the Lakota on the Standing Rock Reservation had at
least investigated one of the Christian churches on the reservation. Those I spoke with
mentioned going to church on Sundays then having a social afterwards, praying at home,
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attending the summer Niobrara Convocations—prayer meetings that brought Episcopal 
Indians from all the Sioux reservations together for about a week. Their mothers and 
grandmothers attended Women’s Auxiliary meetings and fathers and grandfathers joined 
the St. Andrew’s Society or the Brotherhood of Christian Unity—church service 
organizations that met on a weekly basis. Some of the fathers and grandfathers were lay 
readers or deacons in the Episcopal Church, and they assisted parishioners in many ways. 
And for most, the Episcopal Church is still an important part of their lives, and they take 
an active role in church work as lay readers, organists, and fundraisers. All of the 
collaborators injected humor into their narratives.
The following table lists interview dates, the names (pseudonyms) of those I 
spoke with, the age they entered St. Elizabeth’s, the year they entered, the number of 
years they stayed at St. Elizabeth’s, and information about graduation. When I identify 
statements that were made to me the informant is named and then the date that individual 
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Figure 4. Interview schedule.
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Biographical Sketches
A brief biographical sketch of each research collaborator follows. All names are 
changed and identifying information is removed.
Philip
Philip entered St. Elizabeth’s in 1929 when he was nine years old. In part, he got 
off to this late start because he was sick all the time, “name a disease—a sickness comes,
I got it” (personal communication, October 19, 2003). His parents lived a few miles from 
the church and his father had cattle and horses, and Philip remembers “we had to work all 
the time, especially in the morning” (personal communication November 10, 2003).
When he got to St. Elizabeth’s Philip could write his name, because his mother had 
taught him to do that. St. Elizabeth’s still operated a school program for the primary 
grades when Philip came to live at the mission, and he recalled the director and principal 
of the school at that time was “Mother McKibbons” as the children called her. She was 
very strict, Philip said, “A real humdinger,” but she favored the boys a lot, and he was 
one of her pets (personal communication, November 10, 2003). Because he was older 
and tall for his age, Mother McKibbons used to let Philip out of class to help the 
maintenance men. While a resident at the mission, Philip witnessed a fire at St. 
Elizabeth’s in 1939 that burned down the girls’ dormitory. As a high school student he 
played basketball for the Smee District School in Wakpala, and he graduated in 1942. 
During summers Philip’s mother would come to St. Elizabeth’s and clean the dormitories 
in order to work off his $30 annual tuition.
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Fran
Fran was bom in 1925, and she was raised by her grandparents, who were bom 
into the old Lakota world. Fran’s mother was of the first generation bom on the 
reservation. Fran’s father was not around when she was a child, and her mother died 
when she was eight years old. Fran’s family lived on an allotment some miles from the 
town of Wakpala, and during the winter months, so that she could attend the public 
school, her family would move into town and camp near the school in a canvas wall tent. 
The old folks would build a shelter of woven branches around the tent to provide 
insulation and protection against the wind, just as they had done with tipis. Firewood 
was stacked beside the tent and a small iron stove in the center of the tent provided heat 
and a place to cook. After her mother died, an uncle also died, and her grandparents’ 
health was failing, and Fran’s grandfather informed her that she had to go to live at the 
mission school, and she should learn all she could. This was a very traumatic moment for 
Fran and it foreshadowed a time when she would have almost no close relatives except 
her younger sisters.
She began living at the mission in 1937 at the age of 11 and soon after her 
grandparents died, so her two younger sisters joined her at the mission, and the three of 
them lived there year round. As a youngster she was surrounded by family and by the 
age of eleven she was called an orphan; it made for an incredible loneliness at times. The 
director of St. Elizabeth’s, Mrs. McKibbon, was assigned a tmst guardian for the girls, 
and she managed a small sum of money from the sale of the grandparents’ allotment. 
During summers Fran and her sisters worked at the mission, and Fran earned some pay 
for her work, so each fall before school began she would go to a nearby town and
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purchase shoes and coats for herself and her sisters. Upon graduation from high school, 
Fran left and took her sisters with her.
Fran has worked hard all her life. She was married, raised a family. She learned 
how to play an organ at St. Elizabeth’s and has served as an organist in church, for 
funerals, weddings, and other events. She has taken a leadership role in a variety of 
community groups.
Helen
Helen came to live at St. Elizabeth’s when she was six years old. Her father died 
when she was three, and so her grandparents took her in to live with them. Her 
grandfather had gone to school at Hampton Institute in Virginia for a time, and he could 
speak English; she recalled he often interpreted for the older people in the district who 
could not speak English. Her grandmother spoke no English and had never attended 
school. Helen’s grandparents were devout church members, and her grandfather worked 
for the church as a deacon; for this he was paid the sum of $10 a month. During the 
summers her family would live in a two room frame house out in the country with many 
cousins, and her grandfather had two large gardens to tend as well as cattle and horses. 
Her grandmother would tan hides, scrub clothes on a washboard, make dry meat, prepare 
meals over a fire, and so on.
Helen believed her grandmother did not want her to go live at the mission, but she 
suspects there was pressure from church officials because her grandfather worked for the 
church, so she came to live at the mission when she was six, in the fall of 1943. She 
boarded at St. Elizabeth’s until she graduated in 1955, and for three years attended 
Haskell Institute, an off-reservation vocational school for older students. She returned
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home to nurse her mother. Eventually Helen married, earned a master’s degree, and has 
been assumed a leadership role in a variety of community affairs, and she remains an 
active member of St. Elizabeth’s Church.
Julia
Julia, who was raised by her grandmother, entered St. Elizabeth’s in 1943 at the 
age of 9. She came to live at St. Elizabeth’s because her grandmother was ill, and she 
had a difficult time living apart from her grandmother. Julia had great affection for her 
grandma and was inconsolable when she died. She recalled that her mother held her and 
rocked her back and forth in attempts to comfort her, but she cried and cried, because she 
missed her grandma. While at St. Elizabeth’s, Julia had a great deal of difficulty learning 
English and she challenged the English-only rules sometimes, and as a result, she was 
punished. Although she had brothers and sisters who also lived at St. Elizabeth’s, she 
recalls being lonely. At the age of 16 Julia left St. Elizabeth’s and married a young man, 
also a student, whom she met there. She remained active in church affairs and joined the 
Women’s Auxiliary, an Episcopal service organization, after her marriage.
Joan and Esther
Joan and Esther are sisters. Joan is three years older; however, the girls entered 
school at the same time. They first attended the Little Eagle Day School on the Standing 
Rock Reservation from grades 1 through 8. After the eighth grade the deacon of their 
church encouraged their father to send them to St. Elizabeth’s to board. Their mother had 
attended school at St. Elizabeth’s—she had completed the sixth grade. Both admitted 
being very lonely when they first entered St. Elizabeth’s. Although it was only about 
twelve or so miles from their home, they felt it was a great distance.
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They were raised in a one room log house (later they moved to a two room house) 
very near their great grandparents, in a very loving and close family. Both spoke about 
the importance of church in their lives. As children they recalled the Sunday services at 
the Episcopal chapel near their home. Services were conducted entirely in Lakota by a 
Native deacon, and afterwards the people would have a meal in the church where there 
was a lot of visiting going on. Sundays, they recounted, were big occasions for all the 
people in the surrounding community. Their parents worked very hard to provide for 
their family. Their great grandfather was a medicine man who had certain abilities to 
heal, and though he was not supposed to be conducting rituals on the reservation, he 
apparently did.
Joan contracted tuberculosis while at St. Elizabeth’s and was sent home. She was 
then placed in Sioux Sanatorium in Rapid City, South Dakota where she recovered.
Esther graduated from St. Elizabeth’s in 1952, and she later accepted a job as dorm 
matron to care for the younger children. Both women were married and raised families. 
Today both remain active in the Episcopal Church, but they also participate in an annual 
sun dance along with other family members. They view the traditional Lakota religion 
and Christianity as complementary expressions of spirituality.
Nora
Nora entered St. Elizabeth’s in 1953 at the age of 6. Although her family lived 
very close to the mission, and she had a brother and sister living at St. Elizabeth’s, she 
admits being lonely for her father most of the time. Her father was affiliated with the 
Episcopal Church as a deacon, and during summers she often accompanied him on visits 
to various chapels or on home visits. She too spent a good deal of time with her
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grandparents, and she recalled a time at the end of a summer when her grandfather’s 
garden produced a bountiful crop of potatoes, squash, carrots, melons and so on, and he 
loaded up his wagon with produce and the grandchildren and drove to all the nearby 
homes and gave away this food. Nora perceived this as exhibiting Lakota ethic of 
generosity. She lived at St. Elizabeth’s for eight years. She remains active in the 
Episcopal Church, and she credits her father as being a role model for her service.
David
David attended St. Elizabeth’s in 1960, at a period when the mission was 
experiencing a decline in numbers. He entered when he was six years old, and though he 
was with siblings and a number of cousins, he recalls being bewildered and crying and 
crying his first days away from home. Within a few years of his coming to St. 
Elizabeth’s, the boys’ dormitory building burned down, and his father sent him and his 
brothers to Bishop Hare Boys’ Boarding Home in Mission, South Dakota on the Rosebud 
Reservation. This also was sponsored by the Episcopal Church, and he has many 
unpleasant memories of his time there. David has not maintained an active role in the 
Episcopal Church. He finds meaning in his life through participation in traditional 
Lakota spirituality.
Gaining Access
During the time I was contemplating a dissertation topic I asked a friend from the 
Standing Rock Reservation what he knew about St. Elizabeth’s Mission, because I knew 
his father had been affiliated with the Episcopal Church. It turned out that this individual 
was raised in the area of Wakpala and had attended St. Elizabeth’s as had a number of his 
siblings. Ultimately he agreed to assist me in the early stages of my research. He had
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insider status—he was known by those in the community and he was familiar with 
community members. Prior to my first foray into the community of Wakpala my 
intermediary drove down there, visited with a variety of people, and asked them if they 
would be willing to talk some about their experiences at St. Elizabeth’s. Based on the 
suggestion of Philip (1929/9) we drove to St. Elizabeth’s Church on a Sunday and waited 
for the congregation to emerge. During that time we waited for services to end the 
intermediary pointed out buildings—one of the dormitories is now a Head Start Center, 
another one is a meeting place leased to the Black Hills Treaty Committee, an old garage 
is still standing, the parsonage is still there, and then he showed me where a dormitory 
had been until a fire in the 1960s. While waiting he reminisced about breaking large 
chunks of coal into smaller pieces, stoking the furnace, and helping with chores after 
school. St. Elizabeth’s sits on a hill, and he pointed out various places where there had 
been roads, gardens, and a church meetinghouse in what had been rich bottomlands 
beneath the church. The area near Wakpala was dammed to prevent flooding and it 
changed the terrain—areas he described as full of trees were now barren.
Sometime after noon the congregation emerged—it was small, about a dozen 
people in all. Most of them made their way into the church basement for “lunch.” We 
trailed after them. The intermediary was well known, and people were happy to see him; 
they asked about his brothers and sisters. In short order he introduced me and asked me 
to talk a little about the interest I had in talking with people about their experiences 
boarding at St. Elizabeth’s. Many of those present had attended, and they assured me that 
it was a good experience that had many positive benefits.
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After the meal I asked two younger girls to help me bring in baskets with items to 
distribute. The gifts provided were not payment for stories, they were given to those 
present as a sign of respect. I was asking them to share memories and they were giving 
their time to my project. Each basket contained a blanket with an Indian design, bath 
towels, wash cloths, and a package of hard candy. To the men’s baskets I added tobacco 
in a pouch, sweetgrass, winter gloves, a stocking hat, and a pocket knife. The women’s 
baskets had kitchen items such as enamelware bowls and dishes, plastic cups, kitchen 
towel, serving spoons, and so on. At that time I distributed and explained the release of 
information sheets.
Soon we began to tape record the group speaking about memories and 
experiences at the school. This lasted about one hour, and then people had to break for 
an elders meeting in town. All of those present at the church who had attended St. 
Elizabeth’s did provide individual interviews at other times.
After that meeting the intermediary showed me the old town of Wakpala, and this 
proved to be valuable, because in subsequent interviews various sites in this area were 
referenced. In most cases only the foundations of the buildings are present, the school 
has been burned, and the railroad tracks are gone, but I had a general idea of where things 
had been. To the north of the old town of Wakpala was the area where the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs (BIA) ran a sub agency for many years. A large community root cellar is 
still extant. In the old days each family had a stall in this root cellar and they could store 
their garden produce in this structure. There were also BIA administrative offices in that 
area, though all are gone now. This visit to various sites was important as it gave me a 
sense of place and a familiarity with what informants would later tell me.
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Interviews
I made four day-long trips to Wakpala, South Dakota for purposes of 
interviewing. Each trip was 250 miles round trip from Bismarck. In addition I made one 
trip to each of the following communities, all in South Dakota on the Standing Rock 
Reservation: Bullhead, Little Eagle, and Bear Soldier. I gave gifts similar to those 
described previously to all that I interviewed. For each return visit I brought a small 
gift—a can of coffee, baked goods, or some other token of appreciation.
All interviews occurred in the homes of the research collaborators. In all cases, 
we sat at a kitchen table, drank coffee, and talked. I was cordially received. I believe 
that the introduction by the intermediary was highly effective as was the conversation in 
the church. This seemed to set a good tone and a willingness to talk.
Instruments
Only one interview was one hour long, all others were two hours or more. When 
interviewing I had greatest success with an inexpensive cassette tape recorder with a 
lavaliere microphone. Generally, the people spoke softly and this proved to be the most 
effective option. I looked over questions carefully before I entered an interview situation, 
but I did not take these with me. I did take a reporter’s notebook into interviews, but I 
wrote very little if anything while I was involved in the interview process. I was well 
aware that this would be regarded as rude by older American Indian people so I 
consciously avoided doing it. I listened carefully and then afterwards wrote notes in the 
car. I also made more extensive field notes at home as soon after the interview as I could. 
Sample questions include:
• Can you describe how you were raised?
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• When it came time to go to school in the fall how did you get to school?
• Describe your feelings the first few weeks at St. Elizabeth’s.
• Describe the daily routine at St. Elizabeth’s?
• What were rules at St. Elizabeth’s? What would happen if you did not follow 
the rules?
• What happened if children did not get along with each other? Who got 
involved?
• What happened when children got sick at St. Elizabeth’s?
• Describe week-ends at St. Elizabeth’s.
• Describe school at Wakpala.
• How was the education you received at St. Elizabeth’s different from the 
education you got from your parents or grandparents?
• What do you tell your grandchildren about St. Elizabeth’s? What do you 
think is important for them to know about this experience?
All tapes were transcribed, listened to, corrected. After coding the transcripts I 
used The Ethnograph v. 5, a software program developed by Qualis Research, 
specifically designed to sort and retrieve sections of coded interviews for social science 
research. This program is designed to be used in qualitative data analysis. The 
Ethnograph v. 5 interfaces with common word processing programs.
Working with the Codes
When I began my research interviews I was quite focused on the experiences that
former students had while residing at St. Elizabeth’s; however, I was soon aware that in
order to tell the story of St. Elizabeth’s I also needed to be aware of and tell, in some
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fashion, the story of the families the residents came from. Those individuals who 
collaborated with me on this research spoke movingly of their families, the values they 
were raised with, the stories that shaped their understanding of the world. Many of these 
stories came from the days prior to imposition of the reservation, the so-called 
“traditional days.” They heard stories of leaders such as Gall, Sitting Bull, and Mad Bear 
from those who were actually acquainted with these men. They heard stories of events 
like the Battle of the Little Big Horn, Sitting Bull’s arrest and death, the massacre at 
Wounded Knee from those who were actually present at these events. Some of those I 
spoke with observed grandparents and parents engaged in traditional activities: tanning 
hides, preparing and drying food, working with horses, and so on. These same families 
also attended church regularly, and, in a number of instances, fathers or grandfathers 
were officials in the Protestant Episcopal Church. Families adopted Christianity but did 
not give up their identity or connection to the Lakota world.
In analyzing the meaning of St. Elizabeth’s based on the experiences and 
impressions of those I spoke with it became clear that it was important to describe and 
understand the nexus of family. For these people, yet today, family was the essential 
construct that allowed those I interviewed to make sense of and interpret their world, 
including that world of St. Elizabeth’s Boarding Home for Indian Children.
In researching the history of St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School/Home for Indian 
Children I attempted to explore the philosophical underpinnings of the mission which 
was to place Indian children in a homelike environment and re-make them into 
productive Christian Americans attached to the Protestant work ethic, no longer 
connected to Lakota values which stressed generosity and sharing, their language, or a
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Lakota worldview. Re-creation of the rhythms of daily life, the structured environment 
which stressed punctuality, piety, and labor, were ways to begin to examine the overall 
goals of St. Elizabeth’s. Week-ends, which were full of intensive labor, prayer, and 
structured recreation were aspects of the daily pattern of life at the mission.
However, in describing life at St. Elizabeth’s it was also necessary to deal with 
certain events such as discipline, religious celebrations, fires, and illness. These were all 
important aspects of life for those who resided at St. Elizabeth’s. In the area of discipline 
I included resistance, such things as students defying the rules and speaking Lakota even 
though it was banned, and little pranks like secreting food from the kitchen. Two of the 
people I spoke with were witnesses to fires at the mission, and these were momentous 
events that disrupted life at St. Elizabeth’s. Interestingly, even though a building was 
destroyed in one instance and in another instance a building was damaged, the rhythm of 
life at the mission continued. Seemingly the structured life at the mission was so 
important it was necessary to preserve it, and even under hardship it was deemed better 
than the home environment. Illness was a constant possibility, and there were instances 
where students fell seriously ill and even died.
Upon graduation from St. Elizabeth’s there was the expectation that those former 
residents were prepared to assume a life as small farmers or as housewives, and that their 
lives would be organized around the Episcopal Church. Lifelong affiliation and fealty to 
the Episcopal Church and its values and institutions was, after all, what was to be 
instilled in those who lived at St. Elizabeth’s.
In many ways, the goals of the church-sponsored school/boarding home were 
never fully realized. The students continued to find guidance and direction from their
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families, and they tended to accept Christianity without sacrificing their essential identity 
as Lakota. Cultural integrity is a striking feature of contemporary Lakota life, despite 
institutions such as boarding schools, which sought to instill Christian ethics and 
American patriotism.
Figure 5, details the codes, categories, themes, and conclusions arrived at as a 
result of the coding process.
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Family life reflected and preserved 
Lakota worldview, while also 
promoted respect for Christianity.
The pattern and order of life at St. Elizabeth’s intended to 
replace and reorder the Lakota child’s values and inspire 
lifelong conformity to American Protestant ideals.
___________________________________ CONCLUSIONS____________________________________
1. Lakota people brought many of their own interpretations, customs, and worldviews of their own 
traditional religion into their practice and understanding of Christianity (the Episcopal faith).
2. Lakota people have maintained cultural integrity and identity despite the assimilation policies imposed 
by the federal government and various Christian churches, especially the boarding school system.
Figure 5. Codes, categories, themes, and conclusions.
CHAPTER V
THE STUDY
In October, 1870 the Protestant Episcopal Church formally entered the Peace 
Policy (Anderson, 1997, pp. 1-80; Bowden, 1981, pp. 179, 186-187). Under terms of the 
Peace Policy, the Episcopal Board of Missions nominated devout churchmen as Indian 
agents, and Congress approved the appointments. In addition, the church was given 
exclusive rights to establish its churches and schools among the assigned tribes. In total, 
seven agencies were assigned to the Episcopal Board of Missions, five among the Sioux 
people. The Sioux agencies assigned to the Episcopal Church were Yankton, Crow 
Creek, Cheyenne River, Red Cloud (later Pine Ridge), and Spotted Tail (later Rosebud). 
Standing Rock was assigned to the Roman Catholics, while two other Dakota 
reservations, Sisseton and Flandreau, came under the authority of the Presbyterian 
Church (Girton, 1960, pp. 5-8; Hagan, 1985, p. 4; Keller, 1983, pp. 49-51; Sneve, 1977, 
pp. 6-7).
“That They May Have Life”: Bishop Hare 
among the Dakota
The Peace Policy prompted the Episcopal Church to reorganize its missionary 
activities as well as to appoint a missionary bishop to the tribes in Dakota Territory. In 
the past, when the Episcopal Church assigned clergy in frontier areas they handled the 
spiritual needs of both settlers and Indians. This had produced little in the way of Indian
converts, and so when the church was assigned to oversee five Sioux agencies under the
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Peace Policy, the Episcopal hierarchy determined it best to create a special Indian 
jurisdiction, which meant sending a bishop to preside over a racial group rather than a 
geographic area (Bailey, 1926, p. 22; Girton, 1960; Keller, 1983, p. 51; Sneve, 1977, 
pp. 7-8). William Hobart Hare, who had experience ministering to Indian people, was 
consecrated Bishop of the Jurisdiction of Niobrara in 1873, and at that time he declared 
the objective of the Episcopal Church was “to establish our Church and open schools for 
their children” (Welsh, 1872, p. 21). The Episcopal Church, which had become very 
active in the Board of Indian Commissioners, was convinced that solid, practical work by 
church and government could eventually end the reservation system and would lead to 
complete Indian assimilation into American life. Certainly, this paralleled the end goals 
of the federal government.
Success for missionaries was dependent on mooring Indian people to one spot so 
they could begin their Christianizing and civilizing work, and when the Episcopal Church 
entered the Peace Policy in 1870 conditions among their western Sioux agencies 
(Cheyenne River, Red Cloud, Spotted Tail) were far from settled (Welsh, 1872). The 
bands connected with these agencies refused to settle permanently on their reservation, 
and many were engaged in armed struggles with the United States as a result of treaty 
violations, the presence of the military in Sioux lands, and illegal settlement. By 1874 
tensions between the western Sioux and the United States government markedly 
increased after an Army expedition confirmed gold in the Black Hills. Almost 
unchecked, and in direct violation of the 1868 Treaty, miners flooded into the area, and 
the United States made only feeble efforts to turn them away. To the Sioux people, the 
Black Hills had enormous importance in the spiritual life of the people, and the tribes
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objected to the illegal incursions into their lands. The government’s response—the need 
to annex the Black Hills from the Sioux nation and confine all Dakota and Lakota within 
the bounds of the Great Sioux Reservation—led to escalation of warfare on the Plains. In 
1876 the Sioux and their allies, the Arapaho and Cheyenne, soundly defeated the Seventh 
Cavalry at the Battle of the Little Big Horn, a victory that prompted the American people 
to insist on swift military action against the warring tribes. By the spring of 1877 most of 
the dissident Sioux were contained on the Great Sioux Reservation, the Black Hills had 
been forfeited to the United States, and the Peace Policy was in shambles (Keller, 1983, 
pp. 197-200; Ostler, 2004, pp. 40-105; Utley, 1984, pp. 107-252).
This near constant turmoil caused the Peace Policy to fail, but the imposition of 
the reservation system did permit churches to begin, in earnest, work among these tribes. 
For the Lakota and Dakota people, the reservation system brought many changes to their 
ways of life. They were confined to the reservation, their horses and guns were 
confiscated, Indian agents issued rations on a biweekly basis as a way to control behavior 
and make the people dependent on the federal government, “civilized” clothing was 
issued on an annual basis so the people would dress like average American citizens, and 
the government forbade the practice of traditional religious ceremonies such as the sun 
dance and sweat lodge as well as social customs such as giveaways Further, in 1878 the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs instituted policies requiring students to be enrolled in 
schools, and he suggested that holding the children in boarding schools would force 
parents to comply with mandatory attendance policies, and the Indian students could be 
held as “hostages for the good behavior of parents” (ARCLA, 1878, p. xv).
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“This Is a Roman Catholic Agency”:
Standing Rock, 1880s
Standing Rock Agency was home to the Upper and Lower Yanktonais, Sihasapa, 
and Hunkpapa. Many of the Indian people at this agency were referred to as the “late 
hostiles,” meaning there were many veterans who had taken part in the Sioux Wars.
Some of the most well-known warriors of the Plains War period were connected with this 
agency—Sitting Bull, Gall, Crow King, and Rain In The Face, among others. This was 
the most northerly of the Lakota and Dakota reservations, and it came under control of 
the Roman Catholic Church during the era of the Peace Policy. Although the Peace 
Policy ended soon after the Battle of the Little Big Horn (1876), the Catholic Church 
maintained a clear presence at the Standing Rock Agency. In 1881, James McLaughlin, 
an Indian Service employee and a Catholic, was placed in charge of the agency (Pfaller, 
1978, p. 79).
Standing Rock Agency was large, and some of the settlements were fifty or more 
miles from the agency offices in Fort Yates. When McLaughlin first took charge of the 
Standing Rock Agency in 1881 there were two large boarding schools, both contract 
schools operated by the Roman Catholic Church. As contract schools, each received 
federal funding, $108 per pupil. One school, located at Fort Yates, had over one hundred 
students; the other school, located sixteen miles down the river from Fort Yates, had 
almost a hundred students in attendance and was opened in May of 1878. Churches were 
attached to each school. Day schools located in the Indian settlements were beginning to 
be established at Standing Rock; later some of these would become boarding schools. In 
1881 there were 763 children of school age at Standing Rock Agency, but less than one
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hundred attended school on any regular basis. McLaughlin, who believed schools were 
the quickest way to civilization, worked hard to increase the numbers of schools and to 
impress upon the parents the need for consistent attendance, and he did not hesitate to 
withhold rations to enforce compliance, and so Bishop Hare saw this as an opportunity to 
extend the work of his church.
In the winter of 1883, Reverend Henry Swift, an Episcopal priest and missionary 
at the Cheyenne River Agency, traveled to Standing Rock at the behest of Bishop Hare to 
investigate the possibility of establishing an Episcopal Church and school among the 
Hunkpapa of Sitting Bull’s band. Swift was accompanied by an Episcopal Indian deacon 
named No Heart. Initially they were interested in persuading Sitting Bull’s band that the 
Episcopal Church wanted to honor the people and build a church and a school in their 
camp. Sitting Bull was a popular media figure during his day, because he was a noted 
opponent of federal Indian policy, and so his conversion would have been a great coup by 
the Protestant Episcopal Church. According to Episcopal Church records, Sitting Bull 
and his followers were very receptive to the establishment of both a church and school 
among their people. On February 27, 1884 Reverend Swift provided a report to Bishop 
Hare in which he sated, “The sentiments of Sitting Bull’s people are strong and set for 
our church to build on the Grand River.. .The Roman Priest at the Farm Mission is much 
exercised and talked angrily with No Heart (he was all sweetness with us)” (Sneve, 1978, 
pp. 51-52). In the end, Swift recommended that the Episcopal Church establish a 
foothold at Standing Rock, “It is right for the harvest. There is no place on this reserve 
where we would not be welcome” (Sneve, 1978, pp. 51-52)
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Bishop Hare accompanied Reverend Swift on a second visit to Standing Rock 
Agency in the winter of 1884 and determined there was need for an Episcopal mission 
station which indicated both a church and a boarding school (Girton, 1960, p. 76). The 
Roman Catholic priest continued to voice opposition; however, in 1884 a decision was 
made to locate the new mission about thirty-five miles southeast of the agency near the 
camps of two prominent headmen, Mad Bear and Gall. Mad Bear was a well-respected 
leader among the Sihasapa band of Lakota, and Gall, leader of a band of Hunkpapa 
Lakota, was a noted warrior closely allied with Sitting Bull during the Plains War era 
(1865-1876). In 1883 McLaughlin had assigned both Mad Bear and Gall as judges on the 
Court of Indian Offenses; positions reserved for Indians the agent deemed “progressives” 
(Girton, 1960, pp. 91-92; Pfaller, 1978, pp. 83-87; Sneve, pp. 51-55).
Figure 6. Gall. Photograph dates from 1890. Photographer C. M. Bell. Used with 
permission, North Dakota State Historical Society.
It is entirely possible that McLaughlin encouraged Hare to consider locating his 
mission in the camps of these two leaders, because there was no church or school in their 
district. Typically when the Episcopal Church established a mission among the Sioux it
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located near the settlements of respected headmen as a way to honor them, and so it was 
expected the leader, his family, and the people in his camp would convert and thereby 
become what the government described as “Christianized and civilized Indians.” Other 
churches employed these same tactics. The Episcopal Church may have become 
interested in Mad Bear’s camp, because he had close relatives who were Episcopal 
converts (V. Deloria, 1999, p. 214; Girton, 1960, p.73; Sneve, 1977, pp. 29-30).
Figure 7. Mad Bear, headman of the Sihasapa Lakota. Photograph taken by Frank Fiske 
in 1906. Used with permission of North Dakota State Elistorical Society.
“A Centre for a Settlement of Farming Indians”:
St. Elizabeth’s Indian Mission
In 1885 Bishop Hare began construction of St. Elizabeth’s, the first Episcopal 
mission on the Standing Rock Reservation three miles northeast of the town of Wakpala 
on a “bluff overlooking the distant valley of the Missouri and the nearer valley of the 
Grand River” (Girton, 1960, pp. 91-91). In the 1880s the federal government began to 
allot churches forty to eighty acres of reservation land, and Hare took advantage of this to
build his new mission. In 1885 Hare reported to the Episcopal missionary society that:
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A Mission has been begun during the year on the Standing Rock Reserve... .An 
appeal in behalf of these poor people brought the President of the Niobrara 
League, the Women’s Auxiliary of St. Thomas’s Church, New York, and other 
members of the Niobrara League to our help, and a church with parsonage 
attached was completed in August. The Church, the gift of Mr. J.J. Astor, is 
called St. Elizabeth’s after her who was the first to salute the Virgin as about to be 
the mother of the Lord... The church is located on Oak Creek, the site being so 
chosen that the Mission may become a centre for a settlement of farming Indians. 
(Sneve, 1978, p. 52)
St. Elizabeth’s mission complex cost $1400 with principal funding actually 
coming from Mrs. John Jacob Astor, though her husband was given credit by Bishop 
Hare. Augusta Astor was a long-time generous benefactor of Episcopal Church work 
among the Indian people of the Dakotas. Later, a bequest of $25,000 made in Mrs. 
Astor’s will assured long-term support of St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School. She directed 
that this sum was to be invested, and the interest, calculated to be $500 per year, should 
be used to maintain the school (Girton, 1960, pp. 91-92).
In his annual report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Standing Rock Agent 
Major James McLaughlin indicated that, during the fall of 1886, Reverend Philip J. 
Deloria of the Protestant Episcopal Church conducted a school at St. Elizabeth’s Mission 
on Oak Creek, thirty-five miles south of the agency town of Fort Yates. At this time 
Deloria was actually a deacon. He would be ordained to the priesthood in 1886. Rather 
than providing the customary quarterly reports of the school and its students during this 
first year of operation, Philip Deloria communicated the following in a letter to Agent
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McLaughlin, “My school opened on 3rd November, 1886, and continued until June 20,
1887, a period of nearly eight months, during which time 20 Indians were enrolled, with 
an average attendance of 16 scholars” (ARCIA, 1887, p.51). In his 1887 report to the 
commissioner McLaughlin stated, “I visited Mr. Deloria’s station twice during the 
present summer, and was much pleased with evidences of his good work throughout the 
neighborhood” (ARCIA, 1887, p. 51).
Philip Deloria was from a distinguished family on the Yankton Reservation. His 
mother was the sister of Mad Bear, headman of the Sihasapa Lakota who lived along Oak 
Creek near St. Elizabeth’s. Deloria lived among the Lakota and Dakota people of the 
Standing Rock Reservation for many years. He ministered to the congregation at St. 
Elizabeth’s and established a dozen chapels and baptized many converts on the southern 
end of the Standing Rock Reservation until poor health forced him to retire in 1925 
(Chapman, 1965, pp. 53; Cochran, 2000, pp. 41-42; V. Deloria, 1999, pp. 54-55; Sneve, 
1977, pp. 54-55).
Figure 8. Map of the Standing Rock Reservation.
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St. Elizabeth's School for Indian Children 
Temporarily Shuts Down (1887-1890)
After a successful start, there was a three year hiatus in the operation of St.
Elizabeth’s School, from the summer of 1887 until the fall of 1890, due, in part, to a
manpower shortage at the mission. Deacon Deloria was forced to depart from St.
Elizabeth’s in January, 1888 “when ill health compelled him to abandon work for a time”
(.ARCIA, 1888, p. 63). His replacement, Reverend F.M. Weddell and his wife left the
mission in the fall of 1889. During the interim Indian catechists and helpers served the
needs of the people in the district, and Standing Rock Indian Agent James McLaughlin
reported to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, “The Indians connected with this church
manifest great devotedness to its doctrines” (ARCIA, 1888, p. 63).
In 1889 Bishop Hare expanded the boarding school at St. Elizabeth’s Mission,
and in the 1890 annual report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs Agent McLaughlin
reported,
Right Reverend Bishop Hare has erected during the past year a very substantially 
constructed building at St. Elizabeth’s Mission, on Oak Creek, 36 miles south of 
the agency. The building has a capacity of 30 boarding pupils, and Bishop Hare 
intends to open it as a boarding school on September 1. (ARCIA, 1890, p. 38)
St. Elizabeth’s Mission consisted of a white frame church with a tall steeple, a small 
parsonage for the priest, and a white frame school and dormitory building.
With construction of a substantial school building, Hare sought additional funding 
through the federal contract system. Even with the development of the federal school 
system in 1879, the government continued to rely heavily on Christian churches to carry
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forward the work of education, particularly on the reservations, and so it created a 
category of schools known as “contract schools.” As described in the 1888 Annual Report 
o f the Commissioner o f Indian Affairs, the contracting system meant, “The federal 
government entered into contracts with various missionary groups that sponsored schools 
and provided $108 per pupil per year to help defray the costs of feeding, clothing, and 
teaching the boarding students. The churches were responsible for providing the 
buildings, the teachers and school personnel, and maintenance” (p. xv).
Hare’s request for contract monies was rejected in 1890 due to lack of funds, and 
he accused the Indian Bureau of blatant favoritism toward the Roman Catholic Church, 
because, far and away, the Catholic Church received the bulk of the contract funds. To 
no avail, Hare took his case directly to the Indian Rights Association and the Lake 
Mohonk Conference, both of which had extremely close ties to the Episcopal Church 
(Girton, 1960, pp. 92-93).
Despite denial of contract funds, Hare moved forward to develop a strong 
presence on the Standing Rock Reservation. An enlarged St. Elizabeth’s Boarding 
School opened in the fall of 1890, and the church was able to access “certain annuity 
clothing and the standard school rations issued for students from the agency supplies,” 
which meant that the basic food and clothing needs of the students were met (ARCIA, 
1891, pp. 326-327). When students attended boarding school the institution was entitled 
to their rations and annuity goods rather than their families.
Early in his tenure as Bishop of Niobrara, Hare sought patrons among Episcopal 
parishioners in the eastern United States to fund his Indian missionary work, in particular, 
support of the schools. Donors were asked to provide a $60 scholarship to support an
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Indian pupil’s education fees for a year, and once St. Elizabeth’s opened, the church 
sought this funding for its students. In addition, the parents of students in St. Elizabeth’s 
Boarding School were assessed tuition and were expected to contribute to the upkeep of 
their children. In the early days, few families had much money and most could not pay 
the fees in cash; however, they were expected to work off the payment by providing in- 
kind services or donating products from gardening or stockraising. In 1904 Miss Mary 
Francis recorded, “The Dakota patrons of the school have contributed toward its support 
in cash, clothing, and shoes for their children, hay, wood, and labor to the amount of 
$300” (ARCIA, 1904, p. 282). Each family’s contributions were logged into a book. This 
was spoken of as tuition, and by 1960 the expected amount for each child was $100 
(Chapman, 1965, p. 75; Girton, 1960, p. 78).
Though the budget was tight and accommodations were not luxurious, St. 
Elizabeth’s Boarding School for Indian Children re-opened on September 1, 1890, at the 
conclusion of the annual Niobrara Convocation, a large gathering of the faithful, which 
was held that year on the grounds of the newest church in the diocese, St. Elizabeth’s. 
Deacon Philip Deloria had returned to oversee the work of St. Elizabeth’s Mission, and 
Miss Mary Francis, described in Episcopal Church records as a “devout white 
churchwoman” from New York with experience teaching at Santee, Yankton, Pine Ridge, 
and Rosebud since 1880, assumed the position as director of the boarding school. Miss 
Mary Francis noted her impressions upon coming to St. Elizabeth’s, “Our new school 
was quite plain. Gall was our leading chief, though not yet a Christian” (Chapman, 1965, 
P- 210).
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In his 1890 report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Agent McLaughlin 
indicated there were five teachers at St. Elizabeth’s during the school year; however, 
some of these were actually personnel such as dorm matrons, a laundress, cook, and men 
hired to oversee operations in the boarding school (ARC1A, 1891, pp. 326-327). In 
keeping with the Episcopal Church’s goal of fostering leadership among the local Indian 
community, many of the positions supporting the operations of the school were filled by 
Indian church members. Miss Mary Francis taught all classes, lived in the dormitory, and 
provided direction to the children in civilized living, and it was she who established 
schedules and the protocol for visits and contact with family and relatives (Chapman, 
1965, p.212). The boarding school, with a capacity of thirty students, recorded thirty-five 
pupils total for the 1890-1891 school year with an average attendance of twenty-eight 
pupils over the ten month school year (ARCIA, 1891, pp. 326-327).
Ghost Dance
St. Elizabeth’s reopening in 1890 occurred just as controversy over the Ghost 
Dance reached a fever pitch on the Standing Rock Reservation. Most of the Ghost Dance 
activity at Standing Rock was centered in Sitting Bull’s camp, located about thirty miles 
south of the agency and approximately twenty miles southwest of St. Elizabeth’s. During 
the summer of 1889 word spread through the Sioux camps of an Indian prophet in the 
west named Wovoka and his religion, the Ghost Dance. This new religion promised a 
world inhabited only by Indians, a world where the buffalo were once again plentiful, and 
a world where all the dead relatives would return. The coming millennium promised to 
be a time of great prosperity and peace for Indian people. The teachings of this new 
religion drew heavily from Christianity, and Wovoka promised that Jesus would come to
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the Indian people in the spring of 1891; however, this time he would not be crucified as 
he was by the white people, rather he would be greeted by the Native people. Until this 
time arrived, Wovoka stressed that Indians everywhere should be kind toward all people, 
pray, and practice the Ghost Dance.
Although the Ghost Dance had limited appeal among the Lakota, by the fall of 
1890, the Christian churches and the Indian agents on the various Sioux reservations 
began to raise concern about the spread of this new religion, and particular anxiety was 
expressed by Indian agents at Rosebud, Pine Ridge, Cheyenne River, and Standing Rock 
(Carroll, 2000, pp. 89-91; McLaughlin, 1989, pp. 179-222; Pfaller, 1978, pp. 123-166). 
Standing Rock Agent McLaughlin initially regarded the Ghost Dance as harmless and 
something of a chimera for Indian people (McLaughlin, 1989, pp. 179-222; Vestal).
Sitting Bull permitted Ghost Dancing in his camp, and Agent James McLaughlin, 
who disliked Sitting Bull for his opposition to reservation policy, seized on the Ghost 
Dance as a pretext to arrest him. Throughout the fall of 1890 tensions at Standing Rock 
were palpable. There was an increased military presence, and by late fall the United 
States Army assumed jurisdiction over the agency which only exacerbated anxieties. 
Many of the older men had fought against the army soldiers during the Plains Indian 
wars, and they were fearful of this military build-up (McLaughlin, 1989, pp. 179-222; 
Ostler, 2004, pp. 326, 328-334; Pfaller, 1978, pp. 123-166).
The turmoil on the Standing Rock Reservation began to affect the schools, 
particularly those closest to Sitting Bull’s camp, and in the fall of 1890 a number of 
schools were shut down for long periods of time “owing to the troubles in that settlement 
growing out of the Messiah craze” (ARCIA, 1890, p.326). However, St. Elizabeth’s was
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“in operation throughout the school year (10 months)” (ARCIA, 1891, pp.326-327). In an 
interview, Miss Mary Francis, principal and head teacher at St. Elizabeth’s, recounted the 
events surrounding the Ghost Dance scare at the school,
It was about this time [December 1890] that the Ghost Dance craze was at its 
height in the neighboring territory. We were preparing for our Christmas feast, 
the mince pies were arranged for, when instructions came that all the people in 
our vicinity were to camp within our barb-wire enclosure with their families and 
animals. (Chapman, 1965, p. 210)
This order to group around the mission came near the middle of December when 
there was much talk among the Hunkpapa abut the probable arrest of Sitting Bull. Miss 
Mary Francis stated,
The men thought their supply of ammunition was not sufficient, so the chiefs and 
other leaders asked Mr. Deloria to interpret for them, requesting me to write for 
them to the agent, Mr. McLaughlin. A messenger was to be sent to the agency, by 
way of relay ponies, to reach Agent McLaughlin by midnight, and bring a reply 
back by morning, when it would be read and interpreted to the chiefs at our 
mission. (Chapman, 1965, pp. 210-211)
Although not yet baptized, Gall took and active interest in the work of the church, 
particularly the school and its pupils, some of whom were his grandchildren, and he 
offered to lead Miss Mary Francis and her students to the military compound at Fort 
Yates where there was greater protection. The director of the school declined this offer 
and decided to stay put with her charges and their families at the mission (Chapman,
1965, pp. 211).
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Just before dawn, on December 15, 1890, Indian police entered Sitting Bull’s 
camp with arrest orders, and a melee ensued. Sitting Bull and eight of his of his 
followers were killed, while the Indian police suffered six casualties. A number of 
people from Sitting Bull’s camp fled south to the Cheyenne River Reservation and joined 
relatives in Big Foot’s camp. Nearly two weeks later, on December 27, 1890, about three 
hundred men, women, and children under Big Foot, including some who fled Sitting 
Bull’s camp, were killed by Seventh Cavalry troops along Wounded Knee Creek on the 
Pine Ridge Reservation (Utley, 1963; McLaughlin, 1989, pp. 179-222; Ostler, 2004, pp. 
338-343; Pfaller, 1978, pp. 123-166).
“A Pervading Spirit of Progress and Civilization”:
Standing Rock
In the period after the Ghost Dance Indian people began to make overt 
adaptations to reservation life. According the annual reports submitted to the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs after 1891, more Indians at Standing Rock were 
accepting the habits and customs of American civilization. By the early 1900s, reports to 
the commissioner indicated that most Indians at Standing Rock wore “citizen’s dress, 
with the exception of 130 who still cling in part to the ancient fashion”; it was reported 
that “it will be only a short time when the ‘medicine man’ will be unrecognized and 
unknown among these people”; rationing for most people had ended and “Indians were 
given work in lieu of rations”; individual allotments, usually 160 acre tracts of land, were 
being assigned; most Indian people were living in log houses not tipis; parents were 
sending their children to school on the reservation and all boarding schools on the 
reservation reported they were overcrowded (ARCIA 1901, p. 309; ARCIA, 1904, p. 278).
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In 1901, the superintendent of the Industrial School at Fort Yates noted, “Certainly there 
are some dancing Indians [sic], there are nonprogressive Indians; but the pervading spirit 
of the reservation is progress and civilization” (ARCIA, 1902, p. 275).
Church membership among the Standing Rock Sioux significantly increased 
throughout the 1890s and into the early twentieth century, and this included the adults as 
well as the children {ARCIA, 1890, p. 372; ARCIA, 1891, p. 327; ARCIA, 1892; ARCIA, 
1900, p. 329; ARCIA, 1901, p. 310; ARCIA, 1902, p.273). At Standing Rock, as well as 
many other reservations, the mission complex with church, school, guild halls, and the 
men’s and women’s societies, became a central meeting place for Indian families. The 
church became the nexus of life on the reservation—in addition to services, there were 
community suppers, activities for men, women, and children; annual summer 
encampments of the faithful; and so on; a collection of “wholesome diversions” intended 
to supplement many of the native amusements (Graber, 1938/1978, p. 43).
At Standing Rock, the Episcopal Church, located on the south side of the 
reservation, built chapels in various communities, and it also increased the number of 
Indian men who served as helpers, catechists, and deacons. St. Elizabeth’s Boarding 
School continued to draw the bulk of its students from the local community of Wakpala, 
though, in time, students from other parts of the reservation did attend school there. The 
church and the school at St. Elizabeth’s were extensions of each other, and as Father 
Deloria reported, “The most advanced [Indians] realize the importance of keeping their 
children in school, and show their appreciation of same in influencing their children to be 
obedient and respectful” {ARCIA, 1900, p. 325).
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“Making Better Indians out 
o f our Red Wards ”
In 1900 Father Philip Deloria, the pastor at St. Elizabeth’s, spoke of the way his 
church was achieving the twin goals of Christianization and civilization in a letter to the 
Standing Rock Agency Superintendent George Bingenheimer,
As a Dakota it has been easy for me to realize fully how closely the Indians 
adhere to the old heathen ideas which are by degrees giving way to the power of 
the Gospel of Christ, which teaches them it is not a shame to work, but honorable 
to get a living by the sweat of the brow. (ARCIA, 1900, p. 325)
In this same letter, Father Deloria reflected further on the progress being made among his 
people,
Ten years ago, while the people were beginning to adopt ways that led toward 
advancement thru the efforts of the church and Government, it was not easy for them to 
break away from their old customs. To-day it is quite evident to the people, who think 
with me, that they are better off from the fact that they are more comfortable in their 
homes and have horses and cattle which bring into them a yearly income, while in the old 
life when they gave away their property at the dances for the sake of being in favor as it 
were, they were kept poor. (ARCIA, 1900, p. 325)
Both missionaries and federal officials placed much faith in education. The goal 
of education continued to stress “making better Indians of our red wards, and thus finally 
settling the problem” so that Indian students could “cast behind them the ancestral 
barbarism of their race” (ARCIA, 1905, pp. 28-29). St. Elizabeth’s Mission, which had 
the goal of winning the religious allegiance of the adult members of the tribe while also
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educating the next generation, was a model of progress in civilization. In addition to a 
growing number of adult communicants, St. Elizabeth’s also experienced growth in its 
school program.
By 1898 St. Elizabeth’s principal, Miss Mary Francis reported that, for a few 
years, the school had experienced a problem, and “there were more applicants for 
admission than it was wise to receive” (ARCIA, 1899, p. 282). There was room to board 
and teach fifty pupils; however, the school enrolled over sixty “to appease our people 
who claimed the school as their children’s by right of baptism in the Holy Catholic 
Church” (ARCIA, 1899, p. 282). In order to manage the larger number of pupils, more 
personnel were added. In addition to the principal, there were two matrons, a teacher in 
the recitation department, and local Native Episcopalians were hired as laundresses, 
handymen, and so on (ARCIA, 1899, p. 282).
By the late 1890s, the other three boarding schools on the Standing Rock 
Reservation also reported a steady interest in education, and they too were overcrowded. 
Previously, all schools had trouble in attracting and keeping students enrolled in the 
schools. The rather sudden willingness of parents to enroll their children in the 
reservation boarding schools was due more to the fear their children would be taken and 
placed much further from home in off-reservation boarding schools rather than to a 
sudden enthusiasm for education. When local schools ran out of space, federal Indian 
policy required excess children be shipped to off-reservation schools, and generally they 
were absent from their homes for three or more years. Because the incidences of death 
were higher in the off-reservation boarding schools, parents sought to keep their children
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closer to home where they had some sense of control (ARCIA, 1900, p. 325; ARCL4,
1901, p. 313).
“Farm Boarding-School Home”: St. Elizabeth’s 
By 1895 the Lakota were beginning to adapt more to the reservation system, and 
Miss Mary Francis noted a more accepting atmosphere in the community of Wakpala and 
in her school, “Of the five years of our boarding-school work here this last has been of 
special encouragement, the disposition of the children being of a more settled and 
harmonious nature than previously, the parents and children evincing also a spirit of 
appreciation of our efforts to make the school as homelike as possible” (ARCIA, p. 241). 
The notion of a “homelike” school was an important aspect of Episcopal Indian schools. 
The schools were intended to be replacement homes—model homes—where children 
could observe and participate in labor that contributed to their upkeep, learn moral and 
upright Christian ways of living, acquire self-discipline, develop skills needed for success 
as small farmers or housewives, acquire good manners, and develop facility in using 
English. Life at the Episcopal mission schools was prescribed by guidelines first set 
down by Bishop Hare early in his work among the Sioux, and his precepts continued to 
frame life at St. Elizabeth’s until the mission boarding school closed its doors in 1967.
For Hare, “The schools would be the first homes and starting points of the Gospel” 
(Sneve, 1977, p. 98). The principal of St. Elizabeth’s, Miss Mary Francis, referred to the 
school as a “farm boarding-school home” in 1898, and this idea of the school as a real 
home was an important concept that organized students’ lives at the school. (ARCIA,
1898, p. 233).
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Education for the “Common Acts o f 
Daily Humble Life ”
When students came in from the Indian camps to enter school, it was the policy to 
cut their long hair, bathe them thoroughly, and then clothe them in civilized dress, which 
usually meant clothing donated by mission societies located in New York or 
Philadelphia. Hare’s philosophy in matters of dress corresponded to the prevalent 
thinking of the time—change in appearance, which conformed to the standards of 
mainstream American society, would give self-respect, courage, and a sense of manhood 
or womanhood (Girton, 1960; Sneve, 1977).
All classes at St. Elizabeth’s were conducted in English, as was required by the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, though it was permissible for churches to “preach the 
Gospel or teach Christianity in the vernacular and it is not prohibited” (ARCIA, 1887, p. 
XXIII). Church services were conducted in Lakota at St. Elizabeth’s and the prayer 
books and hymnals were translated into the vernacular as well; however the children 
learned hymns, prayers, and their catechism in English. In the boarding schools, it was 
customary to insist on the use of English at all times; however, students at St. Elizabeth’s 
did lapse into Lakota when they were alone, during work details, and in many situations 
outside the formal classroom. Some of the Indian employees spoke Lakota to the 
children. The other boarding schools at Standing Rock reported “our greatest trouble is 
to get them to speak English to each other” [ARCIA, 1895, p. 230). Miss Mary Francis 
reported in 1899 that the teachers at her school were vigilant and “The speaking of 
English and observance of little courtesies have been pressed daily” [ARCIA, 1899, p.
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282). She added that the teachers attempted to move the children beyond mimicry when 
it came to learning English, “recitation is not what we desired” (ARCIA, 1899, p. 282).
St. Elizabeth’s, like most of the boarding schools of its time, provided what was 
termed a “practical education.” The Episcopal boarding schools developed under Bishop 
Hare were designed to be
.. .plain and practical and not calculated to engender fastidious tastes and habits 
which would make the pupils unhappy in and unfitted for the lowly and hard life 
to which their people are called: as the Indians are not accustomed to labor, the 
school training should be such as would not only cultivate their intellect, but also 
develop their physical functions and teach them to do well the common acts of 
daily humble life, such as sewing, sweeping, etc. (.ARCIA, 1880, p. 114)
In the early years, the curriculum at St. Elizabeth’s was structured so that students 
acquired what Hare termed physical and intellectual discipline. The students’ day began 
with four hours of work in the morning performing such chores as making their beds, 
cleaning the dorms, preparing food, setting tables, washing dishes, milking, cutting wood, 
and so on. Then at 10 a.m. the academic part of the day began and continued for two 
hours—subjects studied included reading, writing, arithmetic, and geography. After 
lunch, the children finished their work details, which were considered practical education, 
and then academic classes resumed from 3 to 5 p.m. (Girton, 1960, pp. 80-100; Sneve, 
1977, pp. 98-100).
The academic component of education at St. Elizabeth’s was very basic; the 
children were expected to learn to read, write, and do arithmetic. They also received a 
religious instruction and learned prayers, hymns, and recited catechism. In 1902 the
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federal government issued a uniform course of studies, and all the Indian schools, 
government and mission, were to follow this. Practical education was the norm in the 
Indian schools, and so this standardized curriculum sought to tie the practical and 
academic curriculum more closely together to make “education as all-sided as 
possible.. .The whole child must go to school, hands, feet, head and heart, and all it must 
be especially so with the Indian child whose home education is mostly defective”
{ARCIA, 1900, p. 323). As examples, students learned how cotton and silk were 
manufactured; they learned how to calculate average gallons of milk produced by one 
cow, and so on {ARCIA, 1902, pp. 274-275).
Miss Mary Francis described the practical component of St. Elizabeth’s 
curriculum, “The course of training being of a homelike nature in connection with our 
missionary work” {ARCIA, 1899, p. 282). In other words, this was training the students 
would need as they moved out to assume their roles as humble farmers and housewives— 
a goal that was set for them by the federal government and the missionaries. Students of 
both sexes tended individual garden plots, and in the fall samples of their produce were 
exhibited at an agricultural fair in Fort Yates—students competed against each other and 
against other schools for prizes {ARCIA, 1906, p. 298). At least one year, St. Elizabeth’s 
students entered their produce in the Mandan County Fair, and they received awards for 
first and third places {ARCIA, 1899, p. 282). By the turn of the century the Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs suggested that, in addition to gardening, both girls and boys needed to 
learn about dairy work. The schools all had dairy herds, including St. Elizabeth’s 
{ARCIA, 1904, p. 279).
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“Mistress of a Log Cabin”: Female Education 
Girls at St. Elizabeth’s were educated to become “proficient housekeepers,” and 
“better” wives and mothers than their own mothers had been (Sneve, 1977, p. 100). So 
their practical education centered on learning home skills such as cooking, sewing, 
cleaning, childcare, hygiene, laundry, and ironing (ARCIA, 1904, p. 279). Estelle Reel, 
Superintendent of the Indian Schools for the Department of the Interior, prescribed the 
domestic science courses for female students in the boarding schools, and both 
government and missionary schools were bound to her school curriculum. Reel (1908) 
stressed the education in domestic science must be practical in order to prepare the Indian 
girl to become the “mistress of a log cabin,” and she suggested topics such as mending 
clothes, cooking palatable meals, keeping a sanitary house, and learning economy 
{ARCIA, 1908, p. 135). When translated into practical terms, the girls at St. Elizabeth’s 
often performed many of these tasks and helped to support the daily operation of the 
school. In 1898 Miss Mary Francis reported that in the area of female education, “The 
industries of a farm boarding-school home have been taught in a general way. About 300 
garments have been manufactured, besides the weekly mending for the household” 
{ARCIA, 1898, p. 233). The older, more advanced students assisted in teaching the 
younger girls the art of mending and clothes manufacture. In addition, the girls helped in 
the kitchen; younger students set tables and washed dishes, while the older girls baked 
bread and assisted in food preparation. At St. Elizabeth’s cleanliness and orderliness were 
stressed and the female students, in particular, spent a great deal of time cleaning and 
polishing the physical plant. Working in the laundry was described as drudgery and 
somewhat dangerous. In the early days, the laundry at St. Elizabeth’s was done in large
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tin tubs, and the girls assisted in this task, sometimes jumping into the tubs to tread on the 
laundry. Work in the school laundry became an issue at one of the boarding schools on 
Standing Rock, and the superintendent of the school remarked, “No white person having 
any regard for his 15 or 18 year old daughter would allow her to do the work that these 
Indian girls are compelled to do here in this very improperly and insufficiently equipped 
laundry” (ARCIA, 1900, pp.324-325).
Once married, which was the expectation for the female students who attended St. 
Elizabeth’s, these young women were encouraged to join the women’s church guild that 
met weekly and participate in quilting, beading, or other craftwork which would be 
donated to the church in order to support church activities (Sneve, 1977, pp.85-86).
“To Hand the Plow, To Sow, and 
To Reap”: Male Education
Practical education for the boys at St. Elizabeth’s was geared to learning skills 
necessary to manage a small farm. By 1900 allotments were being made at Standing 
Rock and the expectation was that, upon graduation, the male students would take up a 
160 acre allotment which they would farm. This would allow them to become self- 
supporting individuals able to provide for themselves and their wife and children—not 
their entire extended family. In 1910 the Commissioner of Indian Affairs stated quite 
clearly, “The essential feature of the Government’s great educational program for the 
Indian is the abolition of the old tribal relations and the treatment of every Indian as an 
individual” {ARCIA, 1910, p. 28). Individuality and separation from the extended family 
was a part of the boarding school education at St. Elizabeth’s and elsewhere. The 
practical curriculum for boys set down by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and
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mandated to be taught at all boarding schools centered on the idea that the boys would be 
taking up an allotment. Therefore, every school employed a farmer “who is expected to 
teach the Indian boys to hand the plow, to sow, and to reap. Ultra scientific farming is 
not attempted, because the Indian as a rule has not reached a stage of mental development 
where he can grasp such subjects as meteorology and the chemistry of soils” (ARCIA, 
1906, p. 64).
At St. Elizabeth’s, in addition to learning about farming and working in the school 
fields, the older boys were taught about taking care of livestock, and they received some 
training in iron work, carpentry, and painting. Per orders of the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, the training prescribed for the boys was general; they were not to focus on any 
one trade as they were “not expected to compete with white artisans” {ARCIA, 1905, p. 
398). This, however, fit Hare’s educational precepts, which stressed teaching students 
“to do well the common acts of daily humble life” {ARCIA, 1880, p. 114).
The organization of the Episcopal boarding schools around skills intended to 
stress Christian living and hard work was consonant with federal policies for Indian 
schools. Father Philip Deloria, the priest at St. Elizabeth’s, was proud of the graduates 
from his missionary boarding school, and in this letter to the Indian agent, Father Deloria 
lauded the overall progress the students made in their studies, especially the acquisition 
of English, “The parents are especially pleased at their children’s progress when they can 
use them to interpret for them in any business transaction” {ARCIA, 1900, p. 325).
Unlike most other schools, mission or federal, in the early years, St. Elizabeth’s 
developed a system to provide the children “some recompense for assigned work done 
well”—this was not easy reimbursement to receive, but it was given to the children, in
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part, to help them learn the value of work and money (ARCIA, 1898, p. 233). Very often 
the children contributed their earnings back to the church or applied it to their tuition, but 
from this description provided by Miss Mary Francis, it is clear the students had control 
of their money:
Each of the pupils according to their efficiency received a payment of an amount 
from 5 cents to $5 monthly. From the limited recompense they have contributed 
to the church and missions. One child gave his whole 50 cents to his mother to 
pay for a bottle of medicine for her. While all were privileged to do as they were 
disposed with the amount earned, they were taught to be consistent, and the most 
advanced used their little fund in the purchase of hats and other attire which was 
deemed commendable and progressive. (ARCIA, 1898, p. 233)
In later years, children who lived year round at St. Elizabeth’s were compensated 
for work done during summers, but one former student remarked, “there might have been 
a child [labor] law then in those days, but it wasn’t meant for us [laughs]” (Fran, 1937/11, 
personal communication, October 19, 2003).
St. Elizabeth’s Boarding Home for 
Homeless Indian Children
The early twentieth century brought many changes in Indian life. The young had 
never lived the old way of life; they heard about it from their parents and grandparents. 
Many of the former leaders had died. For the Lakota people living near St. Elizabeth’s, 
there was a town called Wakpala, the area was no longer identified as Gall’s camp or 
Mad Bear’s camp. Wakpala was designated a sub-issue station meaning that it had an 
administrator and Indian Service offices so that people did not have to travel thirty-five
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miles one way to the agency in Fort Yates every time they needed something. Allotments 
of land had begun in earnest about 1900, and excess lands in the neighborhood of 
Wakpala were bought up by non-Indian settlers, a trend that continued well into the 
1920s, halted by the Great Depression. The area, with lots of good bottomland, was ideal 
for farming and ranching (McLaughlin, 1910/1989, p. 66; Morris, 1924).
By the early 1900s most of the Indian people on Standing Rock, including those 
in the Wakpala area, were more scattered, many had moved to their allotments. Most had 
small gardens, but they were not engaged in large-scale farming. The Indian Service did 
have farm agents, called “boss farmers” by the Lakota, and these men lived in the 
districts and attempted to show Indian men how to farm. Many families continued to live 
in one-room log cabins, often with a canvas tipi or tent pitched alongside the house.
Some of the men were engaged in wage work, usually for the Indian Service hauling 
freight in wagons, chopping wood, or performing some other service. Families had little 
income and few resources, and this made sending the children to boarding school more 
attractive. In addition to receiving an education, the people knew their children would be 
fed and clothed, and even more, their children would be nearby. St. Elizabeth’s was the 
only school for Indian children in Wakpala. At this time, Indian children were generally 
not able to attend public schools, so the only other alternative was to send the children to 
boarding school on the reservation or to send them to one of the off-reservation boarding 
schools. Parents preferred to have their children closer. As a result, St. Elizabeth’s was 
often slightly overcrowded {ARCIA, 1900; ARCIA, 1901 ;ARCIA, 1902; ARCIA, 1903; 
ARCIA, 1904; ARCIA, 1905; ARCIA, 1906; ARCIA, 1907; ARCIA, 1908)
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In 1907, after twenty-seven years as a missionary among the western Sioux, Miss 
Mary Francis retired and returned to her home in New York. She had spent seventeen 
years at St. Elizabeth’s, and Vine Deloria, Sr., son of Father Philip Deloria and a student 
at St. Elizabeth’s at the time, recalled that all the children from the school as well as 
many Indians from the community accompanied Miss Mary Francis to the train station. 
As she boarded the train the Indian wagon driver from the mission broke into a Lakota 
song of departure and “used the side of the wagon for a drum, and beat on it with his 
whip” whereupon there were cries of lament from the old Indian people in blankets and 
the children from the school (Chapman, 1965, pp. 213-214). A number of directors 
succeeded her, none staying nearly as long.
With allotment and changes in federal laws, the Milwaukee Railroad acquired 
reservation land in the Wakpala area and by 1909 extended its operation from Mobridge, 
South Dakota through Wakpala. This caused more settlement and investment in the 
Wakpala area, and in 1915 a one-room public school was built to accommodate seven 
non-Indian children. By 1924 a vibrant little community had sprung up near the Wakpala 
rail station—there were three general stores, Gall State Bank, a Standard Oil Supply 
Station to service the railroad, a large grain elevator right near the railroad station, two 
garages, blacksmiths, a grocery, coal yards, a restaurant, and boarding houses. In 1924 
alone, “over sixteen thousand acres of virgin prairie had been broken and sown to crops” 
by non-Indian settlers to the area (Morris, 1924). Under terms of the Dawes Allotment 
Act, vast tracts of reservation land were opened for purchase and settlement by non- 
Indians, and so by 1924 Wakpala was about half Indian and half non-Indian. There were 
Catholic and Episcopal churches, comprised of largely Indian congregants, and a
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Community Church “composed largely of Protestant white settlers coming in during the 
past few years” (Morris, 1924).
Figure 9. Wakpala, SD in the 1920s. Smee District School is located in the center of the 
photo, at the end of the main business district. The railroad runs in back of the grain 
elevator. Frank Fiske Photo, North Dakota State Historical Society.
Importantly, with the increase in population, a large public school had been built 
in the town, Smee District School, although it was commonly referred to as Wakpala 
School. In 1924 the school had twelve teachers and over one hundred-eighty pupils, 
almost half of whom were Indian (Morris, 1924). Part of the student body was made of 
St. Elizabeth students.
Beginning in 1917 there was a push by the federal government to integrate Indian
children into public schools. Commissioner of Indian Affairs Cato Sells was authorized
by Congress to offer contracts to public schools that admitted Indian students. Public
schools represented “the quintessential American institution, a symbol of freedom and
democracy, the ideal forum for transmitting American beliefs of republicanism,
capitalism, and Protestantism” (Adams, 1995, pp. 319). Allotment and settlement of non-
Indians on reservation lands coupled with enrollment of Indian students in public schools
were deemed the best ways to insure the Indian problem would finally be solved. So
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public schools were now viewed to be in the best interests of the Indian child (Adams, 
1995, pp. 319-320; Ellis, 1996, pp. 179-185).
During this time period, St. Elizabeth’s began to send some of its older students to 
the Smee District School while the primary students continued to be educated at the 
mission for a period of time. After the Meriam Report was published in 1928 St. 
Elizabeth’s gradually phased out its school though it continued to board students and 
became known as a mission home. The goals of the facility remained—the establishment 
of a homelike Christian atmosphere (.ARCIA, 1898, p. 233; Sneve, 1977, p. 98). During 
the early 1930s, a sign near the dormitories proclaimed “St. Elizabeth’s Boarding Home 
for Homeless Indian Children” (Fran, 1937/12, personal communication, October 19, 
2003). The majority of students living at the mission were not orphaned or homeless, but 
those who were lived at St. Elizabeth’s year round. Community members and 
parishioners continued to refer to St. Elizabeth’s mission as “the school,” and many of the 
same routines and expectations of the students remained unchanged as the mission 
transitioned from a boarding school to a residential home (Mossman, 1939).
Once children from St. Elizabeth’s were enrolled in the public school 
transportation monies made available by the federal government covered most of the cost 
of tuition. The mission still expected parents to contribute services in-kind or pay part of 
the upkeep of their children, and the church also sought sponsors from eastern 
congregations (Chapman, 1965, p. 75).
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Figure 10. St. Elizabeth’s Mission, about 1910. The church is on the left and the 
dormitories and school are to the right. North Dakota State Historical Society.
Personal Reminiscence
In the sections that follow, the history of St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School will 
include the memories and personal stories of those who boarded there. One person 
interviewed attended St. Elizabeth’s in 1929 when it still operated a primary school; the 
older students attended classes at the public school and boarded at the mission. In the 
comments of those who collaborated in this research, “school” and “mission” are used 
interchangeably to refer to St. Elizabeth’s Boarding Flome. All those interviewed lived at 
St. Elizabeth’s from the late 1920s to the early 1960s, and, collectively, they have 
memories of an institution that provided routine and direction to their daily lives, stressed 
hard work and personal cleanliness, taught them various lifelong skills and appreciation 
for learning, instilled Christian values, seemed to replace family for periods of time, and 
gave them lifelong friends and memories. For all, there were strong memories of home 
and family and remembered times of loneliness at being separated from parents and 
grandparents, from those who cared for and loved them deeply. The accounts of those 
who were part of life at St. Elizabeth’s highlight and give perspective to the daily rhythm
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of life at the mission, and from its founding, there was a certain predictable pattern to the 
ebb and flow of life at St. Elizabeth’s.
Separation from Family and Adjustment:
Coming to St. Elizabeth’s
From the onset, St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School encouraged families to send their 
children to school at a young age. There was clear recognition by both missionaries and 
government officials that Indian parents deeply loved and cared for their children, and 
this was perceived of as a problem. A 1905 Commissioner of Indian Affairs Report 
recognized that among Indian people the “love of parents for their children” is the 
strongest virtue (p. 412). This same report noted, “The love of home and the warm 
reciprocal affection existing between parents and children are among the strongest 
characteristics of the Indian nature,” and yet this was also used to justify the training in 
boarding schools which stressed “habits of self-control and self-dependence, and to live 
up to the standards set and the instruction imparted at schools” (p. 392). In so many 
ways, those church and government officials who promulgated federal Indian education 
policy viewed the Indian parents’ love for their children as a vice when it came to 
education.
Ella Deloria (1944/1978), herself a Dakota, analyzed the potential of the Indian 
family to exert a negative effect on boarding school students. She was the daughter of 
Father Philip Deloria, as a child she attended St. Elizabeth’s, and in the late 1950s she 
served as its director. In Speaking o f Indians (1944/1978) Ella Deloria stated,
But I think the greatest interference with education was and has always been 
kinship and its duties. That splendid thing in the old life that held the tribe
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together beautifully in mutual defense and affection remained to complicate 
matters for the young as they tried to get on in school. From the start it 
challenged them again and again—and generally won out. (p. 76)
Ella Deloria considered the kinship system “a retarding factor” in Indian life, and 
she attributed the problem of student runaways to their close connection and obligation to 
family. She suggested that the real strength for Indian people lay in the institution of the 
Episcopal Church—its nurture, readings, hymns, and organizations. The ideas she 
reflected permeated Episcopal Church work among the Dakota and Lakota people, and 
they framed and organized St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School from its inception until its 
closure in 1967.
Once the local Indian community had the option to send their children to the 
Smee District School and keep their children at home, St. Elizabeth’s priests and church 
workers pressured parishioners to enroll their children in the boarding home. For many 
years there had been the belief shared by missionaries and federal officials that “the 
exposure of children who only attend day schools to the demoralization and degradation 
of an Indian home neutralized the efforts of the school-teacher” (Prucha, 1984, pp. 689- 
690). Living conditions on the reservation were humble. Well through the early 1960s 
people lived in one or two room log houses, in the 1930s there were still people living 
year round in canvas tents. Families hauled their water, dried meat and fruits because 
there was no electricity, and in many homes “there were no beds or tables or chairs” 
(Esther, 1947/12; Personal communication, December 19, 2003). One person I spoke 
with told me, “I remember when we ate, she [grandmother] always put a canvas on the 
floor, and I would eat down there with her” (Helen, 1943/6; Personal communication,
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December 18, 2003)). Those I spoke with did not feel these living conditions were 
hardships, in fact one person mentioned, “It was just a natural way of living” (Helen, 
1943/6; Personal communication, October 21, 2003). In part, the churches sought to 
rescue the children from these physical conditions; however, the stronger impetus seemed 
to be to remove the children from the influence of family, from those people continued to 
embody distinctly Lakota worldviews and perspectives.
Figure 11, This photograph was taken in 1931 on the Standing Rock Reservation. The 
woman stands in front of a wall tent. This is her full-time residence. The structure to the 
right is a shade where she performs certain household tasks. North Dakota State 
Historical Society.
Students who entered St. Elizabeth’s often came when they were quite young, 
sometimes as young as six. Helen (1943/6), entered at the age of six. She had been 
living with her grandparents since her father died at age three. Her grandfather worked 
for the church and so was obligated to enroll her, but she has always felt, “my 
grandmother... would rather just keep us at home” (Helen, 1943/6; personal 
communication, October 21, 2003). She recalled the day her grandparents took her to the
I
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mission and enrolled her in the boarding home. Right away she was separated from them 
and
I remember the first thing that they did.. .they took our hair and cut it off, you 
know, we had braids, and they cut it really short. I remember standing in line and 
watching the kids, some of them already were crying because they had to cut off 
their braids, and I think that scene stays in my mind as being a day, the first day 
maybe, being up there. And then the next thing they do is they take your size and 
then they outfit you with mission clothes and they give you a number. And that’s 
your number, so that anything that comes with that number on the laundry, it’s 
yours, like number 12 or 14 or whatever, (personal communication, December 9, 
2003)
David (1960/6) who entered the St. Elizabeth’s in 1960 at the age of six 
remembered an early morning in late August. It was still cool, and he had gone over to 
his grandmother’s house with some of his brothers and sisters. His grandma had mixed 
dough, and they knew she was going to make kabubu bread, a flat type of bread cooked 
on the top of the stove, and so they intended to stay for a bit. While the children were 
scampering in and out of her cabin they heard a wagon creaking, and they saw dust from 
the path down to their home. Finally a wagon and two men on horseback appeared in 
front of their house, which was not far away. Their grandma stood outside with the 
children, and then she told them, “You should go home.” Curious about who had pulled 
up, the children ran home, and were greeted by people from church. With no 
explanation, their father told them they had to go live at St. Elizabeth’s. With little 
fanfare, the children were loaded into a wagon, went to their cousins’ home, and those
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children were also rounded up. When the wagon filled up, the children were dropped off 
at the mission.
After two or three days the school had its students. The school officials cut our 
hair, gave us new underwear, and put us in these blue one piece things—like 
jumpsuits. My sisters were put in gray dresses that came to their ankles, bobby 
socks, and these lace-up grandma shoes. (David, 1960/6, personal 
communication, October 16, 2003)
Although he shared a room with brothers and cousins, all about the same age, 
David (1960/6) felt very lonely and many of the children cried. Thinking back on the 
experience he said, “I wonder why my Dad did that to us—he never said a thing. [Pause] 
Sometimes I think he didn’t know what to say, so he said nothing. I would never do that 
to my children” (David, 1960/6; personal communication, October 16, 2003).
Fran (1937/11) recounted that she began her education as a day student in the 
public school at Wakpala in the 1930s. Her mother had died when she was eight years 
old so her grandparents raised her and her two sisters. Each year, in the late fall her 
family, along with others in the district, would move into town for the winter so their 
children could go to school. Families would pitch canvas wall tents in an area south of 
the school, and when school let out at the end of the year, the family moved back out to 
the country. When she was about ten, Fran’s uncle, who assisted in caring for her and her 
sisters, died, and her grandparents were elderly and in poor health; so when she was 
about eleven she was told she had to go to live at St. Elizabeth’s. With eyes closed and 
speaking slowly, she related,
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All of a sudden my grandpa said [pause] I had to go to school up there [St. 
Elizabeth’s]. I didn’t know that there was a school up there. So I cried and cried 
and cried and cried and didn’t want to go. I cried. I’ll never forget what he said. 
He said, “You have to go.” He said, “Go and learn all you can.” He said,
“ Wasicu ke lila waunspe talo. [The white people are very smart.] They are smart 
and know everything. In the future,” he said, “we’re not going to be around, and 
we can’t teach you, and you’re going to live with those white people, so try to 
learn everything you can so that you can get along in the future. Try to learn their 
language.” (Fran, 1937/11, personal communication, November 10, 2003)
Within two years, her grandparents died and Fran (1937/11) reflected, “Anyway, I 
went up there [St. Elizabeth’s] [pause] and just stayed there and never went back” 
(personal communication, November 10, 2003). Fran (1937/11) and her sisters were 
orphaned, all her immediate relatives had died, and the girls came to live at the mission 
full-time.
I went up there [St. Elizabeth’s] [pause] and j ust stayed there and never went 
back. Stayed there in summer. Other kids would go home. I wasn’t the only 
one—there were others that stayed there too.. .eventually they all went back to 
somebody, but I just stayed there until I graduated, (personal communication, 
November 10, 2003)
Fran (1937/11) and her sisters inherited some money from the sale of her 
grandfather’s allotment, and the money was put in trust with St. Elizabeth’s, “So 
whatever money we got, it went to the school. We didn’t stay there for nothing” (Fran, 
1937/11, personal communication, October 19, 2003).
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Fran (1937/11) also recalled the haircuts soon after she and her sister entered the 
mission, “When we first came, my hair was short, but my sister had real long hair. And 
they took pictures of her and then they cut her hair. That’s to control lice.” (Fran,
1937/11, personal communication, October 19, 2003).
Another student Joan (1947/15), enrolled at St. Elizabeth’s Mission Home in 1947 
at the age of fifteen with her sister, and she remembered a pleasant reception in a parlor 
and no requirement to cut her hair:
When I first went to St. Elizabeth’s, they were just happy to see me. I had one 
suitcase and a bag of two pairs of extra shoes, and I went there and the people 
there were very nice. This Native matron, right away, took my hand and took me 
upstairs where my room was. They were very happy to have me, and I remember 
my father and my uncle and my mother were still downstairs. And they took 
them down to the dining hall for lunch, and we ate lunch. That’s how I remember 
going into St. Elizabeth’s Mission. And after they left I was lonely, but they 
never cut my hair and they never were mean. They were still friendly the way 
they accepted me. In time, the loneliness left me. (Joan, 1947/15, personal 
communication, March 2, 2005)
Policies about cutting hair seemed to vary with the age of the student as well as 
the director. Most of the younger girls entered the mission with long braids and then had 
their hair cut. A number of informants related that they thought hair was kept short to 
prevent lice. In addition, the children regularly rinsed their hair in vinegar to prevent the 
spread office. On Saturdays the children would check each other’s heads for lice, and 
those who had nits had their hair treated with kerosene.
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In addition, regulations about the use of the Lakota language seemed to vary a 
great deal. Only one informant had any knowledge of English as a child; for all the 
others, Lakota was their first language—it was the language of home, of their parents and 
grandparents, and even the language of church. The mission did discourage the use of 
Lakota, but once again, enforcement of the policy seemed to shift with the director. A 
number of informants said they were never punished for speaking their language, but they 
were also quite cognizant of the fact that, “We just didn’t talk Indian. We knew we 
couldn’t” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, December 9, 2003). This same 
person did admit that, “We didn’t speak it out in the open, just among ourselves” (Helen, 
1943/6, personal communication, October 21, 2003). Some of the matrons who were 
Native would use Lakota if the little children did not understand (Joan, 1947/15, personal 
communication, March 2, 2005). However, another person recalled the students had to 
communicate with the Indian help in English (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, 
October 19,2003). Julia (1945/9) who was raised by her grandmother and had never 
attended school until she entered St. Elizabeth’s at the age of nine, suffered a good deal 
of stress because she was not permitted to speak Lakota and she had difficulty in learning 
English:
I couldn’t speak English when I first came to the mission. That’s why I think I 
cried so hard, you know. And I always told my grandma that when I came home. 
Even before she died I used to say, “Why did you send me there, because I can’t 
speak English.” She’ll laugh and tell me that it’s going to be worse after awhile. 
“You’ll always have to speak that after awhile,” you know, she told me that in her
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language. “It’ll be one language,” she used to say. I really missed her and always 
cried, (personal communication, October 22, 2003)
Fran (1937/11) remembered a young boy who came to St. Elizabeth’s from the 
Pine Ridge Reservation, and he “just couldn’t learn English” so every time he spoke 
Lakota the director would make him sit down, and she told him, “Whatever you said in 
Indian, you write it in English until you get it right” (personal communication, November 
10, 2003). Fran (1937/11) said that this boy was so little she was certain he did not know 
how to write. She stated quite emphatically that when she attended “it wasn’t okay” to 
speak Lakota, “You had to—well, I don’t think anybody ever talked Indian” (Fran, 
1937/11, personal communication November 10, 2003).
All those who spoke about St. Elizabeth’s recalled being lonely when they first 
arrived, even if they were with brothers, sisters, cousins, or other relatives. They missed 
family, the familiarity of their language, and they were confused about adjusting to new 
ways of doing things. Helen (1943/6) summed it up,
The transition from that life [with my family] to the mission was probably the 
hardest for me. But when you have parents or grandparents who love you you 
like that, it makes it a little easier to make that change because, you know, that’s 
what they want you to do, and they’re supporting you. (personal communication, 
December 18, 2003)
Rhythm of Daily Life
Life at St. Elizabeth’s, and all the boarding schools, was highly regimented, and 
this continued in much the same pattern after it became a boarding home. The work of
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Figure 12. Girls in dormitory room at St. Elizabeth’s, 1939. Photograph by Otto 
Huettner, by permission of the Klein Museum, Mobridge, SD.
the boarding schools was serious; after all, they intended to bring students “out of
darkness and superstition into the light of Christian civilization” (ARCIA, 1888, p. xix).
Indian children were spoken of as “little wild creatures, accustomed to life in the open
air, familiar with the voices of nature rather than the voices of men” {ARCIA, 1908,
p. 24). Therefore, the children needed to be subdued and tamed; they had to learn the
importance of clock time; they needed to be molded into efficient little men and women
through regimentation and drill. St. Elizabeth’s, like the other schools, had plenty of
emphasis on schedules and work. Bells sounded to move the children from one task to
the next, often marching in single file without talking. Although the mission schools like
St. Elizabeth’s provided an education near the Indian community, and many of St.
Elizabeth’s students lived only miles from the mission, there was a clear line of
demarcation between the mission and home.
Those who lived at St. Elizabeth’s Boarding Home spoke about the emphasis 
placed on routine and doing everything by the clock, “You had to adjust to time” (Helen,
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1943/6, personal communication, October 19, 2003). Helen (1943/6), who was raised by 
her grandparents, went on to say that her grandma ordered their day by the sun, not by 
clock time. She remembered her grandma waking her up in the morning by saying,
“Wanna wi hi nape! [The sun is coming up now, you need to get up!] There was no time 
by the clock—nothing like that” (personal communication, October 19, 2003). At the 
mission, however, the notion of time was impressed on the young people, “We couldn’t 
be late for anything” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, October 21, 2003). 
Everyone mentioned a large bell that would ring at precise times to signal the onset of 
various activities from getting up in the morning to retiring for the night. Helen (1943/6) 
said that in the bell was so loud, “If you heard that bell, boy, you would automatically sit 
up. [Laughs]” (personal communication, December 18, 2003). With some amusement, 
Julia (1945/9) recounted that she stood too close to the bell one day when it was ringing 
to signal supper time, and she got gashed in the forehead. Laughingly, she pronounced 
that she wears the scar proudly, “that’s my mark” (Julia, 194/9, personal communication 
October 21, 2003).
At St. Elizabeth’s the students’ day began very early with the tolling of the bell, 
The morning was really early. It was dark, and the lights would come on. The 
first thing we had to do was get ready for school, because the night before we all 
showered in the evening. So we had to get up, go wash our faces, use the 
bathroom, and then we had to go back, stack and fold our pajamas, You know, 
fold them up, lift the pillow up and pack them under there, put our pillows on 
there, fix our bed—each one of us, we fix our bed. Then we had to make sure we
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didn’t leave any clothes lying around. (Helen, 1943/6; personal communication,
October 21, 2003)
As soon as the bell rang at six o’clock the children had to get in line to use the 
bathroom, because there were only three sinks. A matron stood and watched to make 
sure the children washed faces and hands thoroughly and used wash cloths and towels in 
their morning ablutions. “We were treated like soldiers when I think about it today 
[laugh]” (Julia, 1945/9; personal communication, October 21, 2003).
In the morning, the older girls and boys had chores to perform before they went to 
school, and sometimes they would be awakened, even before the bell rang, by the dorm 
matron. “We all have chores, like say, I have to set the table, then I’ll have to wash up 
and go downstairs and set the table” (Joan, 1947/15, personal communication, March 2, 
2005). Other boarders served the food, put coal in the boiler, and did assorted morning 
chores. Breakfast was usually oatmeal, “oatmeal every morning” (Julia, 1945/9; personal 
communication, October 21, 2003). As soon as the allotted time for breakfast was over, 
the bell rang and the students convened in a parlor in the basement for worship services. 
Sometimes students would lead the morning prayer, while other times it was one of the 
mission personnel, usually the director of the boarding home or the priest, who lived in a 
parsonage near the dormitories.
At the conclusion of morning worship, the children would run upstairs to their 
rooms and get their coats and books for school. Sometime in the late 1930s the mission 
acquired a cattle truck which served as a bus to haul students to school. This made three 
trips each morning—the youngest students went first and the oldest students, who were
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engaged in various tasks such as doing dishes, wiping down tables, hauling in coal for the 
day, and so on, went last.
Everyone remembered going to school on “the cattle truck” as it was referred to. 
Students climbed into it by means of a small step ladder and sat on hay bales positioned 
around the perimeter of the truck,
There’s no such thing as a nice, warm school bus, so in the winter time, there’s a 
tarp that would go over like a wagon tarp.. .it’s really cold to ride in the back of 
that truck. You always have to dress warm. (Esther, 1947/12, personal 
communication, December 19, 2003)
Figure 13. The cattle truck used by St. Elizabeth’s to transport children to the Smee 
District School. Photograph taken by Otto Huettner in 1939. Used by permission of the 
Klein Museum, Mobridge, SD.
Another student recalled that in the coldest weather they would “cover up with
blankets and sit back there” (Julia, 1945/9, personal communication, October 21, 2003).
With great amusement, Julia (1945/9) mentioned that, according to mission rules, boys
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had to sit on one side of the truck and girls on the other, “But that never worked out, 
because there would be boys crisscrossing” (personal communication, October 21, 2003). 
When the bus broke down the students ran along the railroad tracks into town, anywhere 
from one to two miles (Fran, 1937/11; personal communication, November 10, 2003).
Philip (1929/9) avidly spoke about the days before the mission had the cattle 
truck. He described riding down the hill to school in a long wagon shaped like a large 
flat-bottomed boat. In particular, he recalled the horse teams and described them in great 
detail. The children would sit in the open, with boys in the very back end. Many times, 
as the wagon started down the hill from the mission, the boys would jump out and run 
alongside. As he described it, this ride was a daily adventure. He enjoyed going down 
the steep incline by the mission in the wintertime, because the wagon would sometimes 
sway and shimmy back and forth in the snow or ice.
Soon after that, the mission acquired a coach, this was a narrower enclosed wagon 
with solid rubber tires, and it afforded a smoother ride. It too was pulled by a team of 
horses, the driver sat outside, but the children were more protected from the weather.
The boys helped hitch the team in the morning. With a certain amount of glee Philip 
(1929/9) recounted how the boys used to try to tip the coach—they would stand at the 
very back, jump up and down in unison, and then leap out the back door. The girls, who 
were nestled together in the front of the car, would scream (Philip, 1929/9; personal 
communication, October 19, 2003 and October 21, 2003).
In the early 1960s the director of the mission at the time, Ella Deloria, managed to 
get a bus for the school, “but the bus didn’t have the seats in there that you would 
normally see, but there were benches in there on the sides. But at least now they had a
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transportation vehicle that would take them all at one time to school” (Helen, 1943/6; 
personal communication, December 9, 2003).
The public school in Wakpala, Smee District School, consisted of what were 
described as “the regular subjects” though it was noted that the science and math teaching 
was not very advanced (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, October 19, 2003). One 
former student who got high grades recalled “the teachers would be mean,” and in 
particular, the “town kids” got hit frequently (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, 
October 19, 2003). Another student stated that the teachers were very nice, “very 
understanding. If you were having a hard time, they would go out of their way to help 
you” (Esther, 1947/13, personal communication, December 19, 2003).
Students who lived at St. Elizabeth’s were encouraged to take part in a variety of 
school activities, and a number of the boys from the mission were on championship 
basketball teams. Boys and girls also had opportunities to join choral groups, various 
clubs, and other activities. Joan (1947/15) enjoyed school at Wakpala very much, and 
she joined many activities,
Okay, the activities that I participated in were drill team, cheerleading, and 
basketball. I was in the high jump, ran three-legged races—I joined all of them. 
And what else did I join? I think there was a play, too, that I joined, (personal 
communication, March 2, 2005)
Youth from the mission were allowed to attend various school events such as 
basketball games and so on, but they had to pay for it with their own money. If an event 
cost money, the students had to deduct money from their private accounts—money their 
families banked for them at the mission. The director managed these accounts. When
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the children wanted money they would have to line up outside her office after supper, and 
one by one, they would make their request for funds. She would determine if their 
request was a good use of money, and if approved, she entered the debit on an index card 
and reconciled their account. The parents would often put money in their children’s 
accounts on Sundays (Nora, 1953/6 personal communication, October 21, 2003).
When Wakpala got a public school in 1919 after reservation lands were opened 
for settlement and the Milwaukee Railroad came into town, a vibrant community of 
Indian and non-Indian residents developed. In 1924 the school had an enrollment of 
slightly over one hundred-eighty pupils, and just under half were American Indian. 
However, the Great Depression marked a period of gradual decline of this small 
community. Farmers moved, and so the population of non-Indian students declined while 
the Indian population steadily increased. A number of informants indicated that by the 
late 1940s there were very few non-Indian students left in the school, possibly only ten or 
twelve. Indian and non-Indian students seemed to socialize readily and at least one stays 
in touch with some of her non-Indian classmates. One non-Indian student at the school 
indicated, “There were no distinctions made between the young people based on race” 
and she even recalled being invited to St. Elizabeth’s on occasion for fun times such as 
game nights and parties” (Ellen, personal communication October 29, 2004).
Initially, St. Elizabeth’s was intended to serve the Episcopal families on the 
southern side of the Standing Rock Reservation; however in the early 1920s a small 
number of students from other reservations began to attend the school. By the 1930s, as 
St. Elizabeth’s transitioned into a boarding home, the population of students from other 
reservations increased slightly. Most were young people who were orphaned or had no
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one reliable to care for them, and though the number of such students was never large, 
they were a presence at the mission. While a few came from Ojibwe reservations in 
Minnesota and North Dakota, the majority of the children living at St. Elizabeth’s came 
from Sioux reservations. Most of those from other reservations did not seem to fit in at 
the school in Wakpala or at the mission. One former student recalled that the Ojibwe 
girls, who all had French names, used to make fun of the Lakota names—Little Wolf 
would be “Itsy Bitsy Wolf or “Tiny W olf’ (Fran, 1937/11, personal communication, 
November 10, 2003). Another recounted that the “town girls didn’t like some of those 
girls,” because they viewed these girls from other reservations as threats who might steal 
away boyfriends, and as a result, there would sometimes be fights (Nora, 1953/6, 
personal communication, October 21, 2003). Philip (1929/9) distinctly remembered
.. .these guys came from Pine Ridge and Rosebud. They liked to fight. I didn’t 
like to fight. I’d tell them, “Don’t say my name.” But no use, they would say, 
“Come help us fight.” I would tell them, “No, you started it. I grew up with these 
guys—they’re my neighbors. I don’t want to fight and they don’t want to fight 
me.” So that’s the way it went down to Wakpala, in school and out of school, 
(personal communication, October 21, 2003)
On Thursday afternoons the school had release time, and the various 
denominations conducted catechism classes. St. Elizabeth’s Church sponsored classes, 
and the boarding students were required to attend along with the other Episcopal children 
in town. There were instructions provided to Catholic and Lutheran students as well. Of 
course, the St. Elizabeth’s boarders were given additional religious instruction on a daily
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basis, and they were expected to serve as role models in religious matters for the town 
students.
Once school was over for the day, the students were transported back to the 
mission in the cattle truck, and they ran into the kitchen to get a snack—a slice of bread 
with peanut butter or two pieces of bread and a glass of milk. Then, for all but the very 
youngest, the after-school work routines known as “details” set in. The girls generally 
performed tasks connected with preparation of the evening meal and various 
housekeeping activities while the boys did chores that kept them outside for the most 
part.
Figure 14. Girls on work detail, St. Elizabeth’s Boarding Home, 1939. Photographer, 
Otto Huettner. Permission from Klein Museum, Mo bridge, SD.
The girls on kitchen duty would sometimes have to go down to get potatoes and
vegetables from the root cellar right behind the kitchen building, and they were scared of
this,
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It was dark in there. They had a little light in there. See, you had to go down 
some steps, and they gave us little baskets. You go down in there to fill them up 
with potatoes or whatever it was, bring them up so far, and then the boys would 
carry them in. Cause they had to go kind of a ways to take them to the kitchen. It 
wasn’t like I went down there all the time, but when it was my turn the one thing I 
was scared of was snakes. [Laugh] I wasn’t until they saw one. [Laugh] The kids 
went down and came screaming out, “There’s a snake down there.” After that, I 
didn’t want to go down there. (Fran, 1937/11, personal communication, 
November 10, 2003)
Once the potatoes were carried to the kitchen, the cooky girls, as the girls on 
kitchen detail were called, had “to peel them thin,” which was difficult because 
“sometimes there were icicles on them, you know, cold” (Helen, 1943/6, personal 
communication, October 21, 2003). The cooks made bread almost every day, and so 
some of the residents of the mission had to “set the bread” as it was referred to. The cook 
would mix the bread dough and then the cooky girls
.. .would just knead it and knead it, in a great big pan, just punch and punch.
That’s how I got these muscles. [Laughing] It seems we had to stay there forever. 
[Laughing] We’d ask, “Is it ready now?” and she [cook] would come over and 
touch it, “No, some more.” [Laughing] and they would cover them up with big 
thick woolen blankets. (Fran/ 1937/11, personal communication, November 10, 
2003)
Boys were also pressed into service in setting the bread, and they sometimes pressured 
the girls into doing their share of the work,
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I always seemed to get the bread detail. The other person I made bread with was 
Eddie Eagle, who was older. Because I was younger, he used to say, “You make 
mine too.” He’ll shove his bowl over to me. I’d get mine done, while I’d have to 
do his. So, he used to say, “I’ll be assigned with Julia.” (Julia, 1945/9, personal 
communication October 21, 2003)
Other girls had to cut big slabs of butter into smaller sections and then into little 
squares in preparation for the meal, slice bread, set the tables, and do dishes. Another set 
of cooky girls would have to do dishes when the meal was over.
During afternoons some of the girls would be assigned detail in the laundry, 
mostly folding clothes and ironing. “There were about four or six irons and ironing 
boards and we all sort of stand in a line and do a lot of ironing so long” (Esther 1947/12, 
personal communication, December 19, 2003). Washing clothes and bedding was a task 
left for Saturdays.
Each afternoon, boarders were assigned to sweep and mop floors in certain public 
areas and the stairs—this was not a thorough scrubbing, that too was left until Saturdays. 
The school also had chickens and girls would sometimes be assigned to collect the eggs.
In the afternoons the boys generally had work details that kept them outdoors. 
Some of the older and stronger boys accompanied mission workers to haul water in 
cream cans from Wakpala for cooking and drinking—the only water available at the 
mission was artesian well water which was used for bathing, washing clothes and dishes, 
scrubbing floors, and so on, but it was not fit to drink or cook with. The boys also 
chopped wood, broke large chucks of coal into smaller pieces, or hauled buckets of coal 
to stoke the furnaces and stoves that heated the mission buildings and the church
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complex. Although there was a coal fired semi-diesel engine to heat the buildings by the 
1940s, there were still some parts of the mission equipped with wood-burning stoves. 
Wood chopping on the bottomlands, which fronted the mission, provided endless work 
for the boys, and chopping a cord of wood became a popular punishment for boys who 
got into fights or otherwise disobeyed rules.
The mission had cattle, horses, chickens, and pigs, and so the boys were assigned 
to help the maintenance man in the afternoon, “Some of the boys were assigned to clean 
the bam, you know, like that. Clean the chicken coop, fix the messes” (Julia, 1945/9, 
personal communication, October 21, 2003).
Figure 15. Livestock at St. Elizabeth’s. Dormitory building in the background. 
Photograph by Otto Huettner, 1939. Permission from Klein Museum, Mobridge, SD.
One female resident reminisced, “And the boys, they cleaned the yard, they 
helped with the work outside, so that’s kind of an every day thing. It’s not a boring thing 
either—the girls had to do the same things over and over” (Esther, 1947/12, personal 
communication, December 19, 2003).
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When the bell rang to signal the evening meal, the students filed in quietly and 
were assigned to sit at specific places at the table—they were assigned by age and the 
sexes were segregated. School personnel, the director, the matrons, and sometimes the 
priest and members of his family sat at a head table in the front of the dining hall. The 
meal began with grace. Polite manners were stressed, and students had to sit up straight, 
put napkins in their laps, and conversation was to be subdued. After the evening meal 
some students, the youngest boarders and those who had afternoon detail, were granted 
some time to play outside or in the recreation room, which was close to the dining hall. 
Those with evening detail assumed responsibility for cleaning up after the meal—and 
began preparations for the morning meal. Girls washed and dried dishes, wiped tables, 
and so on, while “the boys come in, sweep, set the chairs up, sweep again, mop, take out 
the garbage” (Nora, 1953/6, personal communication, October 21, 2003). The trash was 
taken to the far edge of the mission grounds to a draw behind one of the buildings “so we 
called that ‘Tin Can Alley’” (Fran, 1937/11, personal communication, November 10, 
2003).
At 7 p.m. the bell would sound, and the students would gather in a parlor for 
evening chapel, “We’d take turns reading the psalms in the evening services” (Esther, 
1947/12, personal communication, December 19, 2003).
We also learned how to conduct a service. We were all given a little meeting— 
they called it chapel—of leading an evening service so that everybody learned to 
use the prayer book. That’s another thing that was in or training. (Helen, 1943/6, 
personal communication, October 21, 2003)
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Julia (1943/9), who experienced difficulty with learning English, remarked 
that she, and many of the other boarders, looked forward to having Father Sidney 
Bears Heart come over to lead evening chapel, because “he said some of his 
prayers in our language and taught us to answer back.. .so the higher ups didn’t 
get after us then, because they knew we were praying. [Laughter]” (personal 
communication, October 21, 2003). Julia (1943/9) also recalled that when Father 
Bears Heart did conduct chapel
He used to come over there and always tell us to wear long sleeves, 
because women didn’t go exposing their arms. We used to have to wear 
everything all buttoned up, otherwise he would say, “You’re uncovered.”
(personal communication, October 21, 2003).
At 7:30 p.m. the bell rang to signal the end of chapel and the start of study hall, 
“We had to go in a special room, and we would have to do our homework and wait for an 
hour” (Philip, 1929/9, personal communication, October 19, 2003). Around 1900, at St. 
Elizabeth’s, like many of the boarding schools, it was common to have evening sessions, 
where for an hour or more, student were exposed to talks on manners, hygiene, health, 
and a variety of social and moral issues. During the evening sessions, students also were 
encouraged to engage in activities that allowed them to acquire skills useful in later life. 
As an example, the girls at St. Elizabeth’s were urged to learn how to play the cabinet 
organ. Certainly this refined activity had many benefits; the girls learned about Western 
music, and they were able to play for church services (ARCIA, 1899, p. 282). Teachers 
and matrons at the school sought to train their students in all aspects of their lives and 
prepare them for the new realities of their lives as farmers and housewives—and this
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included acquiring more refined skills and the habits of civilized society. The evening 
session, was referred to as “study hall,” and generally it was a time to do homework, but 
there were occasional opportunities for enrichment during the evenings, either in study 
hall or during recreation time which followed.
During study hall students were required to sit at tables and do their homework, 
and if they needed assistance the director or one of the older students would help. For 
students who had no homework, there were shelves of books and they had to read. Those 
who were in church choir would sometimes practice in an adjoining parlor during the 
study hall. During the late 1940s the matron, Mrs. Anne Nelson, was also a music 
teacher in the public school, and so she fostered a good deal of music appreciation among 
the mission children.
On Monday nights we used to have to listen to this radio program on the big—it 
was a big radio. It was called the Bell Telephone Hour, on Monday nights. That 
was a lot of classical music and stuff. So, we had to be quiet so we could listen to 
that or we would read or do our homework at the same time. But to me, now that 
I think about it, that was really a good thing. (Helen, 1943/6, personal 
communication, October 21, 2003)
The bell would sound at 8:30 p.m. to signal the end of study hall, bedtime for the 
younger students, and recreation for the older students. Recreation time included ping 
pong, puzzles, listening to records, and sometimes music lessons on the piano or the 
portable organs used for church services in the smaller chapels. Right at 9:30 p.m. the 
bell would sound again, signaling that the little children were to be in bed. The older 
boarders gathered for a short prayer then filed to their dormitories to shower and prepare
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for bed. For many years the mission’s electricity came from a generator, “so at quarter to 
ten, the lights blinked, so that gave us about fifteen minutes to get ready for bed. And 
then after that the lights went out” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, October 19, 
2003).
Figure 16. Recreation time at St. Elizabeth’s, 1939. Mrs. Mary McKibbon, called 
“Mother McKibbons” and “itancan winyan ” by the children, is in the back. Photograph 
by Otto Huettner. Used by permission, Klein Museum, Mobridge, SD.
Even though St. Elizabeth’s ceased being a boarding school and became a mission
home, the goal of the institution was little changed and continued to follow Bishop
Hare’s original blueprint for educational institutions. He envisioned the mission schools
as replacement homes, model homes really, where Indian children would learn to work,
learn moral and upright Christian ways, and acquire the skills necessary to be a
successful housewife or farmer. St. Elizabeth’s was little changed when the children
began to attend the public school—it’s goals remained the same, to provide training that
was “plain and practical and not calculated to engender fastidious tastes and habits.. .and
teach them to do well in the common acts of daily humble life” (ARCIA, 1880, p. 114).
The work details, intended to instill responsibility, were still primary parts of the day, as
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was prayer and even recreation. All activities were intended to have a purpose and to 
teach a lesson.
Week-ends
Saturday: “That Was a Work Day ”
The Saturday routine at the mission focused on work through the afternoon, and 
the reward was recreation time in the evening. On week-ends “we had prayers three 
times a day, [laugh],” and there were special work details for Saturdays (Nora, 1953/6, 
personal communication, October 21, 2003). The girls were primarily involved with 
cleaning inside while the boys were engaged in outdoor work. The Saturday chores were 
more intense and demanding, and all but the youngest children were assigned tasks.
Saturday was the day everybody worked—scrubbed all the stairs, scrubbed the 
floors, pulled apart our beds, wiped down our beds. I bet we were probably the 
cleanest people in that school. [Laughing] We smelled clean. We were so clean. 
But that’s what we did on Saturday. We did a lot of cleaning—I can still smell 
Ajax. (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, October 21, 2003)
The girls had the regular kitchen duties, and in addition, the cook would have her 
charges scrub the entire area—floors, walls, counters, and equipment, and they would 
also begin preparations for the next meals. Sometimes they would engage in projects like 
making jam,
I always remember we made our j am with prunes... after they were cooked the 
cook up there made us squeeze the seeds out with our hands. We didn’t put on 
plastic gloves or anything. We just used our hands. [Laugh] ...then after the 
seeds were all out, then we used those spoons and whipped it and whipped it,
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because we didn’t have no grinders or mashers or whatever. So we had to use our 
hands.. .1 can still remember what is tastes like—it was good. [Laugh], (Fran, 
1937/11, personal communication, November 10, 2003)
In general, the girls did the laundry for the boys, and by all accounts there was a 
great deal of laundry to do. There was a laundress hired by the school, but on Saturdays, 
she had girls assigned to assist with the sheer volume of clothing, bedding, and so on that 
needed to be washed and ironed. Students who attended in the late 1930s and well into 
the 1940s recall using washboards as well as wringer washers which would agitate the 
clothing; however it was then necessary to rinse the clothing in big tubs of water and run 
it through a mangle to extract excess water. It was a labor intensive process.
They had a washroom where there was big tubs. And then they had, there were 
single tubs and some had rinse tubs. So then we would wash these [clothes] and 
put them in the rinse. And then these other girls would do the rinsing and wring 
them out, put them in a basket. There was some girls that hung them up [outside]. 
In the wintertime, they had ropes in that laundry room, so that’s where they hung 
them. They had a stove in there—it used coal. So they had to have that going to 
dry these over the week-end. So they had boys in there that took care of that 
stove. And then they had girls in there just constantly changing all the time—just 
as the clothes dry, they hang up the next ones right away.. .there was enough so 
everybody had something to do. And they would change these off, and then the 
next bunch would come in, and they would do the same thing. (Fran, 1937/11, 
personal communication, November 10, 2003)
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Once the clothes were washed and dried they were folded precisely and sorted by number 
—each child had an identification number—and then the owners had to claim them.
We had little cubby things like this [motions a square with hands] to put them in. 
We didn’t keep most of them in our rooms. Matrons had a little hallway.. .so they had all 
those little cubby things.. .we had our pajamas and stuff in the rooms.. .(Nora, 1953/6, 
personal communication, October 21, 2003).
Tom clothing was taken from the laundry to the sewing room, and the girls would 
assist a seamstress in making repairs. There were a few pedal style sewing machines, but 
the major task that seemed to fall to the girls was darning socks. A number of former 
residents of St. Elizabeth’s laid claim to gaining great skill in darning socks. Fran 
(1937/11) recounted,
They would bring those worn out socks in, and we’d have to sit there with light 
bulbs and that’s how we [laugh]—finally I got so I was really good at it. [Laugh] 
You couldn’t even see if it was darned. [Laugh]” (personal communication, 
November 10, 2003)
“Saturdays was a time of cleaning the whole building,” and the most potent 
memory for all residents of St. Elizabeth’s was scrubbing the sinks, showers, walls, and 
floors (Julia, 1945/9, personal communication, October 21, 2003). The artesian water left 
bad stains on the sinks, toilet bowls, and in the shower stalls, so the girls would have to 
scrub hard with an abrasive cleanser until their hands were raw (Helen, 1943/6, personal 
communication October 21, 2003).
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Figure 17. St. Elizabeth’s girls sewing, 1939. Mrs. Mary McKibbon supervises. Otto 
Huttener photo. Klein Museum, Mobridge, South Dakota.
The most dreaded task of all was the floors. Each Saturday the girls had to sweep 
the hardwood floors, strip them of wax by scrubbing them on their hands and knees, then 
wax and shine them. After the girls swept the floor, they stood in a row each with a pail 
and a brush, and then they got on their hands and knees and began scrubbing, “We’d 
wash one part, and we had to overlap the next one and she [matron] could always tell 
where it wasn’t overlapped, because you had to do it over again” (Fran, 1937/11, 
personal communication, November 10, 2003). Boys would carry in pails of fresh water. 
After the floors dried the girls had to wax the floors and then buff them to a high shine, 
especially in the parlors. When it came time to buff the floors the girls turned it into a 
game of sorts, “we shined them with rags on our feet.. .1 remember doing that as part of 
my job” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, December 18, 2003).
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Girls were told not to announce that they were “done” with any aspect of the floor 
scrubbing—or any other task for that matter. Fran (1937/11) recalled that doing so was 
an invitation for a rebuke,
And one thing I always remember, and to this day I still remember that—if you 
went to her [director, Mrs. McKibbon] and said, “I’m finished now.” She really 
gets mad. She said, “It’s not up to you to tell me when you’re finished.” She 
said, “You remember hereafter, whatever you do and if you do a good job, that’s 
what you earn. And you don’t tell anybody, “I did a good job.” It’s for people to 
tell you if you did a good job or not. (personal communication, November 10, 
2003)
The worst assignment was to scrub and wax the stairways, and so this was often 
given as a punishment to those who had misbehaved.
We had to wash them up—sweep them first—then wash them, then rinse them, 
then wax.. .1 remember the first time I had to do those steps. I started upstairs, the 
first landing, the second landing, third landing, and fourth landing all the way 
down to the basement. [Laugh] (Nora, 1953/6, personal communication, October 
21,2003)
Nora (1953/6) recalled all these chores were done in dresses, “we wore dresses all 
the time” (personal communication, October 21, 2003).
On Saturdays the boys did a great deal of hauling—they had to go into town to get 
water and haul it back up to the school in cream cans and then deliver it to the kitchen 
and various other places. They carried in pails of water for the girls while they were 
scrubbing the floors. They chopped wood and hauled coal to stoke the furnaces, tended
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the furnace in the laundry room, hauled dirty water from the laundry room, and so on. In 
addition, there were animals to care for, cows to milk, and stalls to clean. “They did the 
hard labor outside” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, December 18, 2003). On 
some Saturdays, the boys would butcher a cattle or pigs. One of the male employees 
supervised this task—on occasion one of the church deacons would work with the boys 
and teach them the skill. They “learned how to cut a cow up. Then they had that artesian 
well outside there—it had a hose or something. They used that, and they’d wash the 
meat” (Nora, 1953/6, personal communication). If there were chickens to kill, the girls 
often did that, “I plucked feathers—the whole works” (Julia, 1945/9, personal 
communication, October 21,2003).
In the spring the boys would prepare the ground to plant a large vegetable garden 
below the hill, near a creek. The mission had a big garden each year to raise produce for 
the boarding home—they planted com, potatoes, carrots, melons, and squash. Children 
who stayed at the mission during the summers would weed and care for the garden, and 
then in the fall “we [boarders] would do all the picking” (Fran, 1937/11, personal 
communication November 10, 2003). The girls washed the produce at the artesian pump 
and the boys hauled the produce into the root cellars and stored it in bins.
The last task of Saturday afternoons was “to check each other’s heads for head 
lice, and that’s what we did” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, October 21,
2003). By mid-afternoon or so, the children would be granted recreation time. They 
would
...run around outside. We just made our own play and there were swings. And
so we always, the girls, did a lot of jump roping and there was lots of racing going
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on, you know, make our own play in the free time that we have. (Esther, 1947/12, 
personal communication, December 19, 2003)
Fran (1937/11) recalled that she used to shimmy up to the top of the swing set and go 
hand-over-hand from one end to the other, “What I got was muscles from scrubbing, 
[laugh] from cleaning [laugh]” (personal communication, November, 10, 2003). Girls 
and boys would play marbles, and in warm weather, there would be baseball games.
After Saturday night supper and chapel there were various activities. In nice 
weather, the children might return outside for a short time, and then they would come 
inside and play games in the recreation room. There was a basement area near the 
recreation room, and the children were sometimes permitted to roller skate in that area. 
Snacks were usually set out as a special treat on Saturday nights. Some residents took 
advantage of learning how to play the piano or organ during these Saturday recreation 
periods. They always learned to play church hymns.
On Saturday afternoons or evenings, the older girls who were members of the 
altar guild would go over to the church and lay out the vestments and prepare the altar for 
Sunday services. Part of being an altar guild member also entailed “taking care of the 
altar linens—they had to be washed, starched, fixed nice” (Nora, 1953/6, personal 
communication, October 21, 2003). Those in the altar guild “used to have to wear things 
on our heads, cover our head.. .out of respect to the Lord,” and at least one priest, Father 
Sidney Bears Heart, did not want the girls on the altar at all (Julia, 1945/9, personal 
communication, October 21, 2003). In some of the smaller chapels on the reservation 
during this same time frame teen-age girls were generally not permitted on the altar:
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We were taught not to go onto the altar, especially when you begin to have your 
monthly menstruation.. .you’re not allowed to go up there.. .but they really 
watched that.. .Only like if there’s young girls that are virgins then they can go up 
there and clean the altar and change the coverings or the candles—then they’re 
the ones that’d go up there.. .In fact, one member [of the church] that’s .. .about 
seventy-four still doesn’t go up to the altar because of the way we were taught to 
respect [ourselves], (Esther, 1947/12, personal communication, December 19, 
2003)
Interestingly, this teaching is one imported from Lakota culture. Women are said 
to be very powerful and sacred at the time of their menses. This is, after all, a time that 
reminds the women of their powers to bear new life, and so in traditional Lakota culture 
women are taught to stay away from sacred rituals, because they could confuse the 
power of the men who conduct the ceremony. In the traditional culture there was a ritual 
to celebrate the passage from girlhood to womanhood; it was considered a time of great 
joy as well as a time of increasing responsibility. The ceremony did continue well into 
the reservation era, and certainly the teachings connected with this event also remained 
and were imported in various ways into the Episcopal Church at Standing Rock (St. 
Pierre, 1991).
On special Saturday nights there were movies in Wakpala or in Mobridge, a town 
about seven miles from the mission. These activities were generally permitted if the 
children’s parents had banked money with the director. Children could withdraw the 
price of admission and the amount of a bag of popcorn. If there was a movie night in 
Mobridge, the mission children were transported in the cattle truck, so they usually took
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in an early show. More often there were movies or high school sporting events in the 
town of Wakpala, and the mission boarders were permitted to go to these events. Once 
again, they would be hauled back and forth in the cattle truck. Helen (1943/6) recalled 
the excitement of Saturday movie nights in the Wakpala Town Hall. The driver would 
deliver the mission children to the show, count them in, make sure each got a bag of 
popcorn, and then the movies would begin.
I don’t know what the name of them were, but it was always about cowboys and 
Indians.. .pretty soon it would be these Indians, they would be surrounding this 
wagon—these white people in the wagon trains. And here comes the 
cavalry...you could hear that horn blowing, and all of us used to say, “Yeah!” 
Little did we know it was against our own people. [Laughter] (personal 
communication, October 21, 2003)
On occasion, St Elizabeth’s sponsored dances and fun nights for the older 
students. These were open to the students from the public school, and they were well- 
chaperoned. One student from the public school who attended such events recalled that 
everyone was very mannerly and these were regarded as “pretty upscale events” (Ellen, 
personal communication, October 29, 2004). She recalled white table cloths in the dining 
room, and her assessment was, “They were trying to teach them another way of living” 
(personal communication, October 29, 2004).
All aspects of life at St. Elizabeth’s were intended to transform the residents into 
civilized youth, and so, many of the recreational and social activities were designed to 
instill appreciation for fairly sedate activities. Those who were charged with overseeing 
the welfare of the children were reminded that they had a special mission to the bodies of
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the children as well as their minds and souls. The staff was ever watchful of their 
charges.
The boarders looked forward to these parties and small get-togethers sponsored 
by the mission as they were a break from the monotony of their daily routine, and they 
provided an opportunity for the girls and boys to mix—at St. Elizabeth’s, as well as most 
boarding schools or boarding homes, separation of the sexes was strictly observed in the 
general course of the day’s activities. Furthermore, these social events allowed mission 
staff to observe and assess the progress students were making in using manners and other 
social graces that were enfolded into the daily teachings. All events were carefully 
chaperoned {ARCIA, 1899, pp. 281-282; ARCIA, 1891, p. 340).
Saturday evenings ended like all other evenings at the mission, with prayers. 
Children were permitted to sleep a little later on Sunday mornings, a day many looked 
forward to, because their parents and relatives might come to chinch, and they would be 
allowed a short visit.
Sundays: “Stretching My Neck to See 
i f  I  Could See My Mother ”
On Sunday mornings the children were allowed to sleep in later. The work 
details, mainly connected with the morning meal, were fairly light. After breakfast the 
mission children finished getting ready for church. In the 1940s the girls wore white 
blouses, black skirts and bobby socks or knee highs, and “the boys’ pants and shirts are 
alike” (Joan, 1947/15, personal communication, March 2, 2005). The girls had to wear 
hats, “They put out a box, full of hats. So we used to go there and pick out what we 
want” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication; December 18, 2003). The hats, and
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most of the clothing, were donated from an Episcopal missionary society. While getting 
ready for services, the children from the Wakpala area would go to the windows facing 
the church and look out hoping to see their parents or grandparents, “I was stretching my 
neck to see if I could see my mother. And all that time you could see women, they’d be 
carrying soup, whatever, in white dish towels into the church basement.. .they would be 
there all afternoon eating” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, October 21, 2003). 
Children could recognize the horse teams and wagons and they would look eagerly 
toward a stone monument to Bishop Hare, located near the front of the church, where all 
the horses and teams were tied up. The socializing after church lasted so long families 
brought hay in their wagons.
About fifteen minutes before services were to begin the children would line up to 
march, two-by-two into the church, boys in one line, girls in the other. “Sundays it was 
marching times, like military style. We walked [laugh] to church that way, and then we 
have to sit way up in front” (Esther, 1947/11, personal communication, December 19, 
2003). Many people would wait outside until the children processed into church, and one 
informant stated, “I used to look towards the side where the wagons were”—she was 
hoping to see her grandparents’ wagon, but the children could not talk to anyone or get 
out of line (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication October 21, 2003). They marched 
into church and took their appointed seats in side pews, which faced each other and were 
located at the very front of the chinch, boys on one side, girls on the other. “Seating in 
the church was the men folks in one area and the women on the other,” and as Joan 
(1947/15) said, “I don’t think the first missionaries taught that...that was the Indian 
people themselves, their way of life” (personal communication, March 2, 2005).
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In church the mission children were not to look around or fidget,
We can’t turn around and look back [even] when the door slammed, you know, or 
we’d be reprimanded.. .The discipline there was such that we behaved. If 
anybody misbehaved, of course, they would give them chores to do, extra duty. 
(Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, October 21, 2003)
Figure 18. Altar, St. Elizabeth’s Episcopal Church, 1939. Photographer, Otto Huettner. 
Used by permission, Klein Museum, Mobridge, SD.
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Church services were in Lakota and English. The St. Elizabeth’s children in the 
choir sang in English while the congregation used a Lakota hymnal and sang all their 
songs in Lakota. In addition, the Book of Common Prayer, used in Episcopal services, 
was in both English and Lakota. If there was a Native priest, the service and the sermon 
were in Lakota, if not, one of the Native catechists or deacons would translate everything 
into Lakota. Helen (1943/6) recalled that two churchmen would stand up on the altar, 
and one would repeat what the other said, and, “It was just too long. I used to actually 
dread going to church [laugh], ..but you don’t dare complain. [Laugh]” (personal 
communication, October 21, 2003).
Church was well-attended, and after services the children generally were allowed 
only minimal contact with their relations; they were expected to return to the mission 
home for their afternoon meal, while the congregation met in the church basement, ate, 
and visited. It was up to the discretion of the director as to how much visiting to permit. 
One informant, who attended in the 1940s recounted, “ ...they [her family] would be 
there all afternoon, but we couldn’t go over there” (Helen, 1943/6, personal 
communication, October 21, 2003). While another student, who attended in the 1950s, 
stated, “Some of us would stay and eat before we went back to the school [mission]” 
(Nora, 1953/6, personal communication, October 21, 2003).
Fran (1937/11), who was orphaned as a child and lived at the mission year round 
with her two sisters, recalled,
On Sundays I—we used to all wait for their parents to come to church. When
they came they treated us just like their children, ‘cause we didn’t have nobody.
It’s just an Indian custom that the whole village takes care of our kids, that’s the
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way it was. They kind of spoiled me, I think. Every time they’d come, we would 
all run to their wagon ‘cause we knew they were bringing us something. [Laugh] 
And that’s how we got along. (Fran, 1937/11, personal communication, October 
19, 2003)
The afternoon meal at the mission was special, “ ...we had everything. We had 
meat roast, the works. Where they got that food, I don’t know” (Fran, 1937/11, personal 
communication, November 10, 2003). However, the evening meal was the same every 
Sunday—Jell-O, potato salad, cold meat, and cake—“Just how many years have I been 
up there? Every Sunday supper would be the same thing.. .After I came out of school I 
couldn’t eat potato salad. [Laugh] I didn’t want Jell-O. [Laugh] I didn’t want cake. 
[Laugh]” (Fran, 1937/11, personal communication, November 10, 2003).
On Sunday afternoons the children played and had some free time until the 
evening bell sounded for the meal. Chapel and study hall followed, and the routine for the 
week began all over.
Matters of Discipline 
“Homegoing’’
“Homegoing” was a euphemistic term that appears in some of the reports on 
Indian schools, and it is used to describe the problem of student runaways. Although 
school officials often mentioned incidences of runaways in their annual reports to the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, it is difficult to determine the accuracy of the accounts. 
Year after year, reports from St. Elizabeth's declared there was “not one runaway”; while 
the other boarding schools on the Standing Rock Reservation mention “few runaways.” 
However, Father Kenel, who was the superintendent of the Agricultural Boarding School
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on the Standing Rock Reservation, reported consistent problems with runaways, and by 
1901 he recommended the need for a reform school “where refractory pupils would have 
to go, parents consenting or not”; it was his belief this “would have a salutary influence 
on the discipline of the Indian schools in general” (ARCLA, 1901, p. 312). The 
“refractory pupils” he refers to are student runaways.
Certainly students ran away from St. Elizabeth’s, but it was not usually a matter 
of great concern; parents would often return the children or church officials would visit a 
family and then collect the runaway if the pupil stayed away too long. Mission schools 
attempted to develop cooperative relationships with the parents, and, since there was a 
prevailing commitment to keep the parents as congregants in the church, these schools 
generally avoided being heavy-handed with the children. Instead, the mission attempted 
to foster a sense of cooperation and partnership with the surrounding community (Carroll, 
2000) .
Mission boarders were permitted occasional week-ends with their families “if we 
kept up our homework and did our chores good, sometimes they let us go home” (Helen, 
1943/6, personal communication, October 21, 2003). However, loneliness and yearning 
for family sometimes took hold of children and they left. Generally parents returned the 
escapee to the mission rather quickly. One informant recalled an afternoon where she sat 
by the monument to Bishop Hare near the front of the church, in an area outside the 
designated play area, “Oh, I wanted to go home, I missed my Dad and everything—-just 
to go home for a little while.. .Finally I snuck around this way and ran down that road and 
got home. He brought me back. [Laugh]” (Nora, 1953/6, personal communication, 
October 21, 2003). Another informant related an escape that included her sister and two
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brothers. It was a Friday night and she said, “We just got lonesome and decided we 
should come home” (Julia, 1945/9, personal communication, October 21, 2003). The 
Grand River had flooded, and the only way to get home was to follow the railroad tracks 
for about four miles. The children ran as fast as they could down the hill where the 
mission was located and then scurried over to the railroad tracks. Ultimately, Julia 
(1945/9), who was the youngest, became tired and couldn’t run so her sister and brothers 
took turns carrying her on their backs. When they walked in house the house their 
mother said, “We didn’t even expect you home” (Julia, 1945/9, personal communication, 
October 21, 2003). Their parents returned them to the mission on Sunday when they 
went to church, and the children were punished, “We couldn’t come home the following 
weekend” (Julia, 1945/9, personal communication, October 21, 2003).
Sometimes the parents and grandparents came to the mission unannounced to 
spend a bit of time with their child. One woman remembered, with great fondness, an 
unexpected visit from her grandma one evening when she was outside the mission 
playing,
The kids said, “Helen, here comes your grandmother” ...and here she was, she 
was walking up there by the church, coming towards the school. She had a little 
bag, a shawl over her, and she can’t say my name. She never spoke a word of 
English. She had her hand over her eyes, and she was calling me, “Hen-amees,” 
she was saying. ..so I ran over there, and here she brought me a little bag of food. 
I remember it was wasna [pounded dry meat and com] they call it, com.. .and 
biscuits, and then a quart jar of coffee that she put milk in there and it was sweet. 
So, we sat on the steps in front of the school, and I remember eating with her.
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She wasn’t eating, but she fed me, and then whoever—kids—would come over 
and she would give them bread too. That, you know, I think it kind of brings to 
my mind just how much she loved us as kids. That was her way of showing that 
she didn’t forget us—even though we weren’t home, she kept us in her heart. 
(Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, December 19, 2003)
Pranks and Correction
Despite the best efforts of the mission staff to direct and control the children’s 
behavior and create an orderly atmosphere, there were occasional lapses, and when the 
children got caught, there were consequences in the form of extra work detail, writing, or 
restrictions. In addition, the director or matron would “come down and have a 
talk.. .they’d talk to us in a nice way.. .1 think that made us feel worse [laugh]” (Nora, 
1953/6, personal communication, October 21, 2003).
One infraction that was likely to result in writing was failure to memorize prayers 
or catechism questions. At certain intervals, children would be called into the director’s 
office to recite prayers, and any hesitation or foundering was certain to result in a writing 
assignment and a next-day appointment with the director for a re-test (David, 1962/6, 
personal communication, October 16, 2003). Under some directors, speaking Lakota 
netted a punishment to write in English, under other directors, speaking Lakota was 
simply corrected. A child was told, “Don’t use that language—this is the way to say 
it...” and then he was told what to say in English (David, 1960/6, personal 
communication, October 16, 2003).
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One former boarder remembered that when she was quite young and it was 
bedtime the little girls intentionally spoke Lakota in front of the matron. They would tell 
stories, joke, and tease.
We used to sit up in bed.. .the matron was a white lady, she used to be kind of 
hard on us. She would say, [stem tone] “You better get to bed now.” Then we’d 
start talking our language, and we’d be laughing, and we’d answer her in our 
language. We used to have to be punished and sit on the steps. [Laugh] So we’d 
sit there and she’d say, “Are you sleepy now?” We’d say, “yes.” We’d go back in 
there [and talk Indian again]. We used to laugh. So she used to [laugh] shine the 
flashlight on us, and we had to sit on the edge of the bed until we were sleepy. 
(Julia, 1945/9, personal communication, October 21,2003)
In return for their persistence, the girls sometimes had to scrub the steps on 
Saturdays.
One night, after bedtime the girls were all punished for some infraction, “they had 
us standing in the chapel in our pajamas. We had to stand just still. [Laugh]” (Helen, 
1943/6, personal communication, October 21, 2003). This punishment was meted out in 
the dark, because the generator was off for the night and so there were not lights. The 
personnel used flashlights and candles after 10 o’clock.
Another time, after breakfast the middle girls, about ten to thirteen years old, got 
into trouble. They were told to “all rise” and say their morning prayers before the truck 
took them to school. One girl pushed her chair in, closer to the table after she stood up, 
and it made a scraping noise on the cement floor.
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So we had to all pull our chairs out and sit down. And then we tried to be quiet. 
We kept doing it—up and down. And here one of the girls, her name was 
Roberta... she got tired of it, and she must have said something.... I don’t know 
what she must have said to Miss Ballard [matron].. .Miss Ballard went over there 
and slapped her on the face. So, Roberta stood up, and, boy, she slapped her 
[Miss Ballard’s] face [laugh]. She really slapped her back. After that, I don’t 
know what happened.. .but now that I think about it, it was uncalled for to make 
us do that, because we can’t help it if it was boring pushing our chairs in and 
standing. (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, October 21, 2003)
Students who revolted and did not do their assigned duties or did them poorly 
were warned; if they did not reform, they had to stay in their room other than to eat or go 
to school (Joan, 1947/15; personal communication, March 2, 2005).
The staff took fights seriously. Boys who fought were condemned to use a two 
person-saw in tandem with their sparring partner. According to some who underwent this 
punishment, the forced mutual work quickly induced friendly banter and attention 
focused on completing the imposed task. At the end of such woodcutting sessions it was 
a custom at St. Elizabeth’s for the former enemies to shake hands. By various accounts, 
the boys usually became fast friends (Chapman, 1965, pp. 212-213; Philip, 1929/9, 
personal communication, October 21, 2003).
The girls also fought on occasion, one former resident recalled she got praised for 
being student of the month at the public school, and, as a result, she received recognition 
gifts from the director of the mission. When she was taking her gifts into her room, “one 
young lady stood behind the door.. .just as I walked in, boy she hit me right square in the
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jaw, and all my presents went flying... I turned around and we really fought. (Esther, 
1947/12; personal communication, December 19, 2003) Both girls were taken to the 
director’s office for a talk; the assailant admitted to jealousy, and so she was assigned 
additional work detail. Later, the two became steadfast friends (Esther, 1947/12; 
personal communication, December 19, 2004).
The children who worked in the kitchen knew where the food was kept, of course, 
and they occasionally appropriated some of it. Sometimes they got caught, and other 
times they did not. “They had this commissary where all these here cakes and stuff were 
already baked, and they were all on shelves. And so we stole one, one time. Boy, did we 
catch it!” (Fran, 1937/11, personal communication, November 10, 2003). The culprits 
who stole the cake were assigned to scrub and wax the wooden steps.
One evening some of the cooky girls planned to take some canned orange juice 
from the pantry. At the end of their detail they went down, grabbed a can, and “so we ran 
to the side of the hill.. .down the hill there.” They worked to pry a hole in the can, and 
then they passed it around (Helen, 1943/6; personal communication, October 21, 2003). 
After bed one evening,
.. .we were kind of hungry—there was a bunch of us—we were sneaking down 
the steps to the kitchen, because there was a pan...where they used to put the 
heels of bread... Oh, was that bread ever good....the cook, Mrs. Emma Horn—she 
had a room to the side and that was where she lived. So here we were all 
sneaking down in the dark... We all kind of tiptoed into the dining room—by that 
time, she turn the light on [laugh]—and here we were all standing. [Mimics 
surprised expression] [Laugh] So, she knew what we wanted—so she gave us
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bread and peanut butter. (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, October 21,
2003)
Mrs. Horn was a Lakota woman from the community, and she did not turn the girls in; 
she told them, “You know, you don’t have to steal” (Helen, 1943/6, personal 
communication, December 18, 2003).
During early evening recreation, the children used to sneak over to a cornfield 
located in back of the church and playground, and they would gather up loose kernel of 
com. “We would build a little fire inside of a coffee can.. .and we used to try to pop the 
kernels...” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, October 21, 2003).
The institutions sponsored by the various religious denominations intended to 
foster personal responsibility and a high sense of morality in the children. The 
disciplinary style in the mission schools was corrective and intended to instill a sense of 
personal responsibility. Certainly, this is what was prescribed by Bishop Hare when he 
instituted mission schools among the Lakota and Dakota people, and this philosophy 
continued throughout the time St. Elizabeth’s was in operation as a boarding school and a 
boarding home.
Discipline of the children at St. Elizabeth’s was firm, but corporal punishment 
was generally avoided. Corrections were made verbally, and very often extra work was 
assigned or privileges were revoked. In large part this type of discipline was instituted at 
mission schools because these schools were located in the community and parents were 
nearby, so if punishment was extreme, parents and other relatives might intervene and 
take their child home. It was also quite likely that the extended family would quit 
coming to church (Carroll, 2000).
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Some of the administrators at St. Elizabeth’s are remembered as stricter than 
others. Mrs. Mary McKibbon was the director of St. Elizabeth’s during the 1930s and 
1940s, and one student described her as “a real humdinger,” but he admitted she had a 
soft spot for the boys, and since he was so old in first grade (9) she had him run errands 
for her, and sometimes he was allowed to go help the maintenance men outdoors (Philip, 
1929/9, personal communication, November 10, 2003). This same woman was also 
addressed as “Mother McKibbons” by the children; however, behind her back they would 
refer to her as “itancan winyan, ” which in Lakota means “the woman chief,” and it 
alluded to her strictness (Fran, 1937/11, personal communication, November 10, 2003).
Illness and Death
Illness was a constant issue in the boarding schools. Children lived in close 
contact with each other, and so it was easy to pass contagious diseases, and many 
children entered school in weakened conditions. For many years, health on the Standing 
Rock Reservation, like many of the northern Plains reservations, was poor. There were 
high incidences of tuberculosis and its less lethal form, scrofula, a lymphatic form of 
tuberculosis. In 1900 the agency physician at Standing Rock declared that over half the 
reservation had tuberculosis, most cases were lymphatic, and fifty per cent of school age 
children manifested tuberculosis or scrofula (ARCIA, 1900, pp. 319-320).
At various times St. Elizabeth’s reported various epidemics such as measles, la 
grippe, whooping cough, diphtheria, and so on, but, like all the schools at Standing Rock, 
the diseases that merit particular attention are scrofula and pulmonary tuberculosis 
{ARCIA, 1903, p. 278). In 1895, two children were withdrawn from St. Elizabeth’s on 
account of scrofula; and then in 1899, three students at the school developed pulmonary
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trouble, they were withdrawn, and all three died. There were occasional student deaths at 
St. Elizabeth’s (ARCIA, 1895, p. 241 ;ARCIA, 1899, p. 282; ARCIA, 1904, p. 282).
In 1905, Miss Septima Koehler, a teacher at St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School, 
presented a session on improving student health at a reservation-wide teacher workshop. 
She recommended good ventilation, sleeping with windows open, sanitizing items used 
in common, breathing exercises, and singing, among other things, to build up lung 
strength. After her presentation, principal of St. Elizabeth’s, Miss Mary Francis posed 
the question, “how shall we best educate sickly children?” {ARCIA, 1905, p. 409). She 
presented this as a moral issue the schools needed to confront, because students who were 
rejected or sent home were doomed to “grow up in ignorance... deprived of the 
opportunity to be instructed how to become useful citizens” {ARCIA, 1905, p. 409). She 
wondered if it was a sign of care to keep such students as part of the school population 
{ARCIA, 1899, p. 282; ARCIA, 1905, p. 409).
Miss Mary Francis alludes to the fact that some constitutionally weak children 
were entered intentionally on the rolls at St. Elizabeth’s. The important piece, when 
accepting sick children, she states, is to “exercise prudence” {ARCIA, 1905, p. 409). It 
was essential to determine which children were too sickly; children who were too 
weakened to attend classes might infect others, or they might even die while at school. 
Certainly, the death of a child at school compromised the image of the church as the 
provider of spiritual as well as bodily healing. Something more than Christian charity 
was at work in the question posed by Miss Mary Francis, “How shall we best educate 
sickly children?” {ARCIA, 1905, p. 409). The question, for the missionaries, was far- 
reaching and got to the very root of their work in Indian communities. Christian
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missionaries, even more than the federal government, sought to radically transform 
Indian people, and the transformation was at every level of their being—soul, mind, and 
body (.ARCIA, 1905, p. 409; Berkhofer, 1975, pp. 115; Duncan, 1939/1990; Graber, 
1938/1978; Riggs, 1880/1969).
The mortality rate for all ages, but especially children, was very high on the 
Standing Rock Reservation through the Depression Years. One informant blamed almost 
constant illness on his late start to school—“You name it, measles or chicken pox, I got 
it” (Philip, 1929/9, personal communication, October 19, 2003). By the time he entered 
St. Elizabeth’s, he was healthy and remained so.
In the 1930s and 1940s a visiting nurse would come to the mission about one time 
a month, and if children were very ill, she would be notified and come in a few days. 
Generally the director and matrons would determine the course of action to be taken 
when children said they were sick. “We just stayed in our rooms if we were sick—too 
sick to go to school. So that’s how we were taken care o f’ (Nora, 1953/6, personal 
communication, October 21, 2003). “And if you did not go to school and made off sick, 
they would give you castor oil [laugh]” (Fran, 1937/11, personal communication, October 
19, 2003).
During the late 1930s whooping cough spread among the mission children. Fran 
(1937/12) recalled caring for her sister at the mission,
She would just cry and cry and cry. I remember I stayed up all night, all day just 
holding her. That’s the only way she’d quit crying. So I would just hold her like 
that. [Long pause] Those other kids, there was nobody to hold them, I don’t know 
why. (personal communication, November 10, 2003)
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Her sister never fully recovered, and in later years she experienced problems with 
her heart and doctors suspected she had contracted rheumatic fever at this time. 
During the whooping cough epidemic Fran (1937/11) recalled, “No doctor came. 
There was a nurse that would come.. .she just brought.. .some kind of cough 
syrup...and mentholatum.” (personal communication, November 10, 2003)
When she was eight or nine years old, Helen (1943/ 6) and another girl her age, 
contracted meningitis, and they were kept in the matron’s room on a cot beside her bed. 
The matron, she recalled, was an Indian woman. “ ...I remember always a cool cloth on 
my forehead, I remember that because my body was so hot” (Helen, 1943/6, personal 
communication). After the other girl died a decision was made to take Helen (1943/6) to 
the hospital in Fort Yates, a distance of about thirty miles, where she was placed in 
quarantine.
Julia (1945/9) recalled a student got St. Vitus’ Dance, a complication of rheumatic 
fever, and the other children were quite amused when “she would get all funny and fall 
on the floor and roll all over,” or at night “she used to shake our beds...wake us up” 
(personal communication, October 21, 2003). She died at the mission, and the children 
attended her funeral.
Children who contracted tuberculosis were sent home, and those who had been 
exposed to these children would take medication which was supposed to act as a deterrent 
for those who were exposed to the disease, “INH, yeah, we took those [pills] for a year 
and then that was that” (Fran, 1937/11, personal communication November 10, 2003). 
Joan (1947/15) contracted tuberculosis while at the mission. “I was sick and my fever 
wouldn’t go down. And I know I was very sick, and I just didn’t care” (personal
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communication, March 2, 2005). Eventually, when she would not get better, the 
administrator took Joan (1947/15) to the hospital in Fort Yates, “In a day or two my 
parents went up there, and I told them I was very sick, and I just don’t feel good” 
(personal communication, March 2, 2005). Once they received a diagnosis of 
tuberculosis, her parents went to St. Elizabeth’s, packed up her clothing, and then once 
the disease stabilized she was released from the hospital. She was placed on a waiting 
list for Sioux Sanitarium, a former federal boarding school in Rapid City, South Dakota 
that became a treatment center for tuberculosis. Joan (1947/15) never did return to 
school, “My Dad said, ‘You don’t need to go back to school. You went through a lot...” 
(Joan, 1947/15, personal communication, March 2, 2005). For many years Joan 
(1947/15) stated that she was certain she contracted the tuberculosis as a result of her 
daily commutes to school in the truck (personal communication, March 2, 2005).
Fires
Fires were commonplace in the Indian boarding schools. In large part this was 
due to shabby construction, unsafe heating systems, carelessness, and in some cases 
pupils (Adams, 1995, p. 229). In most of the boarding schools, the superintendents began 
to insist on occasional practice fire drills. St. Elizabeth’s experienced a number of fires 
in its history.
In his 1897 annual report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Standing Rock 
Agent John W. Cramsie included the following narrative:
On January 27 [1897], thru the carelessness of one of the older female pupils, a 
fire broke out, and the main building and the new schoolroom were burned to the 
foundations. There was no loss of life, but a great loss of clothing, stores, and
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furniture to the value of at least $12,000, including the entire cost of the buildings. 
The principal of the school, Miss M.S. Francis, reports in her monthly report for 
January 1897 that almost before the smoke ceased to rise from the embers the 
parents and friends of the pupils had contributed several hundred dollars toward a 
new building. The new school is being rebuilt under the direction of the Right 
Reverend Bishop Hare, of the Protestant Episcopal Church, and it is believed will 
be ready for the reception of pupils by commencement of the school year. This 
school is aided by the Government to the extent of rations and clothing for the 
pupils, the salaries of teachers and employees and other running expenses being 
paid by the Protestant Episcopal Mission. I have no annual report from this 
school, as all the attaches of the school left the Reservation immediately after the 
fire. (.ARC1A, 1897, p. 217)
Initially, the financial situation at St. Elizabeth’s was dire; even though there was 
insurance money it did not cover the cost of the destroyed buildings. As indicated, the 
congregation set about to raise money to rebuild the school. In the interim, fourteen 
students were transferred to the Grand River Boarding School on the Standing Rock 
Reservation with the understanding they would be permitted to return to their own school 
as soon as it was rebuilt (ARCIA, 1897, p. 223; Sneve, 1977, p. 108; Woodruff, 1934, p. 
595). A report from Miss Mary Francis, principal and missionary at St. Elizabeth’s, to 
Standing Rock Agent George H. Bingenheimer details the efforts of the local 
congregation, Father Philip Deloria, Bishop Hare, and the Protestant Episcopal Church in 
rebuilding the school:
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After the destruction by fire of our school buildings the previous year [1897], our 
people under the Reverend Philip J. Deloria, native priest in charge of our mission 
at Standing Rock, raised nearly $500 towards the erection of the new buildings— 
boarding school home, chapel, and recitation room combined—which through 
Bishop Hare’s indefatigable efforts were planned for and completed by the 1st of 
September [1897] at the cost of about $9000. Five thousand of the amount was 
secured from the fire insurance company. For the remainder we are indebted to 
our many friends East and West. (.ARCIA, 1898, p. 233)
St. Elizabeth’s Boarding School was originally built to serve thirty students, but 
the new complex “was more commodious and attractive than the former ones” and had a 
capacity of fifty (ARCIA 1898, p. 233). The school re-opened on September 25, 1897 
and by November it had a population of sixty students. Clothing for the children, which 
was also burned in the fire, was supplied by missionary societies in the East 
{ARCIA, 1898, pp. 232-233; ARCIA, 1900, p. 319).
A number of other fires caused damage at the mission. In 1928 St. Elizabeth’s 
church was destroyed by fire, and it was rebuilt the same year.
In 1939 the girls’ dormitory went up in flames in the middle of the night. This 
fire was blamed on an overheated coal furnace. It was bitter cold, thirty-six degrees 
below zero. Philip (1929/9) recounted that someone was ringing the bell furiously, and 
some of the children thought it was the morning bell. Dorm personnel came in and woke 
up the children, bundled them up, and hurried them outside. He recalled that by the time 
he got outside, “Girls were out there in night clothes, no coats, some had blankets. We 
just stood there watching the building bum—the people at the mission and the older boys
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tried to find water to put on it, but everything was frozen” (Philip, 1929/9, personal 
communication, November 10, 2003). Forty-three girls escaped unharmed. Ultimately, a 
fire truck came from Wakpala, but it was too cold and the water was frozen. Some 
children were crying, others were holding those with no shoes; but there was also an air 
of excitement as they saw the building bum to the ground—they expected that they 
would get sent home. The night of the fire, the boys slept in the hayloft in the school’s 
bam and the girls slept in the boys’ building. The next day, arrangements were made for 
the girls to stay in the gym at the public school for the remainder of the school term.
Philip (1929/9) recounted that within a few days the boys were fascinated with the 
site of the burned out building, and they constantly got in trouble for going near it. By 
his account, the boys had decided that there was money under all the charred mbble. One 
of the school officials who took up the church collections on Sunday lived in a room in 
the burnt out building, and the boys were convinced that if they got enough time to poke 
around the ashes, they would find a treasure trove of half dollars and silver dollars.
Every time the boys were reprimanded for playing around the area, they would tell the 
supervisor, “We are trying to find lumber that isn’t burned so we can build another dorm” 
(Philip, 1929/9, personal communication, November 10, 2003). The boys were banned 
from the site, and a new building was soon erected in its place.
The girls’ building was replaced by a $40,000 fireproof building which was 
dedicated on May 21, 1940. In 1962 that building, then a dormitory for boys, burned to 
the ground. This time the fire was blamed on improper electrical wiring. By that time 
the mission home was on the wane and there were only about twenty boys boarding 
(Chapman, 1965, pp. 157-158, 238-239; Sneve, 1977, pp. 107-109).
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Helen (1943/6) remembered well the night “the mission exploded, and it 
burned, but it didn’t bum down” (personal communication October 21, 2003).
The bell was ringing, I remember, waking us up. They told us, “Please get up 
now—we’re practicing a fire drill.” So, we immediately line up with our pajamas 
on. They took us down the steps quietly. And there was one room to the side, 
where when you walk by, the door is open, and I saw her, Miss Bernice Howard, 
she was black, scorched. And she was moaning, sitting in a bed, moaning. And 
that’s what stands out that particular night, (personal communication, October 21, 
2003)
The school personnel took roll and one girl was missing so they sent big boys in 
to look for her, and eventually they found her huddled under the bed. The fire was 
caused by gases from the artesian well, which provided water for bathing and washing at 
the mission. Miss Howard was running a bath after the electricity had been turned off for 
the night, she took a lighted candle into the bathroom, and it caused an explosion. The 
little girls slept in the parsonage that night—“I don’t know where they took the rest of 
them” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, October 21, 2003).
Religious Events
First Communion and Confirmation were special times at St. Elizabeth’s Church, 
and for the students in the mission home. The children had to leam their catechism, 
memorize certain prayers, and be able to recite these perfectly. On boarder recalled, “It 
was a grueling experience, let me tell you” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, 
October 21, 2003). The girls wore white dresses and veils for both communion and 
confirmation. The boys wore dark pants and white shirts. The mission loaned the
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clothing to the children, both those living at home and those who boarded at the mission. 
When the Indian children were confirmed they received a Niobrara Cross, an item 
designed by Bishop Hare especially for Sioux converts, to remind them of their 
profession of faith. The cross contained symbolism that indicated leaving the old life 
behind and embracing a new life. Around a central medallion, there is a phrase, “That 
they may have life” (Sneve, 1977, pp. 83-84). After communion or confirmation services 
parents would sponsor a social, and they would provide food. One student remembered 
that her grandmother brought “pans of that wasna, com wasna [dried meat and com 
pounded]” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, December 18, 2003).
Easter
The week before Easter, Holy Week, was a solemn time at the mission,
We couldn’t play games...the whole time during Holy Week was quiet...there’s 
no kind of activity. We had to pray and pray and pray and pray in our own 
rooms—everywhere we went. And then when Good Friday came, we had to go to 
the church without breakfast in the morning to three in the afternoon... We really 
had tough knees. (Fran, 1937/11, personal communication, November 10, 2003) 
On Holy Saturday the children dyed eggs and made baskets. There was an air of 
anticipation on Easter morning. The children had to dress up. Fran (1937/11) recalled, “I 
still remember my friend and I. We sent for Easter bonnets... She had a red one and I had 
a pink one. [Laugh]...Those that could afford it had on white gloves” (personal 
communication, November 10, 2003). There was excitement, because parents also made 
up small baskets to give out to the children.
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After services, and a short visit with family, “we’d come back from church... we 
always [had] to go back to the mission, and we always have our own little events 
there...” (Esther, 1947/12, personal communication, December 19, 2003). The mission 
children would receive little gifts at their places at the table—one year it was a small 
necklace for the girls.
Christmas
In the early days of St. Elizabeth’s, when it functioned as a boarding school, 
children were expected to be in school ten months straight—even during Christmas—so 
it became a custom at St. Elizabeth’s for the parents and relatives of the children to move 
up around the church at Christmastime, camp out in canvas tents, and celebrate the 
holidays at the mission. During this time the children would re-enact the story of Jesus’ 
birth for their relatives.
Christmas was, by all accounts, a very special day for the children and their 
families, and there were many preparations beforehand. The mission boys and girls 
presented a pageant on Christmas evening, and they would begin preparations more than 
a month before, and by early December it was “practice, practice, practice, and practice” 
(Fran, 1937/11, personal communication, November 10, 2003). The children would also 
make and decorate costumes, cut out cardboard animals and paint them, and so on. It 
was an elaborate production that involved all the children.
Students made decorations for the tree and for the buildings they lived in—it was 
a festive time. Older students would wrap presents for the younger students and put them 
under the tree. These presents were always a disappointment, dark colored sweaters, 
stocking caps, underwear, and socks, “I can’t remember any toys. So there’s no
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fighting.. .Nothing to fight over. [Laugh]” (Fran, 1937/11, personal communication, 
November 10, 2003). There were however, bags of candy, apples, and oranges.
For many students there was great excitement, because about a week before 
Christmas the parishioners of St. Elizabeth’s began to set up below the church. Suddenly 
there was a camp of canvas wall tents fitted out with wood stoves. Children were 
allowed to stay with their relatives after they presented their play on Christmas evening. 
Most children had someone to take them in. In the period before Christmas, the men 
were busy chopping wood, hunting, and butchering meat, while the women were baking 
pies, plucking chickens, and cooking in a log cabin known as “the meeting house.”
On Christmas day there was a church service and then the women set out a big 
meal for everyone. The children had to remain in the mission for a little longer and put 
the finishing touches on their pageant which was held in the church and retold the 
Christmas story. Helen (1943/6) recalled an incident as the children got ready,
I remember we were all getting dressed in that little room [in the church] to the 
side there, the vestry room. [Laugh] Amanda White Feather and Frank 
Richards.. .1 don’t know what happened, but they got in a big fight.. .They’re 
brother and sister. And they had their robes on, and Amanda had on a big white 
sheet, she must have been an angel.. .but all you saw was this blanket rolling all 
over [laugh]—they were fighting [laugh], but we all caught hell [laugh],
(personal communication, October 21, 2003)
Fran (1937/11), who was always an angel in the pageant, described their 
presentation,
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It would start out with the manger scene, and then it would end up with all the 
ones that weren’t in the pageant part of it. They were the nations—so like a boy 
and girl from Japan, Eskimos, Indians—every nation. They were dressed like 
that.. .every nation you could think of... You should have seen the wise men at 
that time. They were all decorated up. Beads and beads, all kinds of shiny stuff 
on their heads—they were really good pageants.. .We had to sing and sing and 
sing all the time. The last one was “Silent Night”. . .then the pageant was over, 
(personal communication, November, 10, 2003)
After the pageant most of the mission boarders got to camp with their families and 
relatives. Those who had no one to stay with “would go back to the mission school and 
we would have our own Christmas” (Esther, 1947/12; personal communication,
December 19, 2003). These boarders were also allowed to go down during the day and 
visit with their friends’ families. The camp was a bustle of activity with visiting, singing, 
eating, and work going on, and “there was nobody speaking ‘white’” (Fran, 1937/11; 
personal communication, November 10, 2003). The families sometimes stayed until the 
Feast of the Epiphany (January 6). Helen (1943/6) reflected that the church “was a 
central part of our lives” (personal communication, December 18, 2003).
Graduation and Adulthood
When students graduated from the high school they were honored with gifts from 
the director of the mission home, and then they packed and moved home. Some students 
eventually went on for further education, but the expectation for these students was that 
they would get married, and the women would cook, clean, care for the children, while 
the men would take up an allotment and farm or ranch. Some of the boys might be able
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to work for the railroad or the Bureau of Indian Affairs, which had a sub agency in 
Wakpala, just north of the school. There were clear expectations that as adults, the young 
people would maintain their connection with the church. Upon graduation, married or 
not, the women were expected to join the Women’s Auxiliary, which met one time a 
week. The women would worship together and then the women would piece quilts or do 
beadwork. The younger women would learn techniques from the older ones, and if there 
was a family in need, these women would help them. Julia (1945/9), who left the mission 
at sixteen to marry a young man, also from the mission, said,
I always say I was glad that I got to go to the older women when I got 
married.. .because if I didn’t know how to cook something or if I did it wrong 
they showed me.. .’’No, daughter-in-law, it’s going to be this way.” I was 
everybody’s daughter-in-law. [Laugh] (personal communication, October 22, 
2003)
The men had their own societies, they had the Brotherhood of Christian Unity and 
the St. Andrew’s Society. Men in both organizations performed good works in the 
community, volunteered labor at the church, read at services, and so on. In many ways 
the men’s and the women’s societies mimicked the organizations which were important 
in the traditional Lakota world and among other things, rendered to the people and 
sponsored various social events in camp.
During the summers there were the week-long Niobrara convocations to get ready 
for. These were prayer meetings held at each reservation over the summer, and it was 
expected that families would attend, if possible. Episcopal Indians would often move in 
caravans, camping along the way until they arrived at the camp site. These were
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especially attractive, because they too reminded people of the older way of life. 
Traditionally the Lakota people gathered in large summer encampments for about a 
month or so. They hunted buffalo, dried meat and put away provisions for summer, they 
conducted the annual sun dance, families negotiated marriages, and so on. The Niobrara 
Convocations, which brought Indian people from all the other reservations for about a 
week to camp, to visit, to pray together, contained aspects of the older traditions.
The Protestant Episcopal Church prescribed a blueprint for its Indian church 
members to follow from youth to old age. As the Lakota adapted to the idea and lifestyle 
that went along with the Episcopal faith in the early reservation days, they mixed in ideas 
and ways of doing things from the traditional Lakota world. For the Lakota, conversion 
meant adding and blending Christian concepts into the values and teachings of the old 
Lakota world, a world that provided strength, direction, and meaning to the people.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
Implications of Study
In examining the lived memories of those who were part of the education process 
at St. Elizabeth’s, I found that, despite the intentions of the Episcopal church hierarchy 
and the federal government, those who attended and lived at St. Elizabeth’s gained an 
education, became Christian, but did so on their terms. In the process they did not lose 
important cultural foundations which defined them as Lakota, or in the broader context, 
as Indian. St. Elizabeth’s mission complex, built in 1886, included both a church and a 
school. And so when examining the meaning that St. Elizabeth’s boarding 
school/boarding home had to those who resided within its walls, it is necessary to view 
church and school as connected entities. After St. Elizabeth’s became a boarding home, 
it functioned according to the pattern Bishop Hare prescribed for his mission schools. So 
even when the children were educated in the public school, the essential purpose and 
reason for St. Elizabeth’s remained the same—to provide a substitute home where Indian 
children could learn piety and industry. Bishop Hare’s vision for Episcopal Church work 
among the Dakota and Lakota people was that there be a seamless connection of church 
and school. He placed great emphasis on the schools “as the first homes and starting 
points of the Gospel” (Sneve, 1977, p. 98). Hare’s hope was that the so-called “school 
Indians,” would “form a nuclei of congregations at the chapels connected with the
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schools, and learn to carry on with spirit the response and music of the service” (Girton, 
1960, p. 78). And in many ways, that is what occurred among the Lakota Episcopalians 
who resided on the southern side of the Standing Rock Reservation. From the beginning 
St. Elizabeth’s had Native priests, deacons, catechists, and helpers among the people; the 
first clergy that came to live among the people at Standing Rock were from other Sioux 
reservations; they spoke the same language, they had a shared culture, and they had in 
common a strong sense of kinship obligations, in time, men from the Standing Rock 
Reservation took up leadership and helping roles in the church. St. Elizabeth’s followed 
the pattern established by the Episcopal Church for its work among the Sioux; 
establishment of schools and churches in the camps of prominent headmen as a way to 
honor their authority and win converts to the faith and then the training of local men to 
assume ministry and leadership roles in the church. Interestingly, the schools were 
generally under the direction of non-Indian personnel. Most of the denominations active 
in missionary work gained a foothold in American Indian communities following similar 
procedures, and school and church became important institutions striving to accomplish 
the twin goals of Christianization and civilization. St. Elizabeth’s was not a unique 
institution, most of the mission schools followed a similar model and plan of operation.
Conversion to the Episcopal faith—to Christianity—must be understood, in part, 
as a response to the reservation experience, and this included political, social, economic, 
and spiritual duress. In 1883 the United States government passed the Indian Offenses 
Act, partially in response to the urgings of missionaries, especially those working among 
the more warlike Plains tribes, which included the western Sioux. This bill forbade the 
practice of traditional religious rites such as praying with the pipe, which was at the heart
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of Lakota and Dakota spirituality, and attendant ceremonies such as the sweat lodge 
ritual, vision questing, curing rituals, and the most important rite of all, the sun dance. In 
essence, the Indian Offenses Act (1883) banned all expressions of traditional spirituality 
in an attempt to hasten the end to the so-called Indian problem. The intent of the Indian 
Offenses Act (1883), was to be a comprehensive bill designed to civilize the Indians and 
compel them “to desist from the savage and barbarous practices that are calculated to 
continue them in savagery, no matter what exterior influences are brought to bear on 
them” (in Prucha, ed., 1975). Therefore, in addition to religious ritual, the act also 
prohibited various traditional social customs such as giveaways, dances, and feasts, 
among other practices. The goal of the Indian Offenses Act (1883) was to suppress 
cultural and spiritual expression as a way to force acceptance of Christian civilization, in 
essence, the goal promulgated by the federal government as the solution to the Indian 
problem.
Among the Lakota, especially those on Standing Rock, there was recognition that 
the Ghost Dance, though Christian in its essential dogma, was perceived of by the Indian 
agent and missionaries as a pagan religion, because it incorporated various Indian 
ceremony. The Ghost Dance did not represent traditional spiritual teachings; it was 
heavily overlaid with Christian teachings although the actual ceremony of the Ghost 
Dance took on familiar Plains Indian features such as dancing around a central tree, 
purification in the sweat lodge, and sacred songs that sounded very “Indian” although 
some of them spoke of Jesus. On Lakota reservations, a number of adherents and those 
curious about the Ghost Dance religion were killed during the botched arrest attempt of
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Sitting Bull on December 15, 1890, and soon after over three hundred Ghost Dancers 
were killed at Wounded Knee.
Taken together these events, the banning of Lakota traditional religious practices 
based around the teachings of the pipe and the quashing of the syncretic Ghost Dance, 
had great impact on Standing Rock, particularly among the Hunkpapa bands. Certainly, 
the Lakota and Dakota people recognized that becoming a member of a mainline 
Christian denomination had a certain amount of expediency. If Christian, one would not 
be perceived of as a threat, and one was not labeled a malcontent. And too, with the 
Indian Offenses Act (1883), those who persisted in practicing the traditional religion, 
even the old way of life, were subject to arrest. The Indian Offenses Act (1883) 
permitted suppression of religion, while it also encouraged the people to examine the 
tenets of this new religion of Christianity. Certainly, similarities existed between 
Christianity and the traditional teachings that ordered Lakota lives; there was one God, 
the ritual was complex, and importantly, in the case of the Episcopal Church at Standing 
Rock, there were Sioux church officials. In some aspects the Episcopal Church as it 
operated on the Sioux reservations was attractive, and most importantly, it was focused 
on the sacred. For Indian people, attraction to Christianity was based on the religious 
teachings, not on the attendant goals to civilize. For the Dakota and Lakota, their own 
spiritual teachings were outlawed, and there was a quest for a spiritual system they could 
openly embrace and practice. The Sioux were a highly spiritual people, and the loss of 
their traditional religion left a void in their lives. Overall, the people responded 
positively to the missionaries who ministered directly to the people; visited in the Dakota 
and Lakota camps; helped nurse the sick; distributed items of clothing, usually donated
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by parishioners in the east; and sponsored social gatherings in the church (Graber, 
1938/1978; Duncan, 1938/1990). In addition, the Sioux in the vicinity of Wakpala 
responded positively to the Episcopal Church, which built a school to honor their 
children, and even more importantly, prevented their children from being taken further 
away to attend school in Fort Yates, Kenel, or even in one of the off-reservation boarding 
schools. To have a school located in the community was a way to keep the children 
closer. Among the Lakota and Dakota, the Episcopal Church was attractive on a number 
of practical levels as well as a spiritual level.
To Christian missionaries and those in the federal government, the conversion 
experience was intended to transform individuals as well as entire tribes. Conversion was 
supposed to result in total surrender of the old beliefs and rituals and lead to an 
unconditional embrace of Christianity. The convert was expected to totally change his or 
her personal life and accept a new culture as well as a new religion, and this was the true 
meaning of “Christian civilization.” In the minds of missionaries and federal officials, 
“civilization and Christianity were inextricably combined” (Berkhofer, 1965, p. 5). For 
the Indian convert Christianity presented a spiritual dilemma as Cheyenne scholar James 
West (1996) says, “a choice between Maheo or God; a choice between Mutsiiuiv or Jesus 
Christ; a choice between Christianity or our own people and our spiritual way-of-life”
(p. 36).
Those I spoke with who attended St. Elizabeth’s came from families that were 
adherents of the Episcopal faith but were also Lakota; for the people the traditional 
religion and the newer Christian religion were compatible aspects of their lives. As they 
explained it, Christianity was an additive process; it did not contradict who they were as
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Lakota people. One informant said, “From the beliefs of our Lakota people, like our 
grandfathers, our parents had, they were naturally spiritual people. So when they were 
Christianized, they really believed that there is another way of worshipping God, so they 
really respect the churches” (Esther, 1947/12; personal communication, December 19, 
2003). Another individual told me that there was recognition that the missionaries “were 
spiritual people” and “we respected them” (Joan, 1947/15; personal communication, 
March 2, 2005). From the perspective of the people, in adopting Christianity, it was 
possible to maintain an essential Lakota identity, to preserve the memories and teachings 
of their older traditions, even to turn to the sacred songs. Some secretly conducted 
Lakota rituals even though they also were baptized into the Episcopal faith.
A central story in understanding the meaning St. Elizabeth’s Church and 
school/boarding home in the lives of the Lakota people is the story of Gall’s conversion 
to Christianity. Gall was a physically imposing man, a noted warrior who fought in many 
battles including the Battle of the Little Big Horn; he was gregarious and friendly; he was 
respected as a headman among the Hunkpapa Lakota who settled in the area of present- 
day Wakpala, South Dakota on the Standing Rock Reservation, the site of St. Elizabeth’s 
mission complex; he was an affectionate father and grandfather; and he was a convert to 
the Episcopal faith. There are a number of accounts of his conversion, but the one I will 
relate is told by one of his close relatives. It is a story that comes down through her 
family, and it is the one told and re-told in the Hunkpapa communities on the Standing 
Rock Reservation.
When I traveled to Wakpala to visit people in their homes and talk about their 
childhood experiences at St. Elizabeth’s I was struck by the fact that everyone had a
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picture of Gall prominently displayed on their walls. In a number of instances his picture 
hung with those of other family members. Gall provides a sense of identity to the people 
in the Wakpala community, and he has strong connection with St. Elizabeth’s as well. 
“We acknowledge Gall as our leader. ..He was just another person in the lives of our 
people.. .one they looked up to for guidance, direction” (Helen, 1943/6, personal 
communication, October 21, 2003). Later, Helen (1943/6) provided more explanation of 
Gall’s conversion to Christianity, which occurred in 1892, less than two years before he 
died.
Gall himself. ..didn’t become Christianized over night. It must have been very 
painful for him to make that decision. To make a decision that’s going to affect 
his people. That must’ve been difficult for him. I wonder what went through his 
mind. I know my grandma said that he would sit, there’s a little knoll.. .it’s just 
kind of a little hill that’s sharp like this. [Motions with hands] My grandma said 
he would sit on top of there with his pipe and he would be looking towards where 
the [St. Elizabeth’s] mission complex is now. I imagine he must have been 
envisioning things and thinking about what to do for his people. ..He would go to 
church, sit way in the back, listening to the preacher and watching the people, 
what they were doing. He just sat there watching. I think it was his way of 
studying it, studying religion, studying... (personal communication, December 
18,2003)
Gall frequently spoke with the priest at St. Elizabeth’s, Father Philip Deloria, who 
was a Dakota from the Yankton Reservation, and Gall asked many questions. He wanted 
to know what the Episcopal ceremonies were and what the ritual meant.
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It took him a while. It was a difficult choice... So he made a statement to the 
minister one day—that he was to be baptized, because, he said, “I’ve been 
listening to you and what you’re telling us from that book.” He said, “Our people 
have been doing that for years. So,” he said, “I’m ready to become part of this, 
because it’s similar, the way that we worship Wakan Tanka, God, Creator—is 
similar in many ways.” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, October 21, 
2003)
Gall was baptized in 1892, it is important to note, because he concluded that 
Christianity was similar to the religion of the pipe. In this conversion story he is not 
giving up his former beliefs, he is adding a new dimension to his spiritual life. As part of 
this conversion story Gall asked to have a school built. The church was built in 1886 and 
school was held that year. The Episcopal Church had approached Gall prior to building 
the church, because they wanted him to convert, and possibly the idea of the school came 
up at that time. It was established policy of the Episcopal Church to build schools and 
churches at the same time. However, the important point is that Gall made the decision 
to convert, though it took him a number of years, because he had determined that the new 
religion was not unlike his traditional religion. In fact, Gall admonished Father Deloria a 
bit,
Gall said to the minister, “You only come pray once a week. We used to pray 
everyday.” [Laughter] He said, “We did all this and you’re just now doing that, 
you just now found out.” [Laughter] I think that was a turning point in his life 
when he was told by watching and doing that Christianity is what they lived, the 
way of life they lived, a spiritual life. So the transition was not so hard for him.
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But it took him a long time before he did that. (Helen, 1943/6, personal 
communication, December 18, 2003)
In a further interpretation Helen (1943/6) indicates that Gall became Christianized 
“because he knew that was one way for his people to get along with the system.. .it was 
time to look to the future” (October 21, 2003). There were, by the early reservation days, 
children who were orphaned, many people became sick and died, life was hard on the 
reservation, and in the past it was unheard of to have children with no relatives, no one to 
care for them. But the onset of the reservation system brought much confusion and 
disruption in the old way of life, and the school would provide a place where “these 
homeless kids would be nurtured.. .He did what he thought was best for future 
generations” (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, December 18, 2003).
This story is interesting, in part because it tells of becoming Christian as an 
additive process. Gall does not leave behind his lifelong religion, he does not sacrifice 
his belief in the pipe; rather he seems to integrate the two truths within his spiritual 
experience. Gall’s story is really about maintaining spiritual and cultural identity in times 
of change and confusion. Acceptance of Christianity was a response to a whole set of 
new circumstances, and it allowed him to face these new challenges while reinforcing his 
identity as a deeply spiritual Lakota man. Gall accepted Jesus without giving up his 
beliefs or understanding of the Lakota world.
There are echoes of Gall’s conversion story in the narratives I collected from 
those who attended St. Elizabeth’s, either as a boarding school or a boarding home.
Going to St. Elizabeth’s was a confusing, often painful experience for families and for the 
children who lived there. At some point almost all those I interviewed did mention that
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they asked a family member why they had to go there, they were lonely, they had a hard 
time learning English, and it was a confusing and difficult environment. The responses 
they received, and recall as mature adults, echo Gall’s rationale for becoming Christian.
For Fran (1937/11), there were many deaths in the family, including her mother, 
and her grandparents were growing old and sick. When her grandfather told her she had 
to go to live at St. Elizabeth’s Fran (1937/11) cried bitterly. She had been raised and 
protected by her grandparents, and suddenly her life seemed to be falling apart. Her 
grandfather’s words were of little comfort. He told Fran (1937/11),
In the future, he said, you have to learn the white man’s ways, learn their 
language, and everything they have to teach, you have to learn because they were 
smart people and they knew everything and that was the only way we were going 
to get along in the world. So he told me to come to school and learn everything I 
can. (personal communication, November 10, 2003)
Certainly the old man, knowing death was near, wanted to provide in the best way 
that he could for Fran (1937/11) and her sisters. He had few options, but his admonition 
to Fran (1937/11) stressed that she needed to learn the system, learn the teachings of the 
white man in order to get on in this world. Her grandfather was bom into the traditional 
Lakota life, around 1855, and by the 1930s his options to provide a good place for his 
granddaughter were limited, and he came to see the St. Elizabeth’s as a good choice for 
this granddaughter he had cherished and raised for ten years. She spoke mostly Lakota, 
had heard many stories, lived with the old ones. Now she needed to add to her repertoire 
by learning more of the white man’s world, not leaving behind who she was.
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Esther’s (1947/12) father similarly told her that school was important,
“So you need you need to go to school, because we are in the white men’s world 
and now you need to observe the white men’s ways. They really watch that time, 
they work hard, and they make money, and those are important things that you’re 
going to have to learn and do when you grow up and become an adult yourself.” 
So he was very encouraging, my father, and that’s the way he talked to me... 
(personal communication, December 19, 2003)
Likewise, Julia (1943/9) received similar advice when she begged her 
grandmother to simply let her come home from school and live with her once more,
I cried so hard.. .1 always told my Grandma.. .1 used to say that, why did you send 
me there because I can’t speak English.. .She’ll laugh and tell me...you’ll have to 
speak that after awhile.. .It’ll be one language, she used to say. (personal 
communication, October 21, 2003)
Certainly, as in the story of Gall’s conversion, these stories could be interpreted as 
signs of cultural capitulation; however, in the narratives it was clear that those who spoke 
to me were raised in homes where there were stories of supernatural events which could 
be explained only through the lens of Lakota spirituality. Helen (1943/6) told of relatives 
who were held in detention in the agency jail at Fort Yates after they returned from the 
Little Big Horn. One of the men who had knowledge of Indian medicine caused a soldier 
who was mistreating the prisoners to be transported in the air across the Grand River and 
deposited on the other side. This was a story she heard many times from her 
grandmother, a very active member of the Episcopal congregation at St. Elizabeth’s.
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Esther (1947/12) and Joan (1947/15) were raised “in the country” away from the agency 
officials and both girls clearly remembered a sweat lodge her great-grandfather had.
It was built.. .out of sight, and we weren’t allowed to go over there. But 
sometimes...we could hear [our great-grandfather] singing. But we knew he 
practiced this way and he kept it silent, in a very secretive manner.. .He was a 
medicine man.. .he always has medicine.. .he’ 11 know how to fix you... (Esther, 
12/1947; personal communication, December 19, 2003)
Students at St. Elizabeth’s, whether it was operating as a school or a boarding 
home, had to conform to the regimen of boarding school life, but in the process they did 
not give up an essential Lakota identity and worldview that had been formed at home in 
the context of their families. This was reinforced on occasions throughout the school 
year, because the children did have intermittent contact with parents and relatives, though 
brief, on Sundays; there were occasional visits by family members, or on rare occasions, 
children got to go home for a week-end. And the children spent their summers totally 
enfolded in family, unless they were orphaned like Fran and had to reside at St. 
Elizabeth’s year round. It is likely that the segregated environment of the 
school/boarding home, which sought to suppress language and tried to replace home, may 
have contributed to the development of ethnic bonding. In her study of students who 
attended federal boarding schools in west central Oklahoma Sally McBeth (1983) 
concludes that this seems to be the case among the former students she interviewed. The 
boarding school experience fostered a strong sense of identity as Indian, and students 
turned to each other for support, not to school officials, most all of whom were non-
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Indian. At St. Elizabeth’s the children sought solace and relied upon one another, not 
school officials.
I got used to that [rigid and structured lifej. I think the most important thing, at 
that time, was to have friends of your own age. And we made friends real fast so 
we kind of—more or less stuck together. And so we didn’t feel like—well I got 
lonesome a lot of times, but because my friends were there, we all got lonesome 
together. We would sit outside and talk. That kind of friendship kind of kept us 
intact, [laugh] (Helen, 1943/6, personal communication, December 18, 2003) 
Cutting the children’s hair, dressing them in “mission” clothes, making them 
scrub floors or chop wood, teaching them how to make bread or milk a cow, dam socks, 
and so on did not alter their core identity. It may have given them certain skills or 
knowledge, but it did not essentially change who they were as Lakota. The religious 
instruction, described by one student as “grueling,” was viewed as necessary in the long 
run, and parents and grandparents encouraged their children to leam the catechism to 
make First Communion or be confirmed (Fran, 1937/11, personal communication, 
November 10, 2003). Certainly, no spiritual attainment is easy in the traditional Lakota 
belief system, and it was not easy when the people accepted Christianity.
Clyde Ellis (1996), who studied a small federal boarding school located in 
western Oklahoma, concludes that students who attended that school were able “to join 
different worlds together to keep Kiowa identity viable” (p. 196). Helen (1943/6) stated, 
“The mission school that I know is probably the foundation for me, now. I’m studying 
our language to keep it alive, so to speak” (Personal communication, October 21, 2003). 
Another individual, Esther (1947/12) has also worked on language programs, particularly
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teaching the young children in school to gain facility in speaking Lakota. Interestingly, 
during the winter of 2003 a group of St. Elizabeth’s graduates initiated an intense 
dialogue with the Episcopal Bishop of South Dakota, and they asserted that the church as 
it began in the Dakotas was an Indian church and it needs to retain the Lakota hymns, 
prayer books, and a distinctive Indian tone in the worship on the reservation. Outright 
they rejected his call to drop the distinctive features of the Lakota/Dakota Episcopal 
worship and conform to the worship service in the predominantly non-Indian churches in 
the diocese.
Clyde Ellis (1996) noted that the students who attended the federally sponsored 
Rainy Mountain Boarding School in Oklahoma “retained a core of values, actions, and 
practices that helped ensure cultural identity” (p. 198). Certainly that is true of those who 
attended St. Elizabeth’s. In addition to language initiatives, some who spoke with me 
have been involved over the years with reviving and sponsoring traditional Lakota 
c eremonies, including the most sacred rite of all, the sun dance, on the Standing Rock 
Reservation. Many of these individuals remain active in Episcopal church work.
I really look forward to the sun dance and the sweat lodge ceremonies. So, it’s 
just in us. So, now I think that this way of life is coming back and young people 
are coming more and more back to the tree. So, if these are taught again—I often 
talk about that in my Lakota classes—that this is our way of knowing who God 
really is, and you can communicate with Him, so that these things, if we still carry 
on and still teach it and practice it, will be a wonderful life today. (Esther, 
1947/12, personal communication, December 19, 2003)
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The former residents of St. Elizabeth’s serve on pow-wow committees, arrange to 
have Indian names bestowed on their children and grandchildren, design and make dance 
outfits for family members, and participate in many Lakota cultural activities that instill a 
sense of pride and self-worth in their communities and families. I attended a funeral in 
the fall of 2004, and three of those who collaborated in this research assisted at the all- 
night wake service—playing the organ, a skill learned at St. Elizabeth’s, reading prayers, 
and leading the songs in Lakota from the old Episcopal hymnal. At the gravesite, another 
of St. Elizabeth’s former residents joined some younger men around a drum and sang a 
mournful traditional Lakota “traveling song,” a prayer to set the soul on its journey into 
the next life. During that song an eagle flew above us, high over head, and yet another 
who attended St. Elizabeth’s pointed it out to me, and said, “That’s a good sign—the 
eagle is leading his [the deceased’s] spirit into heaven where it is good.” Not an hour 
before, she encouraged her grandson to take communion during the Episcopal funeral 
service.
The Episcopal Church, from an early period, deliberately engaged Indian people 
in the work of the Church as deacons, lay readers, catechists, and even priests. Certainly 
the Lakota and Dakota converts were not praying with the pipe, a ritual that was outlawed 
in 1883, but the people brought sincere reverence into their practice of the Christian faith, 
and in so many ways, they did not seem to view Christianity as having wholly different 
meaning from the traditional spirituality. The people had a clear and strong sense of 
spirituality that they brought with them from the older religion and they blended it into 
Christianity. The children who entered St. Elizabeth’s were rarely, if ever, exposed to 
their traditional religious ceremonies, in large part the core purpose of the
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school/boarding home was to erase those memories, and on a broader level, practice of 
the older rituals was a punishable offense on the reservation. However, there were 
definitely stories as well as covert ceremonies that did persist, and were passed down 
through the family. Additionally, the parents and the grandparents of those I spoke with 
did approach the world from a distinct Lakota perspective; it was, after all, the world they 
were bom into. Bishop Hare sought to model his schools on the notion of replacement 
homes where Indian children, mind, body, and soul would learn to be Christians; he 
judged the training and education children received at home as mostly defective. For 
many of those who were residents of St. Elizabeth’s, it seems, there is a sense of 
continuity in their lives today as they move freely between the pipe and the cross. Helen 
(1947/6) spoke of that when she told of Gall’s conversion to the Episcopal faith. As she 
indicated, this was not easy conversion—it was made deliberately and with much 
thought. “I think they’re compatible. The idea of Christianity and then the spiritual life 
of our religion, the way it was, I think they’re compatible if you can understand what they 
are” (Helen, 1947/6, personal communication, December 18, 2003).
Further Research
With the passage of Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act 
(PL93-638) by Congress in 1975, Indian education passed into the hands of the Indian 
community. Tribes and parents had the ability to take over and manage schools operated 
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and this included many boarding schools. One of the 
first things many tribes and American Indian groups did was to close down the boarding 
schools and assume control of their children’s education. For many years boarding 
schools had been the primary means of education for American Indian people. Their
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reach was far, and the effects of these institutions pervade Indian society yet today. 
Generations of Indian youth had been taken from their families for periods of time and 
raised in the boarding school environment. In the 1970s, when the Indian Self- 
Determination and Education Assistance Act was passed, the vast majority of Indian 
people had been educated, at least part of their lives, in a federally or church sponsored 
boarding school, and within the Indian community there was a desire to establish schools 
and develop curriculum that reflected the rich diversity of tribal nations.
Soon after the Indian Self-Determination Act (1975) was passed into law money 
became available through a variety of federal grants to fund various initiatives in these 
new schools dubbed “tribal controlled schools” or “Indian controlled schools.” This 
prompted various religious denominations to step aside and turn over control of their 
school to the tribe or local Indian parent groups. In some places the missionaries 
maintained a shadow presence in the schools, in other instances, they gave the keys to the 
receiving party and withdrew. Grants were available to train Native American teachers, 
to develop tribal-specific curriculum, to develop tribal language programs, to train school 
boards and non-Indian teachers. Great excitement and zealous commitment existed 
among both Indian and non-Indian educators to develop useful materials for the 
classroom that would instill a sense of pride in their students’ tribal identity. Educators 
talked of “fixing” the Indian problem for good-—this time “the Indian problem” referred 
to the thousands of disaffected Indian youth who no longer spoke their languages and had 
no clear sense of their tribal history—direct legacies of the boarding school system. 
Educators rushed to make curricular changes—tribal languages were taught in the 
schools, grammars and dictionaries of tribal languages were collected, culturally relevant
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materials were woven throughout the curriculum, elders were brought in to tell stories 
and teach about the old ways, and courses in tribal histories were taught as soon as 
materials could be developed. Hope ran high that education, if controlled by Indian 
people, could restore vibrancy and excitement to Indian youth and to Indian communities. 
The realities that Indian educators faced in the 1970s with the mission and federal schools 
still confront Indian educators today—high drop out rates, poor performance on national 
tests, high teacher turnover rates in reservation schools, parental criticism of schools, 
among many issues. Tribal and urban Indian communities have come to understand that 
tribal curriculum and language programs alone cannot change problems endemic in 
Indian education, and so reforms, no matter how innovative, in a single institution, 
schools, cannot save youth or tribal communities. A need exists to understand with 
greater clarity the major concerns of Indian students and parents in matters of school. 
Examination of the impact of poor socio-economic conditions on Indian education is 
likely to provide some insights. In addition, a broader need exists to study some of the 
hidden legacies of the Indian boarding schools. These institutions, which persisted over 
ume and affected multiple generations, have impacted tribal communities and contributed 
to creating disconnected, critical parents who place low value on education (V. Deloria& 
Wildcat, 2001; Swisher & Tippeconnic, 1999). For generations Indian people had no 
:nput into the educational system; they objected to the boarding schools, and yet these 
institutions persisted over time. Although the education systems on and off reservations 
now invite community input and participation, the schools continue to be perceived of as 
institutions that intend to replace the parents and family values. Some parents object to 
tribal language programs and courses in tribal culture; they regard these as inappropriate
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either because tribal knowledge should be taught by the family or because such 
coursework had no practical value in preparing Indian youth to acquire skills needed for 
success in higher education or jobs. Within Indian communities a need exists to examine 
education from many perspectives and to provide a voice for parents, students, and 
teachers. In addition, schools, especially those located on reservations, need to work to 
develop community consensus in matters of education as well as to develop realistic 
expectations toward the schools. For missionaries, federal officials, and Indian 
reformers, schools were viewed as the single institution that would bring about cultural 
and religious change on reservations; in many ways these same ideas were imported into 
the tribally controlled schools. Indian educators, tribal officials, and tribal members need 
to understand that schools, no matter how vibrant or laden with cultural curriculum, 
cannot by themselves restore tribal culture and correct the myriad socio-economic 
conditions that exist on many reservations. There was a tendency in the Indian 
community and among Indian educators to continue to view schools as the all-purpose 
institutions. Now instead of promoting assimilation, the schools promoted tribal self- 
identity. In addition, there was the expectation that with the change in curriculum 
students would want to come to school, they would persist to graduation, in essence, that 
they would find meaning and direction in school and the subjects taught there.
Conditions in Indian communities are more complex, and schools alone cannot be all­
purpose institutions to fix all the issues that resulted from failed federal policies.
Some scholars have begun to explore the notion of historical trauma and 
intergenerational grief in Native America, and one area of special focus is the whole 
boarding school experience. Historical trauma does not refer to a one-time life-altering
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event but the accumulation of traumatic events that occur over time “to a specific group 
of people causing emotional and mental wounding both during their lives and the 
generations that follow” (Hammeran & Long Feather, 2002, p. 1). When events 
relentlessly repeat over and over there is no healing; rather there is accumulation of grief 
that is unresolved and affects the next generation (Hammeran & Long Feather, p. 1). 
These authors and other scholars in Indian country are beginning to examine the long­
term impact of boarding schools, institutions that removed generation after generation of 
children from the folds of family and tribe. The impact of boarding schools was much 
more far-flung than simply the education system. Studies focused on the consequences 
of boarding schools would be helpful to various Native communities and organizations.
On many of the reservations today, Standing Rocking Rock included, the rate of 
teen-age suicide is extremely high; the extended family system, so much a part of Plains 
Indian life, is in disarray; and alcoholism rates are higher than national norms. Boarding 
schools were constants in Indian life across many generations, and it is necessary to 
embark on studies which examine the far-reaching implications of institutions which 
existed as replacement homes and were more intent on changing Indian youth rather than 
in educating them. The effect of boarding schools cuts deep into the fabric of American 
Indian life and has implications far beyond parents who feel disconnected from the 
education system. Family dysfunction, an issue talked about often in Native 
communities, has direct links to the boarding schools system. There are long-term effects 
on communities in which generation after generation of children have been removed from 
their families and placed in a boarding school environment where the children are raised 
by officials who sought to transform them.
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Interestingly, at Standing Rock community leaders recently proposed opening a 
boarding home for Indian youth as an adjunct to the tribal school in an effort to combat 
high absenteeism rates and the dysfunction that some children face in their homes. The 
goals of this proposed boarding home would be to establish routine and discipline in the 
lives of the children, instill a sense of Native identity and pride, and to make sure the 
youth attended school. There has been no study conducted to determine the need for such 
a facility or even the interest of the community; however, there are strong advocates of 
such an institution, mainly people connected to the education system. Those promoting 
the boarding home concept have centered their discussions on the need to provide a more 
robust environment for Native youth. The deeper questions persist—how is it that 
families have come to be disconnected and why there is such negativity expressed about 
the schools and the education process, particularly in reservation communities. And 
certainly, related questions are, what can be done to encourage healthier families, and 
what can be done to improve the condition for reservation youth. In conversation, many 
of those who attended boarding schools in the 1960s and 1970s, the last generation to 
attend such schools in large numbers, link many of the social issues on the reservation to 
the boarding school system. Further, they speak eloquently about the damage that is done 
to a culture and to a people when generation after generation of children are removed 
from the home and placed in the boarding school environment.
In an attempt to get a more accurate understanding of the Indian boarding school 
phenomenon and its meaning, it is also necessary to document the history of particular 
boarding schools from the perspective of those who attended these institutions. Some 
scholars have begun to gather the histories of boarding schools from the recollections of
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former students rather than relying exclusively on federal documents, which after all, are 
the official reports of school administrators, and they rarely provide direct information 
about the children who attended the schools (Child, 1998; Ellis, 1996; Lomawaima,
1994; Mihesuah, 1993). In constructing boarding school histories, it is no longer 
acceptable to ignore the voices of the students who attended such institutions. Tsianina 
Lomawaima (1994) queries, “What has become of the thousands of Indian voices who 
s poke the breath of boarding school life?” (p. xii). From her perspective, it is necessary 
to examine “the process of life within” the boarding schools, namely the stories and 
memories of the students, for, after all, these are the “living archives, storehouses of 
memory and experience” (Lomawaima, 1994, p. xii). Listening to the voices of those 
who attended boarding schools is important—the legacy of those days and those 
experiences continues to resonate in Indian communities today.
A third implication of this study is that the stories of former boarding school 
students needs to be collected in serious oral history projects on almost every reservation 
in the United States. This could be done by local universities, tribal colleges, tribal or 
state historical societies. The vast majority of Indian boarding schools in the United 
States shut down by 1980, and the stories and memories of former students is vital to 
collect and study. Many valuable stories disappear each year as former students die.
Oral history collections based on the memories of boarding school life would become 
important resources in the construction of tribal histories, development of curriculum for 
schools, and they also could be used by scholars to analyze data for historic purposes or 
for improvement of Indian education. In addition, these oral stories could provide deeper 
insight into the effect of the boarding schools on present day reservation life.
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In the mid-1970s there was a great deal of expectation and joy in tribal 
communities as the boarding schools shut down and Indian education passed into the 
h ands of tribal groups. Beliefs, now recognized as somewhat naive, persisted that 
infusion of tribal history, language, and culture throughout the curriculum would 
suddenly have a positive and lasting impact on Indian education and on the communities 
and families of the children. Seemingly, a need exists to look deeper into the whole 
matter of Indian education. Why was there little improvement when the schools 
transferred into Indian hands? In order to get a clear picture, it seems necessary to take a 
broad look at the impact of the ubiquitous boarding school system on Native 
communities and families; those who took over management of the schools in the 1970s; 
examination of schools that did seem to have positive impact on their communities and 
its youth; and the role of culturally based curriculum in setting the new direction for tribal 
schools and Indian youth. Focused research in some of these areas could likely produce 
clear benefits for tribal communities and for their youth.
Further Considerations
Oral history research is expensive and time-consuming, and certainly those 
factors limited the numbers of people I could interview for this study. Distance from the 
site also was an issue. Any research trip, was 250 to 300 miles round trip. This study 
may have been enhanced with more stories of people who attended the school during a 
certain time frame. I interviewed a concentration of individuals who attended in the 
1940s and the insights into that era were valuable. On the other hand, having students 
who attended at various points in time made this study richer, from my perspective, 
because it allowed me to see patterns over time and it provided texture to the story. Very
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definitely if this study had included more male informants it would have allowed greater 
depth in deciphering the various meanings of St. Elizabeth’s. I did experience difficulty 
in gathering male informants in this study. A contributing factor is that Indian males 
living on reservations have a considerably shorter lifespan than the average American 
male. In addition, cultural issues of reticence around females is possibly an issue, 
particularly with more elderly Lakota men who tend to avoid familiar contact with non- 
related females.
Overall, I believe this study contributes some interesting and valuable insight into 
the organization and complex meaning of one institution whose goal was to lift the Indian 
race “out of darkness and superstition and into the light of Christian civilization” (ARC1A, 
1888, p. xix). And I hope I have honored those residents of St. Elizabeth’s who entrusted 
me with their stories. I was humbled when one of those with who collaborated with me 
spoke about nearly dying with meningitis at St. Elizabeth’s as an eight year old; she 
wondered why she lived and another girl died, and then she said to me, “I probably 
should have died then. Something—there is something there, something powerful that 
wants me to live—maybe to tell things like this” (Helen, 1943/6, personal 
communication, December 18, 2003).
I hope that I have told all these stories as they were told to me—with respect, 
sincerity, and gratitude.
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